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Abstract 

Aircraft turnaround operations is a key determinant of both airline and airport 

performance. Airlines incur both direct and indirect costs from poor on-time departure 

performance, particularly when these delays propagate through an airline’s schedule and 

additional resources have to be utilized for schedule recovery. As for airports, poor stand 

utilization due to excessive stand occupancy times can give rise to stand shortages and 

last-minute reallocations which disrupt operations across both terminal and airside. As 

such, optimization of aircraft turnaround operations provides opportunities for 

improvements at a systemic level.  

Petri Nets were chosen as the modelling tool as they possess features which can 

sufficiently account for both the complexity and uncertainty associated with aircraft 

turnarounds. Petri Nets models were first constructed to provide general representations 

for the turnaround operations of narrow-bodied B738 and wide-bodied A333 aircrafts. 

The Petri Nets were then adapted to make provisions for operational procedures specific 

to Changi Airport Singapore, the case study for this paper. The rationale for this 2-step 

process is to facilitate reusability of the proposed framework as the Petri Nets can be 

adapted to fit different contexts.  

After the Petri Nets were calibrated using empirical data, Monte Carlo simulations were 

performed. Critical path analysis was then conducted for characterization of existing 

operations. For B738, critical paths involving passenger services and fueling-related 

activities dominated. For A333, critical paths involving passenger services as well as 

fueling-related and catering-related activities dominated. Different modifications were 

then added to the Petri Nets and subsequently evaluated for their potential to reduce stand 

occupancy times through additional rounds of simulation. Different combinations of 

modifications involving automated aerobridge operations and removal of passenger 

deboarding as a precedent constraint for fueling-related and catering-related activities 

achieved noticeable reductions in stand occupancy times for B738 and A333. The 

potential reductions in stand occupancy times from improved scheduling outcomes were 

also analyzed.  
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Motivation 
 

An aircraft turnaround commences from the time an aircraft arrives at an aircraft stand to the 

time it is ready to depart. It represents a fundamental stage of airport operations where 

aircraft servicing as well as the exchange of passengers, crew, baggage and cargo take place. 

The complexity of the aircraft turnaround lies in the dependencies that exist across the 

various tasks that have to be completed within the scheduled time, and that would necessarily 

require coordination across various parties which include but are not limited to the airport 

operator, the air navigation service provider, the airlines and the ground handling agents.  

The key objective of an aircraft turnaround is to ensure that an aircraft is able to meet its 

scheduled departure time. Late departures from the gate can be due to a variety of reasons. 

For both the United States and Europe, late arrivals are the primary reason for late flight 

departure. Because buffers are typically built into the scheduled gate time, the aircraft 

turnaround provides an opportunity to mitigate the effects of late arrivals. That being said, 

turnaround operations can also be a contributing factor to late departures. Close to 25% of all 

causes of late departures in the US (greater than 15 minutes from scheduled departure time) 

from January 2018 to October 2018 are due to delays incurred during turnaround operations 

[29]. In Europe, for 2017 alone, for all late departures, roughly 27% of total delay minutes are 

due to turnaround-related delays [30]. 

As such, the role of the aircraft turnaround as an interface and converging point for both 

airside and terminal operations as well as its relevance to on-time departure performance 

have made it a focal point of this research, as optimization of turnaround operations would 

necessarily provide opportunities for improvements at a systemic level.  

 

1.2 Research Objectives and Scope 
 

The primary goal of the thesis is to provide a framework for identification of potential 

bottlenecks and evaluation of potential modifications for improved turnaround performance. 

Petri Nets were constructed to model general aircraft turnarounds, and subsequent adaptations 

were made to fit the context of Changi Airport Singapore. The nets are then calibrated using a 

mix of sources including empirical data from Changi Airport, consultation with managers 

from various ground handling departments as well as reference manuals from Airbus and 

Boeing. Critical path analysis was performed on results obtained from Monte Carlo 

simulations that were ran using the Petri Nets. The effectiveness of potential modifications 

was then assessed through additional rounds of simulations with the modified nets. Two 

aircraft types were modelled – B737-800 for narrow-bodies and A330-300 for wide-bodies. 

The sample of flights analyzed was restricted to 60-minute turnarounds, which are one of the 

more time-constrained turnarounds observed at Changi Airport.  
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1.3 Thesis Outline 
 

Chapter 2 provides a background on aircraft turnaround operations. This includes an 

introduction to aircraft ground handling activities, as well as the role and significance of the 

aircraft stand in turnaround operations.  

Chapter 3 introduces the methodology adopted for this study. This includes the choice of 

modelling tool and case study, as well as the data collection methods used.  

Chapter 4 provides a detailed coverage of stakeholders and operational procedures relating to 

turnaround operations at Changi Airport Singapore.  

Chapter 5 introduces the Petri Net models of general aircraft turnarounds for B738 and A333, 

as well the adaptations made based on operational procedures at Changi Airport. 

Chapter 6 explains how Monte Carlo simulations were performed using the Petri Nets. The 

steps taken to calibrate the Petri Nets as well as the assignment of firing times of the Petri Net 

transitions derived through calibration are also presented.  

Chapter 7 provides a critical path analysis of the results obtained from the simulation using 

the Petri nets for B738 and A333.  

Chapter 8 covers the proposed modifications in greater detail and provides an analysis of 

their potential to improve aircraft turnaround performance, or more specifically, to reduce 

stand occupancy times.  

Chapter 9 draws conclusions for the proposed framework for aircraft turnaround modelling 

and analysis. Key results are presented, while limitations and possible extensions are 

discussed as well.  
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2 Background 
 

2.1 Aircraft Ground Handling Activities  
 

Ground handling services may be provided by one of or a combination of the following 

parties: the airport operator, airlines or an external agency. Ground handling activities can be 

categorized under either terminal or airside operations. Differences in location aside, many of 

them share a key similarity - to facilitate the flow of various elements such as passengers and 

crew, as well as baggage and cargo to and fro the aircraft during its turnaround.  

Airside-related ground handling activities relevant to the turnaround process are presented 

below. These activities take place physically at the aircraft stand, and within the time frame 

of the aircraft arriving at the ramp to its departure from the ramp.     

Figure 1 is a flowchart illustrating the key ground handling activities which take place during 

the aircraft turnaround. The green ovals represent various states of the aircraft. Rectangles 

represent activities, and the arcs between them represent precedent constraints. Over-the-

wing (blue) activities are related to the passenger cabin, while under-the-wing (orange) 

activities involve baggage and cargo handling, refueling operations, waste clearance and 

potable water refilling, as well as any necessary aircraft maintenance. The white rectangles 

refer to ramp services which take place before and after all over-the-wing and under-the-wing 

activities.  

 

Figure 1. Flowchart of Aircraft Ground Handling Activities 
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2.1.1 Ramp Services 

 

When the aircraft arrives at the ramp area from the taxiway, it is guided to its final parking 

position at the stand either with the help of a marshaller (Figure 2) or an electronic guidance 

system (Figure 3).  

  

Figure 2. Marshalling of Aircraft into Stand 

[11] 

Figure 3: Electronic Guidance System 

Once the aircraft is docked and the engines are switched off, the chock-bearer approaches the 

aircraft to place wheel chocks at each of the wheels (Figure 4). At the same time, a ground 

handling agent hooks up to the interphone unit located at the nose wheel (Figure 5). Once 

chocks are placed and voice communications with the pilot is established, a thumbs-up signal 

is given (Figure 6). This provides the clearance for any additional staff or vehicles to 

approach the aircraft, and more importantly for all above-the-wing and under-the-wing 

activities to commence.    

  

Figure 4. Placement of Wheel Chocks Figure 5. Connection of Headset to 

Interphone Unit 

Once all the above-wing and under-wing activities are completed, the tow tug will be 

connected to the aircraft (Figure 7). When approval for pushback is received and chocks are 

removed, pushback of the aircraft from the gate can commence.  

  

Figure 6. Thumbs-Up Signal Figure 7. Tow Tug Connected for Pushback 

[12] 
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2.1.2 Above-the-wing Activities 

 

2.1.2.1 Passenger Deboarding- and Boarding-related Activities 

 

Once thumbs up is given, docking of the aerobridge (Figure 8) or the connection of passenger 

stairs (Figure 9) can commence. Passenger deboarding and boarding take place by means of 

either an aerobridge or passenger stairs. Aircrafts parked at remote stands only have the 

option of passenger stairs, while those parked at on-pier stands have both options of 

aerobridges and passenger stairs available. The stairs might be chosen by low-cost carriers as 

they are generally offered to airlines at lower fees. Passengers deboarding by means of stairs 

may enter the terminal either by walking if the distance is short, or by buses for longer 

distances.  

  

Figure 8. Aerobridge Docking Figure 9. Passenger Stairs Connected [13] 

The number of aerobridges or passenger stairs used also depends on the aircraft type. For 

example, narrow-bodies can typically accommodate up to two passenger stairs (Figure 10) or 

one aerobridge (Figure 11), while wide-bodies can accommodate two or in some cases three 

aerobridges (Figure 12) for the larger aircrafts. 

   

Figure 10. B737-800, 2 

Passenger Stairs [14] 

Figure 11. A320-200, 1 

Aerobridge [15] 

Figure 12. A380-800, 3 

Aerobridges [16] 
 

  

   

2.1.2.2 Catering 

 

Once thumbs up is given, the catering trucks approach the aircraft. The high-loader is raised 

and a bridge is extended to the aircraft door, where a ground handling agent waits in position 

(Figure 13). Once all passengers have deboarded, catering exchange can be performed, which 

involves the offloading of catering trolleys (Figure 14) from the previous flight and the 

loading of catering trolleys for the upcoming flight. These trolleys are transported to and fro 

various aircraft stands from a catering facility (Figure 15). 
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Because catering exchange has to be performed at both the forward and aft doors, depending 

on the aircraft type and the practices of the airline or ground handler, catering exchange at 

various doors can be performed sequentially with a single truck or in parallel with multiple 

trucks.  

A point to note is that not all flights require a catering service, particularly those of low cost 

carriers. However, for flights requiring a catering service, catering activities are one of the 

above-wing activities that has to be completed before passenger boarding can commence.  

 
 

 

Figure 13. High-loader Raised 

from Catering Truck [17] 

Figure 14. Catering 

Trolley [18] 

Figure 15. Catering Trucks 

Parked at Catering Facility [19] 

 

 2.1.2.3 Aircraft Interior Cleaning 

 

Cleaners enter the aircraft after all passengers have deboarded. General tasks include cleaning 

the cabin, lavatories and galley counters, as well as emptying garbage containers and 

restocking comfort items such as pillows and blankets.  

Aircraft interior cleaning (Figure 16) is one of the above-wing activities that has to be 

completed before passenger boarding can commence. 

 

Figure 16. Aircraft Interior Cleaning [20] 

 

2.1.2.4 Crew-related Activities 

 

The crew from the arriving flight deboards the aircraft after all passengers have deboarded. 

The crew on the departing flight then boards the aircraft and conducts various pre-flight 

checks. These include exterior and interior inspections of the aircraft as well as system 

checks. Cabin inspection is necessary for determining the airworthiness of the cabin before 

passenger boarding can be cleared to start.  
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2.1.3 Under-the-wing Activities 

 

2.1.3.1 Fueling 

 

Aircraft refueling can be performed in two different ways. The first way involves hooking up 

a pump vehicle to a fuel distribution port at the aircraft stand (Figure 17). Jet fuel is pumped 

out of the fuel hydrant and delivered to the aircraft through a high pressure hose. At stands 

where a fuel distribution port is unavailable, tankers are used instead (Figure 18). Typically, 

smaller airports tend to employ tankers while larger airports rely on hydrant fuel distribution. 

  

Figure 17. Aircraft Refueling from a 

Fuel Hydrant [21] 

Figure 18. Aircraft Refueling from a Tanker [22] 

There are differing practices across airports and airlines with relation to aircraft refueling 

with passengers onboard. In some cases, refueling is permitted to commence right after 

thumbs up, while in other cases, refueling is not allowed to be performed while passengers 

are onboard. The flowchart in Figure 1 depicts the latter scenario, where fueling can only 

commence after all passengers have deboarded, and where boarding can only commence after 

fueling is completed. This makes fueling the only under-wing activity among the activities 

required to be completed for the start of boarding.  

 

2.1.3.2 Baggage/Cargo Handling 

 

Commercial flights may carry a mix of passenger baggage and cargo. After thumbs up is 

given, passenger baggage is first unloaded before cargo. The priority is given to passenger 

bags in order to ensure that the bags reach the conveyor belt in time for passengers who have 

cleared immigration. As for the loading process, cargo is loaded before passenger bags which 

tend to arrive relatively later.  

There are key distinctions between the baggage/cargo handling processes for both narrow-

bodies and wide-bodies. For narrow-bodies, ground handling agents only work with loose 

passenger bags and cargo which are unloaded and loaded into forward and aft holds of the 

aircraft by means of a belt loader (Figure 19).  
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Figure 19. Belt Loader [23] Figure 20. Deck Loader [24] 

For wide-bodies, only loose bags and cargo are unloaded and loaded into the bulk hold using 

a belt loader (Figure 19). As for the forward and aft holds, bags and cargo are stored in Unit 

Load Devices (ULDs), which are either containers (Figure 21) or pallets (Figure 22). These 

unit load devices are loaded and unloaded using deck loaders (Figure 20).  

  

Figure 21. Containers [25] Figure 22. Pallets [26] 

Other supporting vehicles include tractors (Figure 23) which are used to transport passenger 

bags and cargo on dollies to and fro the aircraft and the baggage handling facility or the 

cargo facility, as well as transporters (Figure 24) which are used to transport ULDs over 

short distances around the aircraft from the deck loader to the dolly and vice versa. 

  

Figure 23. Tractor with a Chain of 3 Dollies 

[27] 

Figure 24. Transporter [28] 

 

2.1.3.3 Waste Clearing and Potable Water Refilling 

 

During the turnaround, waste has to be emptied (Figure 25) and fresh water has to be 

resupplied (Figure 26) to the aircraft. There are differing practices across airlines and airports 

with relation to whether the processes are performed in parallel or sequentially. The flowchart 

in Figure 1 depicts the latter scenario, where waste clearing has to be completed before 

potable water refilling takes place.  
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Figure 25. Lavatory Servicing Figure 26. Potable Water Refilling 

 

2.3 The Aircraft Stand as an Interface for Terminal and Airside Operations at 

the Gate 
 

During a turnaround, the aircraft stand acts an interface for both terminal and airside 

operations. This is shown below in two ways, one by the physical flow of resources between 

various locations and the aircraft stand during the turnaround, and another by the 

dependencies between terminal and airside operations which converge at the gate.  

 

2.3.1 Physical Layout and Movement of Resources for Exchange of Key Elements 

 

Figure 27 shows the physical layout of various ground handling vehicles and equipment for 

the servicing of a B737-800 at an on-pier stand. The use of blue and orange colors to 

represent over-the-wing and under-the-wing activities in Figure 1 is retained. Note that while 

the position of the vehicles and equipment are drawn according to their rough locations with 

relation to the aircraft during the turnaround, the positions of the rounded rectangles which 

represent physical areas or buildings do not contain any geographical significance.  

• The aerobridge facilitates the exchange of passengers and crew between the terminal area 

and the aircraft.  

• Baggage tractors facilitate the exchange of passenger baggage between the baggage 

handling facility and the aircraft, as well as cargo between the air cargo facility and the 

aircraft. 

• Catering trucks facilitate the exchange of catering trolleys between the catering facility 

and the aircraft. 
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Figure 27. Physical Layout of Ground Handling Vehicles and Equipment for B738 Turnaround 

at On-pier Stand 

 

2.3.2 Relationship between Aircraft Ground Handling Activities with Airside/Terminal 

Operations 

 

Figure 28 is a flowchart illustrating the states and processes associated with the flow of 

passengers, baggage and the aircraft. Ovals refer to states while rectangles refer to processes. 

Grey rectangles refer to ground handling activities that take place at the aircraft stand. Blue, 

green and red colors refer to activities involving passengers, baggage and the aircraft 

respectively. The aircraft ground handling activities which are directly linked to airside and 

terminal operations are marked using asterisks. 

 

From the top right, the aircraft taxis in from the runway to the ramp to commence the 

turnaround activities (shown in grey), which are similar to those in Figure 1. After 

completion of the turnaround activities, the aircraft taxis out from the ramp to the runway for 

take-off in the bottom right. 
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From the top left, departing passengers arrive at the terminal to commence check-in. 

Passengers make their way through immigration while checked baggage (where applicable) 

goes through screening. After which, passengers head to the gate hold room and baggage is 

delivered to the baggage handling facility for passenger boarding and baggage loading 

respectively. As for arriving passengers, they make their way to arrival immigration after 

deboarding the aircraft. After which, those with checked baggage will head to baggage claim 

carousel before exiting the terminal in the bottom left.   

 

 

Figure 28. Flowchart of Both Terminal and Airside Operations 

 

2.3.3 Convergence of Terminal and Airside Operations at the Gate 

 

The above two sections have demonstrated the convergence of terminal and airside 

operations at the gate, which has several implications.  

Firstly, regardless of whether ground handling services are provided by the airlines, the 

airport operator or an external agency, a significant degree of coordination is required across 

various stakeholders, namely the ground handlers, the airlines, the airport operator as well as 

the air navigation service provider. Furthermore, provision of ground handling services is 

generally decentralized and sometimes specific services may even be outsourced, such as 

fueling services. As such, the number of actors involved make the turnaround a particular 

complex process where poor turnaround performance can affect not just the experience of 

passengers, but also the workflow and operations of all involved parties.       

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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Secondly, there is a substantial level of uncertainty that is associated with the aircraft 

turnaround. The durations of aircraft ground handling activities face uncertainty due to 

variations in passenger load, cargo load, weather, as well as mechanical faults. On top of that, 

the convergence of both terminal and airside operations at the gate adds additional 

uncertainty to the start and end times of various ground handling processes. For example, late 

aircraft arrivals at the stand would result in a delayed start to the turnaround, which may 

impact manpower schedules for the rest of the day. Baggage loading can also be delayed by 

late arrivals of outbound bags at the aircraft. Additionally, no-show of passengers during 

boarding may necessitate bag pulls from the cargo hold as the aircraft is not allowed to take-

off with bags without the owner onboard. While these scenarios are not exhaustive, they 

demonstrate the unpredictability of turnaround performance.  

As such, with these two implications in mind, the paper seeks to develop a framework for 

assessing ground handling performance at the stand through a model that adequately accounts 

for both the complexity and uncertainty of the aircraft turnaround.  
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2.4 Literature Review  
 

Different approaches have been taken to improve aircraft turnaround performance, or more 

specifically, to ensure on-time departure of the aircraft from the stand. The modelling of the 

aircraft turnaround as a vehicle routing problem for ground handling vehicles [1] or a 

resource-constrained scheduling problem for ground handling agents [2] are alternative 

approaches that have been adopted.   

This paper is based on the conceptualization of the aircraft turnaround as a combination of 

tasks that have to be carried out in series or parallel, and with accompanying dependencies 

that exist between the activities at the aircraft stand. Under such a framework, Braaskma [3] 

was one of the earliest to apply the Critical Path Method (CPM) to aircraft turnaround 

analysis, where Monte Carlo simulations were used to identify and analyze critical paths.  

In the derivation of the parameters for the simulations performed by Braaskma [3], the 

durations of the activities were derived using observed work rates. For example, the 

deboarding duration is based on passengers deboarded per minute per door, the unloading 

duration is based on baggage per man per compartment, and the fueling duration is based on 

gallons of fuel per minute. However, this would imply that the variability in activity durations 

are entirely dependent on variability in loads, which is unlikely to be the case. Subsequent 

works by Fricke et al [4] and Sanchez et al [5] instead used observed durations to estimate the 

distributions for various activities.  

The choice of modelling tool for representation of aircraft turnarounds has also varied across 

researchers. An activity-on-node diagram was used by Braaskma [3], while more recent 

works by Sanchez et al [5] and Tosic et al [6] adopted Petri Nets. Petri Nets have been chosen 

for this paper due to its advantages over the more conventional activity-on-node diagram in 

terms of readability and traceability.  

The dependencies that have been modelled in various studies to date have largely been 

limited to the precedent constraints between turnaround activities taking place at the stand. 

Firstly, the dependencies between the activities at the aircraft stand and aircraft arrival, as 

well as passenger and baggage flow from the terminal, have not been accounted for. 

Secondly, in terms of resource dependencies, studies typically assume that manpower and 

equipment were always available whenever required. Tosic et al [6] was the only study found 

to account for these dependencies, albeit to a limited extent - a baseline Petri Net model 

where deterministic values were used for activity durations was created, and scenarios such 

as the possibility of late aircraft arrival, resource unavailability and variability in passenger 

deboarding and boarding durations were analyzed in isolation.  

Lastly, unlike studies dealing with scheduling and routing problems, studies applying CPM to 

turnaround analysis typically aim to characterize existing operations at an airport rather than 

optimize turnaround performance. As such, this paper aims to both characterize and analyze 

potential modifications using a similar CPM framework.  
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3 Methodology 
 

3.1 Petri Nets as the Choice of Modelling Tool 
 

Petri Nets were chosen as the modelling tool for the aircraft turnaround. There were several 

considerations when selecting an appropriate tool. 

In the graphical aspect, the modelling tool should be able to reflect the complexity and 

various features of the aircraft turnaround while maintaining readability. Examples of these 

features include the parallel and sequential execution of aircraft ground handling activities, 

their relationship with airside and terminal operations where relevant, as well as resource 

dependencies.  

In the analytical aspect, the modelling tool should possess several capabilities that are 

deemed necessary for the intended analysis of aircraft turnarounds. Firstly, for each 

simulation, the model should provide traceability of an aircraft turnaround by providing 

access to both final and intermediate states. This is crucial for critical path analysis where 

bottlenecks in a system are identified. Secondly, to account for the uncertainty of aircraft 

turnarounds, the model should be able to incorporate both deterministic values and stochastic 

distributions in simulations.  

 

Figure 29. Flowchart Illustrating the Steps for Application of Petri Net Models 

The flowchart in Figure 29 explains how the Petri Nets are applied to this study. The Petri 

Nets were first used to provide a general representation of turnaround operations based on the 

flowchart in Figure 1. Two Petri Nets were created, one for the narrow-bodied B737-800 and 

another for the wide-bodied A330-300. This basic structure should be adequate in 

representing all the key processes and their dependencies for a generic turnaround, but at the 

same time be flexible enough to incorporate any adaptations to fit various contexts due to the 

different operating conditions and procedures across different airports and airlines. The Petri 

Nets are then adapted to incorporate operational procedures specific to a chosen case study.  

The next step involves the calibration of the Petri Nets, which refers to the assignment of 

firing times to the transitions based on a variety of sources including empirical data obtained 

from the case study. The Petri Nets are then directly used in a Monte Carlo simulation, which 

is made possible as the arcs, transitions and places which make up the Petri Nets specify both 

the logical relationships between activities and quantitative values associated with durations. 

Critical path analysis is then performed on the simulations for characterization of existing 

operations. Modifications are proposed and performed on the Petri Nets, and they are 

subsequently analyzed through an additional round of simulation.  

Petri Nets for general
representations of B738 and A333
turnarounds are created based on

the flowchart in Figure 1

Adaptations are made to the Petri
Nets to make provisions for

operational procedures specific to a
case study

Petri Nets are calibrated using a mix
of sources including empirical data

i.e. firing times are assigned to
transitions

Monte Carlo simulations are
performed using the Petri Nets

Critical path analysis is performed
on simulation results for

characterization of existing
operations

Modifications for reduced stand
occupancy times are made to the

Petri Nets and analyzed through an
additional round of simulation
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3.2 Case Study  

 

Changi Airport Singapore was chosen as a case study for the project. The Petri Nets were 

adapted to reflect the operational procedures of dnata Singapore Pte Ltd – one of the two 

ground handlers at Changi Airport. To gain greater familiarization with operations of both 

dnata and Changi Airport Group (CAG), the airport operator, site visits to the following 

facilities were conducted: 

• Airport Operations Center (AOC) 

• dnata Ramp Facility  

• dnata Cargo Facility 

• dnata Catering Facility 

• dnata Resource Planning Facility  

• Baggage Handling Facility 

• dnata Customer Services  

The functions of these facilities will be explained in more detail in Section 4.1. 

 

3.3 Data Collection 
 

The main purpose of the collection of empirical data was to retrieve timestamps at various 

points of the turnaround to estimate the duration of each activity. These estimates will then be 

used for simulations conducted with the Petri Nets.  

CAG was able to provide flight-related information for both arrival and departure legs, as 

well as aircraft movement-related timings and locations. These pieces of information are 

automatically recorded through various systems. 

As for dnata, data collected was compiled from various reports from different departments. 

During the turnaround, ground handlers from the ramp facility fill up two reports. The Apron 

Service Report (ASR) contains baggage and cargo handling-related timestamps (Table 1) as 

well as manpower and equipment assignments (Table 2) for each aircraft turnaround.   

Table 1. Baggage/Cargo Handling-related Timestamps in the Apron Service Report (ASR) 
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Table 2. Manpower and Equipment Assignments in the Apron Service Report (ASR) 

 

The Technical Service Report (TSR) contains information on manpower assignments for 

other services such as the driving of lavatory and water trucks, marshalling duties, driving of 

tow tugs etc. (Table 3).  

Table 3. Manpower Assignments for Technical Services in the Technical Service Report (TSR) 

 

Ground handlers from Customer Services who handle passengers at the terminal complete the 

Flight Service Report (FSR), which contains timestamps with relation to check-in and 

boarding processes (Table 4). Other details such as baggage, cargo and passenger load are 

also provided in the aforementioned reports. 

Table 4. Check-in- and Boarding-related Timestamps in the Flight Service Report (FSR) 

 

The main challenge encountered in data collection was that turnaround-related timings for 

certain activities were unavailable. This was due to several reasons. Firstly, at dnata, under a 

state where the provision of aircraft ground handling services is highly decentralized, the 

absence of an over-arching directive for recording of timings across all activities inevitably 

meant the omission of several activities. Ramp, cargo and catering facilities are 

independently managed by their own respectively facilities while cleaning and fueling are 

subcontracted to third parties. Secondly, as the recording process is entirely manual and 

reports are typically filled by a single individual from the ramp facility, only what are deemed 

as the more crucial aspects of the turnaround are recorded. 
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In order to obtain data on omitted processes, footage from surveillance cameras at each 

aircraft stand were reviewed to obtain a sample of timestamps of the fueling process. The 

sample contained 43 flights which are made up of either B737-800s or A330-300s. The 

footage could not be used for other activities either because these activities took place 

entirely within the aircraft (E.g. aircraft cabin cleaning), or because the field of view of the 

camera was not sufficient to record specific timestamps as the camera typically recorded only 

one side of the aircraft and up to a certain height. For example, lavatory trucks and potable 

water trucks are parked on the opposite end of the aircraft where the camera does not capture. 

Observation of catering activities also require a clear view of all the doors where catering 

exchange is performed (sequentially or in parallel), which was also not accessible in the 

footage reviewed.   

As such, live observations of a few flights were also conducted to obtain rough estimates of 

duration of omitted processes. Observation points were from both the aircraft stand and the 

gate hold room. The gate hold room provided visibility of the deboarding process, while the 

aircraft stand provided visibility of all other under-the-wing activities.  

Inputs regarding timings of the omitted process were gathered from the respective 

departmental managers. Aircraft manuals with stipulated turnaround times were also used as 

a source of reference. Due to the limited time on-site at the airport, the number of live 

observations could not constitute a sufficient sample size, but were useful for providing a 

rough reference when compared with other sources such as managerial inputs and aircraft 

manuals. 

Lastly, to be consistent with the month where on-site manual observations were made, 

database records of CAG and dnata for the same month of July 2018 were used for this 

project. 
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4 Case Study: Changi Airport Singapore  
 

Changi Airport Singapore is a major transportation hub and one of the busiest airports in 

Southeast Asia. Increasing levels of passenger and aircraft movements put additional stress 

on existing resources and facilities such as runways, terminals and aircraft stands. Although 

still one of the top-ranking airports for On-Time Performance (OTP), from 2016 to 2017, 

OTP fell slightly from 83.5% to 81.3% [7]. Consultations with ground handling managers at 

Changi Airport have also revealed that operations are becoming increasingly gate-constrained 

and manpower-constrained, and they become particularly challenging during peak hours with 

incoming flights with short turnaround times (~60 minutes). While a new runway and 

terminal are in the process of being built, optimization of existing turnaround operations 

would be helpful in terms of improving utilization of aircraft stands through reduced stand 

occupancy times.   

There are 2 ground handling agencies operating at Changi Airport Singapore, namely dnata 

Singapore Pte Ltd and SATS Ltd. Depending on contractual agreements, airlines delegate 

various terminal- and` airside-related ground handling activities to either dnata or SATS. 

With relation to the ground handling activities depicted in the flowchart in Figure 1, these 

activities are carried out by either dnata or SATS, depending on which ground handling 

agency the airline has contracted with.  

In this paper, adaptation and calibration of the Petri Nets are based on operational procedures 

and data obtained from dnata. In Section 4.1, an overview of dnata departments and facilities 

is first provided. In Section 4.2, operational procedures specific to dnata are presented. In 

Section 4.3, the A-CDM framework and timestamps used for the tracking of the turnaround 

progress and relevant to the calibration of the Petri Nets are explained.  

 

4.1 Overview of Ground Handling Departments and Facilities of dnata Singapore 

Ptd Ltd 
 

The layout of various ground handling-related facilities of dnata are shown in Figure 30, as 

demarcated by red boxes. Given the decentralized nature of operations, the functions of 

various departments and facilities under dnata will be presented below.  
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dnata Inflight Catering Centre dnata Cargo Facility 

 

 

dnata Ramp Office  

Figure 30. Layout of Ground Handling Facilities of dnata 
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4.1.1 dnata Ramp Facility 

 

The ramp facility serves several functions. Firstly, it is the staging area for ground handlers 

involved in aircraft ground handling activities. Their responsibilities include ramp services 

(as defined in Section 2.1.1), aerobridge operations, as well as the unloading and loading of 

cargo and passenger baggage. The team composition and assigned duties for each member in 

the ground handling team will be presented in more detail in Section 4.2.  

Secondly, the facility also houses an operations room, where 3 agents are deployed to track 

the status of wide-body turnarounds, narrow-body turnarounds and provision of technical 

services respectively. With the help of displays which receive live feeds from the CAG Flight 

Information Display System (FIDS), the first 2 agents in the operations room have access to 

updated flight statuses and coordinate real-time dispatch of ground handling teams for 

servicing of narrow-bodies and wide-bodies. The 3rd agent tracks the provision of technical 

services such as the availability of water trucks, lavatory trucks and tow tugs. These technical 

services are similar to those recorded in the TSR. 

Thirdly, the facility is also where the load control department is situated. Depending on the 

airline, the load sheet for the departing flight may either be completed onsite by dnata load 

controllers from the load control department, or completed off-site by airlines through their 

own centralized load control department.  

Lastly, the ramp facility serves as the point of contact with airlines for any accountability 

issues. For example, if a turnaround-related delay occurs, the ramp facility would be in 

charge of determining the cause by coordinating an investigation across all relevant dnata 

departments and 3rd parties (e.g. fueling companies), and subsequently communicate the 

findings to the airlines.  

 

4.1.2 dnata Resource Planning Facility (Manpower Scheduling for Ramp Services) 

 

The resource planning facility is situated within the terminal, and is responsible for the 

scheduling of manpower for the ramp facility during the tactical phase. Typically, about 3 to 

4 days in advance, workforce scheduling is performed where ground handlers are assigned to 

specific tasks for aircraft turnarounds based on their qualifications. The scheduling and 

assignment of manpower is performed manually and based mainly on the scheduler’s 

experience. For example, if a ground handler is assigned tasks for two turnarounds that are 

closely spaced in time, a larger buffer between the end of the preceding and start of the 

succeeding turnaround is ensured if the preceding turnaround is for a wide-body aircraft.  

 

4.1.3 dnata Cargo Facility 

 

The cargo facility comprises 3 terminals – an import terminal, an export terminal and a 

terminal specifically for perishable cargo. 

In the export terminal, build-up of ULDs for a departing flight are expected to be completed 

at least 2 hours before the scheduled time of departure. A Dead Load Statement (DLS) (Table 

5) which shows the breakdown of weight across the ULDs is then prepared and sent to the 

load control department at the ramp facility, as this information is required for completion of 
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the load sheet for the departing flight. As for the transport of cargo from the cargo facility to 

the aircraft, cargo should arrive at the aircraft for loading around 45 minutes before the 

scheduled time of departure. Drivers are also equipped with Personal Digital Assistants 

(PDAs) which receive live feeds from the CAG FIDS with updated arrival and departure 

timings, as well as information on aircraft type, stand and terminal.  

As for cargo arriving into Changi Airport, cargo may either be subject to tail-to-tail transfer 

where cargo is moved from one aircraft to another, or sent to the cargo facility directly. CAG 

has implemented a set of performance standards to be met regarding the time at which cargo 

should be made available at the cargo facility relative to the arrival of the aircraft. The 

timings to be met differ across different types of cargo, such as general and perishable cargo.  

Table 5. Deadload Statement for Cargo (Export) 

 

 

4.1.4 dnata Catering Facility 

 

The catering facility is where preparation of meals and cleaning of soiled trays and utensils 

take place. It also acts as a depot for the catering trucks. An operations room is located within 

the facility to coordinate the dispatch of the catering trucks. However, unlike other 

departments, the FIDS is not used, but instead dispatchers directly communicate with 

contracted airlines through phone, fax and emails for updates.  

Catering services for aircraft can be provided in 2 ways. For aircrafts with longer ground 

times, offloading of soiled food carts and loading of new food carts are done in separate 

stages, one shortly after arrival of the aircraft and one nearer to departure. For shorter 

turnarounds, offloading and loading of food carts are done in a single stage.  

Catering trucks are typically expected to arrive at least 5 minutes before arrival of the aircraft. 

The manpower allocation for a single truck consists of the driver, an operator and a 

supervisor. The supervisor also assists in the marshalling of the catering truck for positioning 

in front of the service door. 
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4.1.5 Baggage Handling Facilities 

 

Various baggage handling facilities are situated across the terminals. An operations room 

manned by dnata coordinates the delivery of passenger baggage from the terminal to the 

departing aircraft, as well as the delivery of passenger baggage from an arriving aircraft to the 

terminal, or more specifically, the baggage carousel. For arriving aircraft, baggage handlers 

are expected to meet performance standards issued by CAG. The time at which the first bag 

is placed on the baggage carousel should not exceed 15 minutes from thumbs up at the 

aircraft. The time at which the last bag is placed on the baggage carousel should not exceed 

30 minutes and 35 minutes from thumbs up for narrow-bodies and wide-bodies respectively 

(for aircraft parked at on-pier stands).  

 

4.1.6 dnata Customer Services (Terminal-side Passenger Handling Services) 

 

The customer services department is responsible for the airline’s ground handling operations 

at the terminal. This includes the manning of check-in counters, as well as the facilitation of 

deboarding and boarding at the gate hold room.  

 

4.2 Operational Procedures  
 

This section describes the operational procedures of dnata for B738 and A333 in detail, and 

they will be incorporated when adapting the Petri Nets. These operational procedures refer to 

the manpower dependencies involving the ground handling team from the ramp facility, 

which are of particular interest as unlike the teams from other facilities which are designated 

to a particular task, this team is responsible for various activities as explained in Section 4.1.1 

- ramp services, aerobridge operations, as well as the unloading and loading of cargo and 

passenger baggage. As such, this team is essentially involved in the entirety of the aircraft 

turnaround from aircraft arrival to departure from the ramp.  

 

4.2.1 Operational Procedure for B738 

 

4.2.1.1 Composition of Ground Handling Team from Ramp Facility 

 

The team comprises the following members: 

• 1 Flight-in-charge (FIC) 

• 2 Ramp Servicemen (RSM) 

• 5-6 Operators 

The FIC mainly takes on a supervisory role, where he ensures that all above-the-wing and 

under-the-wing ground handling activities are performed within safety regulations. In 

addition, the FIC is also responsible for the finalization of key documents such as the 

passenger manifest and the load sheet with the captain. Examples of a passenger manifest and 

a load sheet are shown in Tables 6 and 7 respectively. All documents can only be considered 
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finalized after all passengers have boarded and passenger baggage have been loaded, and the 

reason is due to the security-related policy known as passenger-baggage reconciliation. This 

policy requires that all passenger baggage in the cargo hold must have an accompanying 

passenger in the cabin. If for any reason the passenger does not arrive at the boarding gate in 

time, his or her bag must be unloaded from the cargo hold, which would require changes to 

both the passenger manifest and the load sheet.  

In addition, depending on the aircraft being serviced i.e. narrow-body or wide-body, the FIC 

may have additional responsibilities with regard to vehicle operation. For the B738, the FIC 

is also responsible for driving 1 of the 2 belt loaders to the cargo hold for unloading.   

The RSMs are involved in equipment and vehicle operation, as well as loading and unloading 

of baggage and cargo. 1 RSM (RSM 1) is responsible for aerobridge operations as well as the 

driving of 1 of the 2 belt loaders to the cargo hold. The second RSM (RSM 2) is responsible 

for the driving of the baggage tractor for delivery of passenger bags from the aircraft to the 

baggage handling facility. 

The operators primarily assist with the placement of cones after thumbs up as well as the 

unloading and loading of the cargo hold.  

 

4.2.1.2 Tasks from Pre-Aircraft Arrival to Thumbs Up 

 

The ground handling team is also in charge of performing a series of tasks from pre-aircraft 

arrival to the time when thumbs up is given.  

The team is expected to arrive at the stand at least 15 minutes prior to the estimated time of 

arrival of the aircraft. Firstly, a serviceability check on the Automated Docking Guidance 

System (ADGS) has to be conducted. Secondly, the surrounded area must be ensured to be 

free from any FOD and clear of any liquid spillage. Thirdly, all necessary equipment for the 

flight must be appropriately positioned. For the aerobridge, from a fully retracted position, it 

has to be adjusted to the appropriate height and position for the incoming aircraft type. As for 

Table 6. Passenger Manifest Table 7. Load Sheet 
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the staging of vehicles such as tow tugs, baggage tractors and belt loaders, they have to be 

retrieved and brought to the Equipment Staging Area (ESA) as shown in Figure 31. At the 

end of the turnaround, these vehicles are either driven to the ESA to await arrival of another 

flight or driven to an Equipment Parking Area (where available) for parking. Note that the 

EPA is not available at every stand.   

When the aircraft arrives at the ramp, the FIC must be in position to press a button which 

keeps the ADGS activated for the entirety of the docking process. After the aircraft is parked, 

RSM 2 places the chocks while the FIC connects the headset. At the same time, RSM 1 heads 

to the aerobridge to await thumbs up for aerobridge connection. When thumbs up is given, 

RSM 1 begins to perform aerobridge connection, while the FIC retrieves the belt loader from 

the ESA. RSM 2 then proceeds with the placement of cones before retrieving the baggage 

tractor for the delivery of passenger bags from the aircraft to the bag room.  

                       

Figure 31. Left: Diagrammatic Representation of Equipment Staging Area (ESA); Right: 

Actual Snapshot of Equipment Staging Area 

                          

              

Figure 32. Left: Diagrammatic Representation of Equipment Parking Area (EPA); Right: 

Actual Snapshot of Equipment Parking Area 

 

4.2.2 Operational Procedure for A333 

 

4.2.2.1 Composition of Ground Handling Team from Ramp Facility 

 

The team comprises the following members: 

• 1 Flight-in-charge (FIC) 

• 3 Equipment Operators (EOs) 

• 5-6 Operators 
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The FIC maintains the same responsibilities as mentioned above for B738 turnarounds, 

except that he is no longer responsible for any form of vehicle operation for A333 

turnarounds. 

For wide-bodies, 3 EOs are employed instead of RSMS. EOs are trained in the operation of a 

wider selection of vehicles including deck loaders, transporters and passenger stairs. For the 

A333, the first EO (EO 1) is responsible for operating 1 of the 2 aerobridges, as well as the 

driving of 1 of the 2 deck loaders to the cargo hold. The second EO (EO 2) is responsible for 

aerobridge operations as well as the driving of the transporter, which is necessary for moving 

ULDs between deck loaders and dollies during both unloading and loading operations. The 

third EO (EO 3) is responsible for the driving of the second deck loader to the cargo hold, 

followed by the driving of the belt loader to the bulk cargo hold. 

Similar to the B738 turnaround, operators primarily assist with the placement of safety cones 

as well as the unloading and loading of the cargo holds.  

 

4.2.2.2 Tasks from Pre-Aircraft Arrival to Thumbs Up 

 

The tasks from pre-aircraft arrival to thumbs up are largely similar to those for B738 

turnarounds, except that the RSMs have been replaced by the EOs. After the aircraft is 

parked, EO 3 places the chocks while the FIC connects the headset. At the same time, EO 1 

and EO 2 head to the aerobridge to await thumbs up for aerobridge connection. When thumbs 

up is given, EO 1 and EO 2 begin to perform aerobridge connection, while EO 3 retrieves the 

deck loader from the ESA.  
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4.3 Tracking of Turnaround Progress under the Airport Collaborative Decision 

Making (A-CDM) Framework 
 

The A-CDM framework was implemented to improve information sharing across CAG, 

airlines, ground handlers and air traffic control (ATC). In this paper, the key relevance of the 

A-CDM is in the use of a set of timestamps which are indicative of an aircraft’s status during 

a turnaround, and they are recorded for each flight at Changi Airport. As these timestamps 

are used for the calibration of the Petri Nets, it is necessary for the reader to understand what 

they represent in relation to the turnaround.  

The following timestamps are introduced: 

1) Scheduled and Actual In-Block Time (SIBT, AIBT) 

2) Scheduled and Actual Off-Block Time (SOBT, SOBT) 

3) Target Off-Block Time (TOBT) 

4) Target Start-up Approval Time (TSAT) 

The flowchart in Figure 33 is similar to that of Figure 1, except that it begins with the state 

where the aircraft is parked at the stand, and ends with the departure of the aircraft from the 

stand. The flowchart of the aircraft turnaround is presented alongside a timeline showing the 

A-CDM timestamps from 1 to 3.  

SIBT refers to the time an aircraft is scheduled to be parked at the stand, while SOBT refers 

to the time an aircraft is scheduled to depart the stand. The scheduled and actual stand 

occupancy time of the aircraft can therefore be derived by finding the differences SOBT-

SIBT and AOBT-AIBT respectively. In the calibration of the Petri Nets, the time at which the 

aircraft is actually parked at the stand relative to the scheduled time is estimated from the 

distribution of AIBT-SIBT values.  

TOBT refers to the time at which the ground handlers estimate the aircraft to be ready for 

pushback. This is the state where all aircraft doors are closed, the aerobridge is disconnected, 

and the tow tug is connected. Before the arrival of the aircraft, a TOBT will be automatically 

generated based on flight arrival information. Ground handlers have to confirm the validity of 

this generated TOBT at least 40 minutes before departure of the aircraft. At any time during 

the turnaround process, if ground handlers expect a change of more than 5 minutes to the 

TOBT, they are required to manually update the TOBT.  

TSAT refers to the time the aircraft can expect push-back approval, and it is published 25 

minutes prior to TOBT. It is automatically generated based on the existing TOBT and an 

algorithm considering other relevant parameters such as flight statuses, stand allocation, 

runway configuration and availability. As such, aircrafts may not necessarily pushback 

immediately after the connection of the tow tug. In the calibration of the Petri Nets, the 

amount of time elapsed from the time the tow tug is connected to the start of pushback is 

estimated from the distribution of AOBT-TOBT values.  
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Figure 33. Flowchart of Aircraft Ground Handling Activities with Airport-Collaborative Decision Making (A-CDM) 

Timestamps 
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5 Petri-Net Modelling 
 

A Petri Net is a directed bipartite graph comprising of a set of places, transitions and arcs. 

Places are the nodes describing the states of a system, while transitions are rectangular bars 

denoting state changes or activities. Arcs run either from places to transitions or transitions to 

places. A more detailed explanation of Petri Net theory is provided in Appendix A.  

Due to the complexity and the amount of detail in the Petri Nets, presentation of these nets 

will be done in the following manner. First, a master net showing all the activities at a high 

level of abstraction will be presented. Subsequently, the modelling of specific features in the 

Petri Net will be presented in more detail with the aid of selected subnets.  

In Section 5.1.1, a master net for a general B738 turnaround is presented. The modelling of 

specific features in the Petri Net is then presented in Section 5.1.2. In Section 5.1.3, the 

master net with manpower dependencies specific to dnata is presented. In Section 5.1.4, the 

manpower dependencies are presented in greater detail in the context of the Petri Net. 

Sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.4 follows a similar approach but with reference to the A333 turnaround. 

 

5.1 Petri Nets for B378 Turnaround   
 

Transitions are represented in 3 different ways. A white rectangle is an ‘as-is’ representation 

of an activity without further breakdown. A grey rectangle represents a subnet for an activity 

which can be broken down into smaller components which are not shown in the master net 

for easier readability. A thin black rectangle is a dummy transition which fires 

instantaneously. These transitions do not represent the execution of an activity, but are used 

either to represent the fulfilment of certain criteria or conditions.  

In addition, the Petri Nets are based on aircrafts parked at on-pier stands, hence the use of 

aerobridges instead of passenger stairs. These aircrafts also have short scheduled turnarounds 

where all post-arrival and pre-departure activities have to be completed in a single time 

frame, unlike longer turnarounds where post-arrival and pre-departure activities are 

completed in two different time frames.  

Note that manpower assignments for the various vehicles and equipment are neither reflected 

in the master net nor the subnets of the Petri Nets for B738 in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2. 

Because these manpower dependencies can vary substantially across airports and airlines, 

these components are only modelled when adapting the Petri Nets for the chosen case study 

in Sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4. 
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5.1.1 Master Net for B738 Turnaround 

 

Figure 34 shows the master net for a general B738 turnaround. All of the activities 

represented in the flowchart in Figure 1 are also accounted for in this master net.  

There are several assumptions regarding the sequence of activities, and this may vary across 

different airlines and airports. Firstly, it assumes that fueling can only start after all 

passengers have deboarded. Secondly, waste clearing and potable water refilling activities are 

done sequentially in the mentioned order. However, changes to the sequence of these 

activities, if necessary, can be made relatively easily when adapting the Petri Net to a specific 

case study.  

The next section presents the modelling of specific features which have been incorporated 

into the Petri Net in order to account for specific dependencies that are not reflected in Figure 

1. The sections of the Petri Net that are associated with these features are demarcated by red 

boxes with accompanying labels in Figure 34. 

Illustrations of all the subnets in their expanded forms are provided in Appendix B.   
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Figure 34. Master Net for B738 

Specific features have been modelled into the Petri Net. For the arcs, places (nodes) and transitions demarcated by red boxes, each 

accompanying label describes the specific modelled feature which will be discussed in the subsequent pages.  

 

Early/Late Aircraft Arrival 
Fuel Truck Availability 

Sequential Catering at 

Fwd and Aft Doors 

Dependency of Boarding on 

Aircraft Arrival Time  

Dependency of Loading on 

Aircraft Arrival Time  

Opening of Fwd and 

Aft Cargo Doors 

Finalization of Passenger 

Manifest and Load Sheet  
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5.1.2 Modelling of Specific Features  

 

(a) Actual Arrival of Aircraft Relative to Scheduled Arrival Time 

 

 

Figure 35. Section of Master Net Illustrating Aircraft Arrival Process (B738) 

 

The section of the master net shown in Figure 35 contains the places and transitions leading 

up to the parking of the aircraft at the stand. In order to allow for the possibility that the 

aircraft may either arrive before or after the scheduled arrival time, the place ‘Sixty Min Prior 

to Scheduled Arrival at Ramp’ is used to represent a state in time where it is 60 minutes 

before the scheduled arrival of the aircraft. The transition ‘Elapsed Time to Actual Arrival at 

Ramp’ then represents the amount of time the aircraft would take to arrive at the ramp 

relative to the aforementioned state. For example, a firing time of 60 minutes would mean 

that the aircraft has arrived perfectly on schedule.  

Accounting for the early or late arrival of the aircraft is crucial due to the dependencies with 

terminal operations, as shown in Figure 28. Arrival of passengers at the gate hold room as 

well as the delivery of outbound baggage for the departure flight typically takes place with 

reference to the scheduled departure time of the aircraft. As such, depending on the arrival 

time of the aircraft, the start of boarding as well as the end of loading may either be 

constrained by ground handling activities taking place at the aircraft or terminal operations. 

Therefore, in the subnets for passenger boarding and baggage loading, additional components 

to reflect these dependencies are modelled into the Petri Nets, as presented below.  
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a1. Aircraft Arrival Dependency for Passenger Boarding 

The unexpanded subnet for ‘Pax Boarding’ along with its preceding and succeeding 

places are shown in Figure 36. The expanded subnet for ‘Pax Boarding’ is shown in 

Figure 37. 

 

Figure 36. Unexpanded Subnet for 'Pax Boarding' (B738) 

 

Figure 37. Expanded Subnet for 'Pax Boarding' (B738) 

 

An earliest time at which boarding can start relative to the aircraft’s scheduled time of 

arrival is imposed using the transition ‘Earliest Board Start Time from Scheduled 

Arrival’. If a flight arrives early relative to scheduled arrival time, it is likely that 

fueling-, crew-, cleaning- and catering-related activities are completed earlier. 

However, it will not be realistic to assume that boarding will commence immediately 

since airlines also use the scheduled arrival and departure times of the aircraft to relay 

boarding start times to passengers.   

The earliest time at which boarding can end relative to the aircraft’s scheduled time of 

arrival is imposed using the transition ‘Earliest Board End Time from Scheduled 

Arrival’. If an aircraft arrives early, it is likely that boarding starts earlier. Because the 

firing time of the transition ‘Pax Boarding’ is independent of the start time of 

boarding, the transition ‘Earliest Board End Time from Scheduled Arrival’ is imposed 

to avoid the scenario where boarding ends prematurely, since airlines also use the 

scheduled arrival and departure times of the aircraft to decide on gate closing times.  

Note that the numerical labels on arcs are token weights. The number on an arc from a 

place (node) to a transition represents the number of tokens that must be present in the 

place before the transition is enabled. The number on an arc from a transition to a 

place represents the number of tokens that are deposited into the place when the 

transition is fired.  

In Figure 37, the transition ‘Pax Boarding’ is enabled when 4 tokens are present in the 

place ‘Ready for Boarding’. This indicates that the completion of firing of all four 

transitions – ‘Fueling’, ‘Crew’, ‘Cleaning’ and ‘Catering’ are required for the 

enabling of the transition ‘Boarding’. Additionally, transition ‘Dummy Transition 2’ 
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is enabled and instantaneously fired when 2 tokens are present in the place ‘Dummy 

P7’, which occurs at the later time of both the firings of transition ‘Pax Boarding’ and 

‘Earliest Board End Time from Scheduled Arrival’. The state ‘All Pax On’ indicates 

the actual end of boarding.  

 

a2. Aircraft Arrival Dependency for Baggage Loading 

The unexpanded subnet for ‘UnloadLoad Fwd’ along with its preceding and 

succeeding places are shown in Figure 38. The expanded subnet for ‘UnloadLoad 

Fwd’ is shown in Figure 39. Note that the subnet for the ‘UnloadLoad Aft’ is identical 

except that all places and transitions are in reference to the aft cargo hold instead.  

 

Figure 38. Unexpanded Subnet for 'UnloadLoad Fwd' (B738) 

 

Figure 39. Expanded Subnet for ‘UnloadLoad Fwd’ (B738) 

As can be seen in Figure 39, the completion of the loading process is also conditional 

on the loading of the last outbound bag at the aircraft for the departure leg, as 

represented by the transition ‘Last Outbound Bag Delivery to Aircraft Fwd’. A flight 

which arrives early is able to commence unloading operations early as well. However, 

it is also more likely for the completion of loading for an early flight to be constrained 

by the delivery of checked bags from the terminal to the aircraft.  

The transition ‘Dummy Transition 3’ is enabled and instantaneously fired when 2 

tokens are present in the place ‘Dummy P10’, which occurs at the later time of both 

the firings of transition ‘LoadFwd’ and ‘Last Outbound Bag Delivery to Aircraft’. 

The place ‘Load Complete Fwd’ indicates the actual end of boarding.  
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(b) Finalization of Load Sheet and Passenger Manifest  

 

Figure 40. Section of Master Net Illustrating Finalization of Load Sheet and Passenger Manifest 

(B738) 

The section of the master net shown in Figure 40 contains the places and transitions involved 

in the finalization of the load sheet and passenger manifest, which were introduced in Section 

4.1. 

For the load sheet, 2 tokens are deposited into the place ‘Load Sheet Released’ upon 

completion of loading of both the forward and aft cargo holds. This then enables the 

transition ‘Load Sheet Finalize’, as shown by the arc weight of 2.  

As for the passenger manifest, the transition ‘Pax Manifest Finalize’ is enabled after all 

passengers have boarded. 

When both the transitions ‘Load Sheet Finalize’ and ‘Passenger Manifest Finalize’ are fired, 

2 tokens are deposited into the place ‘Docs Finalized’, which then enables the transition ‘Pax 

Door Close’, as shown by the arc weight of 2.  
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(c) Availability of Resources  

Manpower is required for aerobridge operations, the driving of ground service vehicles and 

aircraft interior cleaning. Examples of ground service vehicles include fueling trucks, 

catering trucks, lavatory trucks, water trucks and belt loaders. It cannot be assumed that these 

resources are always readily available when required, and as such the possibility of resource 

unavailability is modelled for each of these resources. The following example shows how the 

dependency on the fueling trucks is incorporated into the Petri Net.  

The unexpanded subnet for ‘Fueling’ along with its preceding and succeeding places are 

shown in Figure 41. The expanded subnet for ‘Fueling’ is shown in Figure 42.  

 

 

Figure 41. Unexpanded Subnet for 'Fueling’ (B738) 

 

                           

Figure 42. Expanded Subnet for 'Fueling’ (B738) (The red arc has been omitted from the 

master net for the sake of readability) 

 

To account for the scenario where the fueling truck is not present when all passengers have 

deboarded, the transition ‘Fuel Truck Delay’ is included. Since ‘delay’ is with reference to a 

certain timing, the actual time at which the aircraft is parked is chosen as the point of 

reference. This is represented by the red arc in Figure 42 from the transition ‘Docking’ to the 

place ‘DummyP1’. This point of reference is chosen as it is an observable state which 

facilitates the collection of data, thus allowing for an empirical estimate of the distribution of 

fueling truck arrival times relative to the arrival time of the aircraft. The same point of 

reference and structure is used when modelling the availability for other resources, which are 

illustrated in Appendix B. 
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(d) Sequential Servicing at Forward and Aft Doors for B738 Catering Operations 

Following the turnaround servicing procedure in the aircraft manual for B737-800, a single 

catering truck is used to service both the forward and aft doors sequentially.  This is unlike 

the case for A333 where catering exchange at the forward and aft doors are done 

simultaneously using 2 trucks.  

The unexpanded subnet for ‘Catering’ along with its preceding and succeeding places are 

shown in Figure 43. The expanded subnet for ‘Catering’ is shown in Figure 44.  

 

 

Figure 43. Unexpanded Subnet for 'Catering’ (B738) 

 

 

Figure 44. Expanded Subnet for 'Catering’ (B738) 

 

The grey transition ‘Catering Door Open Fwd’ represents a subnet which is used to model the 

dependency on the catering trucks, as explained in Section 5.1.2.2. The expanded form of the 

subnet can be found in Appendix B. The remaining places and transitions in Figure 44 

illustrate how catering exchange is first performed at the forward door followed by the aft 

door by a single truck.  
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(e) Opening of Forward and Aft Cargo Doors 

Note that for the narrow-body B737-800, the opening of forward and aft cargo doors do not 

require any service vehicles, unlike for the wide-body A330-300.  

The unexpanded subnets for ‘Fwd Cargo Door Open’ and ‘Aft Cargo Door Open’ along with 

their preceding and succeeding places are shown in Figure 45. The expanded subnet for 

‘Catering’ is shown in Figure 46.  

 

 

Figure 45. Unexpanded Subnets for 'Fwd Cargo Door Open’ and ‘Aft Cargo Door Open’ (B738) 

 

 

Figure 46. Expanded Subnets for 'Fwd Cargo Door Open’ and ‘Aft Cargo Door Open’ (B738) 

 

As can be seen in Figure 46, the belt loaders are not involved in the opening of both the 

forward and aft cargo doors. The places ‘DummyP8’ and ‘DummyP9’ are included to ensure 

that each of the transitions ‘Fwd Cargo Door Open’ and ‘Aft Cargo Door Open’ only fire 

once.  
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5.1.3 B738 Master Net Adapted for dnata-specific Manpower Dependencies 

 

Based on the operational procedures of dnata for B738 as described in Section 4.2.1, the 

manpower dependencies of dnata have been incorporated into the master net and shown in 

Figure 47, where the modifications are shown in blue. The 2 key places around which these 

modifications are centered are demarcated by red boxes with accompanying labels. They 

specifically refer the following critical personnel: Ramp Serviceman 1 (RSM 1) and the 

Flight-in-charge (FIC). More generally, these are modifications for manpower dependencies 

for aerobridge operations and belt loader operations. 

The sections of the Petri Nets illustrating the duties of RSM 1 and FIC are presented next.   

Illustrations of these modifications with expanded subnets are also provided in Appendix B.   
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Figure 47. B738 Master Net with dnata-specific Manpower Dependencies 

The arcs and places (nodes) relevant to the manpower dependencies are shown in blue. The places demarcated in red boxes refer to Ramp Serviceman 1 

(RSM 1) and the Flight-in-charge (FIC), and they will be presented in the subsquent pages in the order of their accompanying labels. 
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5.1.4 Manpower Dependencies of dnata for B738 

 

(a) Ramp Serviceman 1 (RSM 1) Duties  

In this section, the dependencies involving RSM 1 are presented in Figure 48.  

 

 

Figure 48. Section of Master Net with Ramp Serviceman 1 (RSM 1) Dependencies (B738) 

 

The place ‘RSM1 Resource’ is connected to 3 main groups which represent RSM 1’s duties - 

aerobridge connection, the driving of 1 of the 2 belt loaders to the forward cargo hold, and 

lastly aerobridge disconnection (in sequential order). 

Note that the arc weights are assigned in an ascending fashion to ensure that RSM 1 carries 

out his duties in the proper sequence. If the weights were equal across the arcs from the place 

‘RSM1 Resource’ to each of the transitions ‘RSM Enter AB’, ‘Retrieve and Drive BL to 

Fwd’ and ‘Clear BL and Enter AB’, then the firing of the first transition becomes random, 

and as such the Petri Net may not perform as intended.   

When a token is present in the place ‘Thumbs Up’, only the transition ‘AB Connect’ is 

enabled as arc weights for the other transitions are all greater than 1. After RSM 1 has 

connected the aerobridge, 2 tokens are deposited back into the place ‘RSM1 Resource’, The 

transition ‘UnloadLoad Fwd’ is then enabled and RSM 1 proceeds to drive the belt loader to 

the forward cargo hold. After loading of the forward cargo hold is completed, 3 tokens are 

deposited back into the place ‘RSM 1 Resource’. The transition ‘AB Disconnect’ is then 

enabled, and RSM 1 proceeds to the aerobridge for disconnection. Note that the transitions 

‘AB Connect’, ‘UnloadLoad Fwd’ and ‘AB Disconnect’ are subnets represented by grey 

transitions. Fully expanded subets detailing the specific transitions that the place ‘RSM 1 

Resource’ (as well as ‘FIC Resource’) is connected to can be found in Appendix B.   
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(b) Flight-in-charge (FIC) Duties 

In this section, the dependencies involving the FIC are presented in Figure 49.  

 

 

Figure 49. Section of Master Net with Flight-in-charge (FIC) Dependencies (B738) 

 

The place ‘FIC Resource’ is connected to 2 main groups which represent the FIC’s duties – 

headset connection during the placement of chocks and the driving the belt loader to the 

cargo hold.  

Similar to the case for RSM 1, the arc weights (excluding the arc from the transition ‘Chocks 

On’ to the place ‘Thumbs Up’) are assigned in an ascending function to ensure that the FIC 

carries out his duties in the proper sequence. When a token is present in the place ‘Aircraft 

Parked’, only the transition ‘Chocks On’ is enabled as the arc weight for the other transition 

is 2. After the FIC has connected the headset, 2 tokens are deposited back into the place ‘FIC 

Resource’, The transition ‘UnloadLoad Aft’ is then enabled and FIC proceeds to drive the 

belt loader to the aft cargo hold.  

Notice that the FIC’s belt loader is assigned to the aft cargo hold while RSM 1’s belt loader is 

assigned to the forward cargo hold. The implication is that with this assignment, unloading of 

the aft hold would start before that of the forward hold since RSM 1 would have to first 

connect the aerobridge after thumbs up before retrieving the belt loader, while the FIC 

retrieves the belt loader immediately from thumbs up. This arrangement was made to reflect 
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the typical case where the aft cargo hold is unloaded before the forward cargo hold to avoid 

tail-tipping, although in a minority of the cases the order of unloading can differ depending 

on how loading was performed at the previous station.  

Additionally, note that the arc from the transition ‘Chocks On’ to the place ‘Thumbs Up’ has 

a weight of 5, indicating that 5 tokens will be deposited into the place ‘Thumbs Up’. Each of 

these tokens are meant for each of the 5 arcs leading up to activities relating to aerobridge 

connection, opening of forward and aft cargo doors, waste clearing and maintenance 

operations.  
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5.2 Petri Nets for A333 Turnaround 
 

5.2.1 Master Net for A333 Turnaround 

 

Figure 50 shows the master net for A333 turnaround. Key differences exist between the Petri 

Net for A333 and that of B738. There are 2 differences that are immediately observable from 

the master net. Firstly, A333 employs 2 aerobridges instead of 1. Secondly, cargo/baggage 

handling is performed not just at the forward and aft cargo door, but at the bulk cargo door as 

well.  

Other notable differences will be covered in Section 5.2.2 by examining specific subnets in 

greater detail. The subnets associated with these differences are demarcated by red boxes 

with accompanying labels in Figure 50. 

Illustrations of subnets not present or different from those in B738 in their expanded forms 

are provided in Appendix C.   
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Figure 50. Master Net for A333 

Notable differences from B738 demarcated by red boxes with accompanying labels and will be presented in the subsquent pages. 

Opening of Fwd, Aft 
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5.2.2. Notable Differences from B738 

 

(a) Simultaneous Servicing at Forward and Aft Doors for A333 Catering Operations 

 

Figure 51. Side Profile of A333 

Given that there are several variations with regard to the catering activity, it will be helpful to 

first provide an illustration of the service doors. The service doors shown in the side profile 

of A333 in Figure 51 - 1L, 2L, 3L and 4L, also have counterparts on the opposite side of the 

aircraft labelled as 1R, 2R, 3R and 4R. According to the aircraft manual for A333, 3 catering 

trucks are positioned at doors 1R, 2R and 4R. In typical cases, 2 catering trucks are used, 

with 1 positioned at door 2R, and another positioned at either door 4L or 4R. 

While there are instances where 3 service doors are used where 1 of the 2 trucks performs 

catering exchange sequentially at 2 of the doors, this paper considers the case where 2 trucks 

and 2 doors are used, which is more typically observed across airports. The 2 doors are then 

referred to as the aft door and the forward door in the subnet.  

The unexpanded subnet for ‘Catering’ along with its preceding and succeeding places are 

shown in Figure 52. The expanded subnet for ‘Catering’ is shown in Figure 53.  

 

Figure 52. Unexpanded Subnet for ‘Catering’ (A333) 

 

 

Figure 53. Expanded Subnet for 'Catering' (A333) 
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The grey transitions ‘Catering Door Open Fwd’ and ‘Catering Door Open Aft’ represent the 

subnets which are used to model the dependency on the catering trucks, as explained in 

Section 5.1.2.2. The remaining places and transitions in Figure 53 illustrate how catering 

exchange is performed simultaneously at the forward door and the aft door by 2 catering 

trucks. 

 

(b) Opening of Forward, Aft and Bulk Cargo Doors  

Because cargo and baggage meant for the forward and aft cargo holds are stored in ULDs, 

deck loaders instead of belt loaders are used for loading and unloading of the forward and aft 

cargo holds for A333. As a result, unlike B738, the forward and aft cargo doors cannot be 

opened without a deck loader.   

The unexpanded subnets for ‘Fwd Cargo Door Open’, ‘Aft Cargo Door Open’ and ‘Bulk 

Cargo Door Open’ along with their preceding and succeeding places are shown in Figure 54. 

The expanded subnets are shown in Figure 55.  

 

 

Figure 54. Unexpanded Subnets for ‘Fwd Cargo Door Open’, ‘Aft Cargo Door Open’ and ‘Bulk 

Cargo Door Open’ (A333) 
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Figure 55. Expanded Subnets for ‘Fwd Cargo Door Open’, ‘Aft Cargo Door Open’ and ‘Bulk 

Cargo Door Open’ (A333) 

The grey transitions ‘Retrive and Drive Deck Loader to Fwd’ and ‘Retrieve and Drive Deck 

Loader to Aft’ represent the subnets which are used to model the dependency on the deck 

loaders, as explained in Section 5.1.2.2. Notice that the for the transition ‘Bulk Cargo Door 

Open’, it is similar to B738 in the aspect that it does not require a belt loader to be in position 

as the bulk cargo hold only involves loose baggage/cargo handling. 
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(c) Closing of Forward and Aft Cargo Doors 

 

 

Figure 56. Dependency of the Closing of the Closing of Forward and Aft Cargo Doors on the 

Completion of Passenger Boarding (A333) 

Unlike B738, the forward and aft cargo doors on A333 are only closed after all passengers 

have boarded, as ensured by the arcs from the place ‘All Pax On’ to both the transitions 

‘Cargo Door Fwd Close’ and ‘Cargo Door Aft Close’ in Figure 56. If a passenger does not 

turn up and a bag has to be offloaded, the forward and aft cargo doors on a B738 can be 

opened without a belt loader, and unloading of the missing passenger’s baggage can be done 

by hand. However, for A333, both the opening of the cargo door and the unloading the 

missing passenger’s baggage cannot be performed without a deck loader. Since the deck 

loader has to remain at the cargo hold in the event that baggage pulls due to missing 

passengers are necessary, it is logical for the forward and aft cargo doors to remain opened 

until all passengers have deboarded. 
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5.2.3 A333 Master Net Adapted for dnata-specific Manpower Dependencies 

 

Based on the operational procedures of dnata for A333 as described in Section 4.2.3, the 

manpower dependencies of dnata have been incorporated into the master net and shown in 

Figure 57, where the modifications are shown in blue. The 3 key places around which these 

modifications are centered are demarcated by red boxes with accompanying labels. They 

specifically refer to the following critical personnel: Equipment Operator 1 (EO 1), 

Equipment Operator 2 (EO 2) and Equipment Operator 3 (EO 3). More generally, these are 

modifications for manpower dependencies for aerobridge operations, deck loader and belt 

loader operations.   

The sections of the Petri Nets illustrating the duties of EO 1, EO 2 and EO 3 are presented 

next.   

Illustrations of these modifications with expanded subnets are also provided in Appendix C.   
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Figure 57. A333 Master Net with dnata-specific Manpower Dependencies  

The arcs and places (nodes) relevant to the manpower dependencies are shown in blue. The places demarcated in red boxes refer to Equipment 

Operator 1 (EO1), Equipment Operator 2 (EO2) and Equipment Operator 3 (EO3), and they will be presented in the subsquent pages in the 

order of their accompanying labels. 
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5.2.4 Manpower Dependencies of dnata for A333 

 

(a) Equipment Operator 1 (EO 1) Duties 

In this section, the dependencies involving EO 1 are presented in Figure 58.  

 

Figure 58. Section of Master Net with Equipment Operator 1 (EO 1) Dependencies (A333) 

The place ‘EO1 Resource’ is connected to 3 main groups which represent EO 1’s duties - 

aerobridge connection, the driving of 1 of the 2 deck loaders to the forward cargo hold, and 

lastly aerobridge disconnection (in sequential order). 

When a token is present in the place ‘Thumbs Up’, only the transition ‘AB1 Connect’ is 

enabled as arc weights for the other transitions are all greater than 1. After EO 1 has 

connected the aerobridge, 2 tokens are deposited back into the place ‘EO1 Resource’, The 

transition ‘Fwd Cargo Door Open’ is then enabled and EO 1 proceeds to drive the deck 

loader to the forward cargo hold. After loading of the forward cargo hold is completed, 3 

tokens are deposited back into the place ‘EO1 Resource’. The transition ‘Clear Deck Loader 

and Enter Aerobridge’ is then enabled, and EO 1 proceeds to the aerobridge for 

disconnection. Note that the transitions ‘AB1 Connect’, ‘Fwd Cargo Door Open and 

‘UnloadLoad Fwd’ are subnets represented by grey transitions. Fully expanded subnets 

detailing the specific transitions that the place ‘EO 1 Resource’ (as well as ‘EO2 Resource’ 

and ‘EO3 Resource’) is connected to can be found in Appendix C.   
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(b) Equipment Operator 2 (EO 2) Duties 

In this section, the dependencies involving EO 2 are presented in Figure 59.  

 

Figure 59. Section of Master Net with Equipment Operator 2 (EO 2) Dependencies (A333) 

The place ‘EO2 Resource’ is connected to 3 main groups which represent EO 2’s duties - 

aerobridge connection, the driving of the transporter, and lastly aerobridge disconnection (in 

sequential order). 

When a token is present in the place ‘Thumbs Up’, only the transition ‘AB2 Connect’ is 

enabled as arc weights for the other transitions are all greater than 1. After EO 2 has 

connected the aerobridge, 2 tokens are deposited back into the place ‘EO2 Resource’, The 

transition ‘Retrieve and Drive TT is then enabled and fired as RSM 1 proceeds to drive the 

transporter to assist in unloading and loading of ULDs at the forward and aft cargo holds. A 

token is deposited into the place ‘TT Released’. After loading of both the forward and aft 

cargo holds are completed i.e. both the transitions ‘UnloadLoad Fwd’ and ‘UnloadLoad Aft’ 

are fired, 3 tokens should be present in the place ‘TT Released’, which enables and 

instantaneously fires ‘Dummy Transition 6’. 3 tokens are deposited back into the place ‘EO 2 

Resource’. The transition ‘Clear TT and Enter AB’ is then enabled, and EO 2 proceeds to 

enter either aerobridge for disconnection.  
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(c) Equipment Operator 3 (EO 3) Duties 

In this section, the dependencies involving EO 3 are presented in Figure 60.  

 

Figure 60. Section of Master Net with Equipment Operator 3 (EO 3) Dependencies (A333) 

The place ‘EO3 Resource’ is connected to 3 main groups which represent EO 3’s duties – 

placement of chocks, the driving of 1 of the 2 deck loaders to the aft cargo hold, and lastly 

the driving of the belt loader to the bulk cargo hold (in sequential order). 

Notice that EO 3’s deck loader is assigned to the aft cargo hold while EO1’s deck loader is 

assigned to the forward cargo hold. The rationale relating to tail-tipping considerations is 

similar to that as explained in Section 5.1.4. 

When a token is present in the place ‘Aircraft Parked’, only the transition ‘Chocks On’ is 

enabled as arc weights for the other transitions are all greater than 1. After EO 3 has placed 

the chocks, 2 tokens are deposited back into the place ‘EO3 Resource’, The transition ‘Aft 

Cargo Door Open’ is then enabled and EO 3 proceeds to drive the deck loader to the aft cargo 

hold. After parking the deck loader at the aft cargo hold, 3 tokens are deposited back into the 

place ‘EO3 Resource’. The transition ‘UnloadLoad Bulk’ is then enabled, and EO 3 proceeds 

to drive the belt loader to the bulk cargo hold.  
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6 Monte Carlo Simulation Using Petri Nets 
 

6.1 Petri Nets as a Simulation Model 
 

On top of providing visualization capabilities as a graphical tool, Petri Nets can also be 

directly used in Monte Carlo simulations for analytical purposes. The conduciveness of the 

Petri Net for simulation is due to the following reasons: Firstly, the arcs, transitions and 

places which make up the Petri Net structure specify the logical relationships between 

activities. Secondly, the ability to assign stochastic firing times to the transitions allows for 

the uncertainty associated with aircraft turnarounds to be accounted for.  

For both B738 and A333, 500 turnarounds were simulated using each of the Petri Nets. The 

firing time of a transition is used to represent the duration of an activity. Due to the 

uncertainty associated with these activities, the firing times should be stochastic in nature. As 

such, for each simulated turnaround, the firing time of each transition is drawn from a 

probability distribution. The assigning of these distributions to their respective transitions is 

defined as the calibration phase, which will be presented in Section 6.2. 

Finally, critical path analysis of the results is made possible as the Petri Net allows for 

traceability of an aircraft turnaround by providing access to both final and intermediate states. 

This is done by tracking the flow of tokens across the different places (states) over the 

duration of the simulated turnaround. The critical path analysis for the 500 simulated 

turnarounds for both B738 and A333 will be presented in Section 7.  

 

6.2 Calibration of Petri Nets 
 

6.2.1 Availability of Data  

 

As explained in Section 6.1, the objective of the calibration phase is to assign probability 

distributions for the firing times of each transition. Chosen distributions based on empirical 

data can be split into two categories. Under the first category, fitted distributions are based on 

empirical data that provide direct matches to the actual ground handling activity. Under the 

second category, fitted distributions are based on empirical data which are inferred durations 

of a ground handling activity.  

As for ground handling activities where empirical data is unavailable, a variety of sources 

were used as references. These included inputs from managers from various ground handling 

departments, official aircraft manuals which provide estimated durations, as well as live 

observation of turnarounds.  
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6.2.2 Flights Sampled 

 

Sources of empirical data were either from databases owned by CAG and dnata, or through 

manual recording of observations.  

 

6.2.2.1 Data Source: Databases 

 

For the narrow-body case, the following sample of flights was used: 

• Aircraft Type: B737-800 

• Scheduled Stand Occupancy Time: 60 minutes 

• Number of Turnarounds: 110 Turnarounds  

• Period of Coverage: 1 to 31 July 2018 

 

For the wide-body case, the following sample of flights was used: 

• Aircraft Type: A330-300 

• Scheduled Stand Occupancy Time: 60 minutes 

• Number of Turnarounds: 83 Turnarounds 

• Period of Coverage: 1 to 31 July 2018 

 

There were several considerations in the selection criteria for both narrow-body and wide-

body samples.  

Firstly, turnarounds with a 60-minute scheduled stand occupancy time were chosen as they 

are one of the more time-constrained turnarounds observed at Changi Airport. This means 

that they tend to be more challenging for ground handlers due to the smaller scheduled 

buffers.  

Secondly, the airlines chosen had to employ dnata for all ground handling activities relevant 

to the turnaround - for a number of airlines, dnata is contracted to handle ramp services but 

not catering services.  

Thirdly, a balance had to be struck between minimizing the number of airlines chosen and 

maximizing the number of turnarounds in the sample. The number of airlines included in the 

sample was minimized as much as possible due to differences in airline-specific procedures 

that might affect the duration of ground handling activities. Only a single was airline chosen 

for the narrow-body case as it provided a substantial number of records while meeting the 

criteria for the narrow-body sample. For the wide-body case, two airlines were included to 

reach a satisfactory sample size.  

Lastly, the period of coverage was based on the month of July 2019 where on-site 

observations were made.  
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6.2.2.1 Data Source: Manual Recording of Observations 

 

The size of the sample obtained from manual recording of observations was largely limited 

by the available time spent on-site at Changi Airport. To address the unavailability of fueling 

data, camera footage from surveillance cameras was reviewed to obtain a sample of 43 

turnarounds - 12 for B738, 31 for A333.  

Unfortunately, the cameras did not provide sufficient visibility to capture other major 

activities for which data was unavailable, namely catering, cleaning, lavatory and water 

servicing, as well as deboarding. Live observation of 4 turnarounds (2 A330s, 2 B738s) were 

conducted to get a rough estimate of the durations of these activities.  

 

6.2.3 Distribution Fitting 

 

For activities where empirical data is available, theoretical distributions (continuous) are 

fitted to the actual data. For each of these activities, maximum likelihood estimation is first 

used to derive the parameters for various candidate distributions. To assess the relative 

quality of the candidate distributions, an estimator known as the Akaike Information 

Criterion (AIC) is used: 

𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 2𝑘 − 2𝑙𝑛(�̂�), 
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑘 =  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠, 
     𝑎𝑛𝑑 �̂� = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

 

To explain briefly, the AIC penalizes the inclusion of more parameters 𝑘 but rewards a better 

goodness of fit, as represented by �̂�. As such, the candidate distributions are ranked according 

to their AICs, where lower values are assessed as being a better fit for the sample.  

A visual verification is also necessary to ensure that the candidate distribution is appropriate 

on the basis of its shape. As will be shown later, it is possible that a candidate distribution 

with a lower AIC may be incompatible with the actual data for a ground handling activity. As 

a final verification, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS test) is used as a goodness of fit test to 

decide if a sample comes from a population with a specific distribution. The results of the KS 

test will be discussed as well, as there are certain distributions of empirical data for which no 

theoretical distribution provides a good fit.  

As for activities where no empirical data was available, if these activities are particularly 

crucial in that they might alter the critical path, the triangular distribution is used, where the 

interval [a,b] represents the most optimistic and pessimistic estimates of the time required to 

perform a task. For more minor activities, deterministic values are used as placeholders for 

the durations of the activities.  
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6.2.4 Summary of Distributions Assigned to Transitions of B738 Petri Net  

 

Table 8 provides a summary of the results from the calibration of the B738 Petri Net. From 

left to right, the columns respectively refer to the transition of interest, the assigned 

distribution or deterministic value for the firing time of the transition, the parameters of the 

distribution (where relevant), the mean and variance, and finally the source or basis of the 

assigned distribution or deterministic value. Potential sources include empirical data, the 

aircraft manual, live observation of a limited number of turnarounds (insufficient to constitute 

a sample), or consultation with industry personnel. If the source is labelled as ‘None’, it 

means that placeholder values were used for the firing rate of the transition.  

The derivation of the assigned distribution of firing times for each transition during the 

calibration phase is presented in Appendix D.  

Table 8. Summary of Assigned Distributions/Values for B738 Petri Net Transitions 

Transition Assigned 

Distribution

/ Value 

Par 1 Par 2 Par 3 µ σ2 Source 

Aircraft Arrival 

Delay 

Generalized 

Extreme 

Value 

0.03 

(shape) 

10.23 

(scale) 

-4.47 

(location) 

1.77 188.33 Empirical Data 

 

Over-the-wing 

Activities 

 

Aerobridge 

Connection/ 

Disconnection 

Triangular 1 

(lower 

bound) 

1.5 

(mode) 

2.0 

(upper 

bound) 

1.5 0.04 Aircraft Manual, 

Live Observation, 

Consultation 

Passenger 

Deboarding 

Triangular 5 

(lower 

bound) 

7 

(mode) 

11 

(upper 

bound) 

7.67 1.56 Aircraft Manual, 

Live Observation 

Passenger 

Boarding 

Gamma 13.46 

(shape) 

1.56 

(scale) 

 21.04 32.88 Empirical Data 

Earliest Board 

Start from 

Scheduled Arrival 

25      Empirical Data 

Earliest Board 

End From 

Scheduled Arrival 

40      Empirical Data 

        

Catering Truck 

Delay 

Generalized 

Extreme 

Value 

0.24 

(shape) 

3.91 

(scale) 

3.79 

(location) 

7.24 62.14 Assumed to 

follow ‘Fuel 

Truck Delay’ 

Raising/ 

Lowering of 

Highloader 

0.3      Live Observation 

Opening/ 

Closing of 

Catering Door 

(Forward/Aft) 

0.2      Live Observation 

Driving of 

Catering Truck 

from Forward to 

Aft Door 

0.7      Live Observation 

Catering 

Exchange 

(Forward) 

Triangular 3 

(lower 

bound) 

5 

(mode) 

7 

(upper 

bound) 

5 0.67 Aircraft Manual, 

Live Observation, 

Consultation 
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Transition Assigned 

Distribution

/ Value 

Par 1 Par 2 Par 3 µ σ2 Source 

Catering 

Exchange (Aft) 

Triangular 7 

(lower 

bound) 

10 

(mode) 

13 

(upper 

bound) 

10 1.5 Aircraft Manual, 

Live Observation, 

Consultation 

        

Cleaning Team 

Arrival Delay 

Generalized 

Extreme 

Value 

0.24 

(shape) 

3.91 

(scale) 

3.79 

(location) 

7.24 62.14 Assumed to 

follow ‘Fuel 

Truck Delay’ 

Aircraft Interior 

Cleaning 

Triangular 11 

(lower 

bound) 

15.5 

(mode) 

20 

(upper 

bound) 

15.5 3.38 Aircraft Manual, 

Consultation 

        

Crew Deboarding 3      None 

Crew Boarding 3      None 

Cabin Inspection 5      None 

 

Under-the-wing 

Activities 

 

Fuel Truck Delay Generalized 

Extreme 

Value 

0.24 

(shape) 

3.91 

(scale) 

3.79 

(location) 

7.24 62.14 Empirical Data 

Fuel Pipe 

Connection 

3      Empirical Data 

Fueling Inverse 

Gaussian 

18.33 

(scale) 

206.26 

(shape) 

 18.33 23.88 Empirical Data 

        

Opening/ 

Closing of Cargo 

Door 

(Forward/Aft) 

0.5      Live Observation 

Start of 

Unloading to End 

of Loading 

(Forward/Aft) 

Rician 

(displaced to 

the left by 8 

units) 

45.3 

(non-

centrali

ty) 

9.87 

(scale) 

 46.38 94.89 Empirical Data 

Arrival of Last 

Outbound Bag at 

Aircraft 

(Forward/Aft) 

Weibull 

(displaced to 

the left by 8 

units) 

37.25 

(scale) 

3.71 

(shape) 

 33.62 101.98 Empirical Data 

Belt Loader Delay Generalized 

Pareto  

(displaced to 

the left by 

0.75 units) 

-4.06 

(shape) 

1.9 

(scale) 

1 

(location) 

2.35 1.01 Empirical Data 

        

Lavatory 

Servicing 

Triangular 8 

(lower 

bound) 

10 

 

(mode) 

12 

(upper 

bound) 

10 0.67 Aircraft Manual, 

Live Observation 

Potable Water 

Refilling 

Triangular  

(displaced to 

the right by 

0.5 units) 

8 

(lower 

bound) 

10 

(mode) 

12 

(upper 

bound)  

10 0.67 Aircraft Manual, 

Live Observation 

        

Finalization of 

Passenger 

Manifest 

Gamma 4.12 

(shape) 

0.63 

(scale) 

 2.62 1.66 Empirical Data 

Finalization of 

Load Sheet 

Normal    2.38 2.26 Empirical Data 
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Transition Assigned 

Distribution

/ Value 

Par 1 Par 2 Par 3 µ σ2 Source 

 

RSM Duties   

Enter Aerobridge 

for Connection 

Lognormal -1.4 

(locatio

n) 

1 

(scale) 

 0.41 0.28 None 

Retrieve and 

Drive Belt Loader 

to Forward Cargo 

Hold 

0.75      None 

Clear Belt Loader 

and Enter 

Aerobridge for 

Disconnection 

0.75      None 

        

FIC Duties  

Retrieve and 

Drive Belt Loader 

to Aft Cargo Hold 

0.75      None 

 

Maintenance       None 

Chocks On 0.5      Live Observation 

Chocks Off 0.5      None 

Connection of 

Tow Tug 

0.5      None 
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6.2.5 Summary of Distributions Assigned to Transitions of A333 Petri Net Through 

Calibration 

 

Table 9 provides a summary of the results from the calibration of the A333 Petri Net.  

Refer to Appendix E for the derivation of firing rates for each transition during the calibration 

phase.  

Table 9. Summary of Assigned Distributions/Values for A333 Petri Net Transitions 

Transition Assigned 

Distribution

/ Value 

Par 1 Par 2 Par 3 µ σ2 Source 

Aircraft Arrival 

Delay 

Normal    0 189.22 Empirical Data 

 

Over-the-wing 

Activities 

 

Aerobridge 1/2 

Connection/ 

Disconnection 

Triangular 1 

(lower 

bound) 

1.5 

(mode) 

2.0 

(upper 

bound) 

1.5 0.04 Aircraft Manual, 

Live Observation, 

Consultation 

Passenger 

Deboarding 

Triangular 5 

(lower 

bound) 

7 

(mode) 

11 

(upper 

bound) 

7.67 1.56 Aircraft Manual, 

Live Observation 

Passenger 

Boarding 

Weibull 20.6 3.91  18.65 28.57 Empirical Data 

Earliest Board 

Start from 

Scheduled 

Arrival 

25      Empirical Data 

Earliest Board 

End From 

Scheduled 

Arrival 

40      Empirical Data 

        

Catering Truck 

Delay 

Generalized 

Extreme 

Value 

0.24 

(shape) 

3.91 

(scale) 

3.79 

(location) 

7.24 62.14 Assumed to 

follow ‘Fuel 

Truck Delay’ 

Raising/ 

Lowering of 

Highloader 

0.3      Live Observation 

Opening/ 

Closing of 

Catering Door 

(Forward/Aft) 

0.2      Live Observation 

Catering 

Exchange 

(Forward) 

Triangular 9 

(lower 

bound) 

10 

(mode) 

11 

(upper 

bound) 

10 0.17 Aircraft Manual, 

Live Observation, 

Consultation 

Catering 

Exchange (Aft) 

Triangular 15 

(lower 

bound) 

20 

(mode) 

35 

(upper 

bound) 

23.33 18.06 Aircraft Manual, 

Live Observation, 

Consultation 

        

Cleaning Team 

Arrival Delay 

Generalized 

Extreme 

Value 

0.24 

(shape) 

3.91 

(scale) 

3.79 

(location) 

7.24 62.14 Assumed to 

follow ‘Fuel 

Truck Delay’ 

Aircraft Interior 

Cleaning 

Triangular 15 

(lower 

bound) 

20 

(mode) 

25 

(upper 

bound) 

20 4.17 Aircraft Manual, 

Consultation 
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Transition Assigned 

Distribution

/ Value 

Par 1 Par 2 Par 3 µ σ2 Source 

        

Crew 

Deboarding 

3      None 

Crew Boarding 3      None 

Cabin 

Inspection 

5      None 

 

Under-the-wing 

Activities 

 

Fuel Truck 

Delay 

Generalized 

Extreme 

Value 

0.24 

(shape) 

3.91 

(scale) 

3.79 

(location) 

7.24 62.14 Empirical Data 

Fuel Pipe 

Connection 

3      Empirical Data 

Fueling Nakagami 4.72 

(shape) 

425.97 

(scale) 

 20.1 

 

21.95 Empirical Data 

        

Opening/ 

Closing of 

Cargo Door 

(Forward/Aft/ 

Bulk) 

0.5      Live Observation 

Start of 

Unloading to 

End of Loading 

(Forward/Aft/ 

Bulk) 

Nakagami 

(displaced to 

the left by 

10 units) 

4.82 

(shape) 

 

2251.66 

(scale) 

 46.24 113.54 Empirical Data 

Arrival of Last 

Outbound Bag 

at Aircraft 

(Forward/Aft/ 

Bulk) 

Weibull 

(displaced to 

the left by 

17 units) 

40.6 

(scale) 

4.37 

(shape) 

 36.99 91.62 Empirical Data 

Belt Loader 

Delay 

Rayleigh 

(displaced to 

the left by 

1.25 units) 

2.89 

(scale) 

  3.63 3.6 Empirical Data 

        

Lavatory 

Servicing 

Triangular 10 

(lower 

bound) 

12 

(mode) 

14 

(upper 

bound) 

12 0.67 Aircraft Manual, 

Live Observation 

Potable Water 

Refilling 

Triangular  

(displaced to 

the right by 

0.5 units) 

10 

(lower 

bound) 

12 

(mode) 

14 

(upper 

bound)  

12 0.67 Aircraft Manual, 

Live Observation 

        

Finalization of 

Passenger 

Manifest 

Rayleigh 

 

2.07 

(scale) 

  2.59 1.84 Empirical Data 

Finalization of 

Load Sheet 

Normal    3.42 6.27 Empirical Data 

 

EO1 Duties   

Enter 

Aerobridge 1 

for Connection 

Lognormal -1.4 

(locatio

n) 

1 

(scale) 

 0.41 0.28 None 
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Transition Assigned 

Distribution

/ Value 

Par 1 Par 2 Par 3 µ σ2 Source 

Retrieve and 

Drive Deck 

Loader to 

Forward Cargo 

Hold 

0.75      None 

Clear Deck 

Loader and 

Enter 

Aerobridge for 

Disconnection 

0.75      None 

        

EO2 Duties        

Enter 

Aerobridge 2 

for Connection 

Lognormal -1.4 

(locatio

n) 

1 

(scale) 

 0.41 0.28 None 

Retrieve and 

Drive 

Transporter 

0.75      None 

Clear 

Transporter and 

Enter 

Aerobridge 

0.75      None 

        

EO3 Duties  

Retrieve and 

Drive Deck 

Loader to Aft 

Cargo Hold 

0.75      None 

Retrieve and 

Drive Belt 

Loader to Bulk 

Cargo Hold 

0.75      None 

 

Maintenance       None 

Chocks On 0.5      Live Observation 

Chocks Off 0.5      None 

Connection of 

Tow Tug 

0.5      None 
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7 Critical Path Analysis of Petri Nets based on Existing 

Operations 
 

7.1 Critical Path Analysis for B737-800 
 

7.1.1 Identification of Critical Paths in Simulated B738 Turnarounds  

 

For each of the 500 simulated turnarounds, the critical path was identified by tracing out the 

sequence of activities for which their durations contributed and summed up to the entirety of 

the observed stand occupancy time. 6 unique critical paths were observed across the 500 

turnarounds simulated. The detailed breakdown and composition of these 6 unique critical 

paths can be found in Appendix F. The critical paths were then grouped according to the 

types of activities which take up the majority of the stand occupancy time. These 4 categories 

are namely ‘Passenger Services’, ‘Cargo/Baggage Handling (Fwd)’, ‘Cargo/Baggage 

Handling (Aft)’ and ‘Maintenance’. ‘Passenger Services’ includes aerobridge operations, 

passenger deboarding and boarding, as well as the activities taking place between the end of 

deboarding and start of boarding i.e. fueling-, catering-, cleaning- and crew-related activities. 

The second and third categories refer to unloading and loading of baggage/cargo for the 

forward and aft cargo holds respectively, while the fourth category refers to aircraft 

maintenance. 

The number of occurrences of each category is shown in Figure 61, where it is clear that 

critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’ have by far the highest number of occurrences. For a 

more detailed breakdown, the activities falling under each category of critical paths are 

marked out in colored boxes in the master net in Figure 62, where critical paths under 

‘Passenger Services’ are labelled as having occurred in 81% of the simulated turnarounds. 

 

Figure 61. Number of Occurrences of Each Category of Critical Paths (B738) 
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Figure 62. B738 Master Net (Flight-in-charge and Ramp Serviceman 1 Duties Omitted) 

The labels outside of the boxes represent the proportion of simulated turnarounds for which each category of critical path is critical. 

The labels within the blue box represent the proportion of critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’ for which fueling-/crew-/cleaning-/catering-related activities are critical. 

 

 

81% of 500 Simulated 

Turnarounds 

12% 

6% 

1% 

68% 

0% 

11% 

20% 

----- Passenger Services 

----- Cargo/Baggage Handling (Fwd) 

----- Cargo/Baggage Handling (Aft) 

----- Maintenance 
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7.1.2 Decomposition of Critical Paths under ‘Passenger Services’ 

 

Given the prevalence of critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’, it is important to 

understand the sequence of critical activities which make up the stand occupancy time. The 

Gantt chart in Figure 63 is a representative example of a critical path under ‘Passenger 

Services’, where critical activities are shown in red.  

The critical path shown in Figure 63 is as follows: 

1. Chocks On 

2. Aerobridge Positioning  

3. Passenger Deboarding 

4. Fueling-related Activities 

5. Passenger Boarding  

6. Passenger Manifest Finalize 

7. Passenger Door Close 

8. Tow Tug Connection 

9. Request for Pushback  

10. Chocks Off  

In the Gantt chart in Figure 63, fueling-related activities are shown as critical. It should be 

noted that catering-related, cleaning-related and crew-related activities are also candidates in 

place of fueling-related activities for critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’. This is due to 

2 reasons. Firstly, these 4 categories of activities are cleared to start the moment all 

passengers have deboarded. Secondly, passenger boarding can only commence after these 4 

types of activities have completed. 

The next step which naturally follows is to compare the prevalence of fueling-related, 

catering-related, cleaning-related and crew-related activities in critical paths under ‘Passenger 

Services’.  Referring to Figure 62, it can be seen that fueling-related activities are critical in 

68% of the 405 turnarounds that have critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’, exceeding 

both catering-related and cleaning-related cases by a far margin. As such, fueling-related 

activities are most likely to be critical to the start of boarding as well as the entire turnaround 

in the case of critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’. Note that crew-related activities i.e. 

crew deboarding, crew boarding and cabin inspection do not show up in any of the critical 

paths as the assumed placeholder values are significantly shorter than the duration of other 

concurrent activities.    

Additionally, recall that the possibility of late arrival of fueling trucks, catering trucks and the 

cleaning team have been modelled into the Petri Nets. In Figure 63, the shaded black box for 

catering-related activities represents the amount of waiting time from the end of passenger 

deboarding to the opening of the catering door due to the late arrival of the catering truck. 

Similarly, the shaded black box for cleaning-related activities represents the amount of 

waiting time for the cleaning team. It can therefore also be seen that in the example shown in 

Figure 63, the fueling truck arrived in time for fuel pipe connection to commence as soon as 

all passengers have deboarded.  

It is also important to highlight that because of the possibility of delay to fueling trucks, 

catering trucks and the cleaning team, aerobridge connection and passenger deboarding are 

not always critical in critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’. For example, consider the 

case where fueling-related activities are critical and the fueling truck is also unavailable at the 
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Figure 63. Gantt chart of a B738 Turnaround with a Critical Path under 'Passenger Services' 

The shaded black boxes represent the amount of waiting time (from the end of Passenger Deboarding) for the relevant resource (catering 

truck/fueling truck/cleaning team) to be in position). 
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end of passenger deboarding. Under such a scenario, shorter aerobridge connection or 

passenger deboarding times will not result in earlier passenger boarding.  

To illustrate the above, Figure 64 presents a section of the B738 Petri Net containing 

activities leading up to fuel pipe connection. For the transition ‘Fuel Pipe Connecting’ to be 

enabled, a token must be present in both places ‘Fuel Truck in Position’ and ‘All Pax Off’. In 

the scenario where passenger deboarding is completed before the fuel truck is in position, the 

transition ‘Fuel Truck Delay’ becomes critical, and as a result the transitions ‘AB Connect’ 

and ‘Pax Deboarding’ do not lie on the critical path.  

The prevalence of fuel truck unavailability will be analyzed in greater detail in Section 

7.1.3.1. 

 

Figure 64. Section of B738 Petri Net Illustrating Activities Leading Up to Fuel Pipe Connection 

 

7.1.3 Decomposition of Aerobridge Operations and Fueling-related Activities  

 

The duration incurred from aerobridge operations includes both the time required for 

connection or disconnection of the aerobridge, as well as the time (if any) spent waiting for 

an aerobridge driver to be in position from the moment the aerobridge is ready to be 

connected or disconnected. Similarly, the amount of time incurred from fueling-related 

activities includes both the time elapsed from the start of fuel pipe connection to the end of 

fuel pipe disconnection, as well as the time (if any) spent waiting for a fueling truck to be in 

position from the moment all passengers have deboarded.   

Given the prevalence of critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’ as well as the additional 

work required to decompose these timings which are dependent on both the actual execution 

of the task and resource availability, more in-depth analyses of aerobridge operations and 

fueling-related activities are performed in Sections 7.1.3.1 and 7.1.3.2 respectively. 
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 7.1.3.1 Decomposition of Aerobridge Operations 

 

Unlike passenger deboarding, boarding and aircraft fueling, the prevalence of aerobridge 

operations in terms of criticality is not only limited to critical paths under ‘Passenger 

Services’. Due to the dependency on the RSM for both aerobridge and belt loader operations, 

aerobridge operations can be critical in critical paths under ‘Cargo/Baggage Handling (Fwd)’ 

and ‘Cargo/Baggage Handling (Aft)’ as well. 

The aerobridge connection phase is first analyzed. Although the aerobridge driver was 

unavailable in 25% of the 298 turnarounds where aerobridge connection was critical, the 

amount of time spent waiting for the aerobridge driver only exceeded 0.5 minutes for 24% of 

the cases where the aerobridge driver was unavailable. That being said, observed timings of 

up to 4.4 minutes spent waiting for the aerobridge driver meant that the start of passenger 

deboarding can be substantially delayed due to aerobridge driver unavailability in cases 

where aerobridge connection is critical (Figure 65).   

 

Figure 65. Histogram of Time from Thumbs Up to Start of Aerobridge Connection (in Minutes) 

when Aerobridge Driver is Unavailable for Connection (For Turnarounds where Aerobridge 

Connection is Critical) (B738) 

As for the aerobridge disconnection phase, the aerobridge driver was only unavailable in 2% 

of the 494 turnarounds where aerobridge disconnection was critical. In fact, for these cases 

where the aerobridge driver was unavailable, none of them have critical paths under 

‘Passenger Services’ – they instead have critical paths under ‘Cargo/Baggage Handling 

(Fwd)’. This means that in almost all cases, the loading of the forward cargo hold is 

completed early enough such that the RSM is in time for aerobridge disconnection after 

clearing the belt loader. As such, unavailability of the aerobridge driver i.e. the RSM for 

aerobridge disconnection for B738 is unlikely.  
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7.1.3.2 Decomposition of Fueling-related Activities 

 

Figure 66 presents a section of the B738 Petri Net containing activities leading up to fuel pipe 

connection. The blue arcs trace out the critical path when fuel trucks are available at the end 

of passenger deboarding, while the red arcs trace out the critical path when fuel trucks are 

unavailable at the end of passenger deboarding. The accompanying labels represent the 

proportion of turnarounds (where fueling-related activities are critical) for which the 

respective path is critical.  

 

 

Figure 66. Proportion of Turnarounds where Fuel Truck is Available/Unavailable (when 

Fueling-related Activities are Critical): Blue Arcs - Critical Path when Fuel Truck is Available 

at the End of Passenger Deboarding; Red arcs - Critical Path when Fuel Truck is Unavailable at 

the End of Passenger Deboarding (A333) 

 

From Figure 66, fuel trucks were unavailable at the end of passenger deboarding in 29% of 

the 277 turnarounds where fueling-related activities are critical. In cases where the fueling 

truck was unavailable, the maximum waiting time observed was 15.5 minutes (Figure 67), 

which can be substantial in terms of the composition of the time from the end of passenger 

deboarding to the end of fuel pipe connection, given that the actual fueling duration observed 

ranged from 10 to 35 minutes.            
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Figure 67. Histogram of Time from End of Passenger Deboarding to Start of Fuel Pipe 

Connection (in Minutes) when Fuel Truck is Unavailable (For Turnarounds with Critical Paths 

under 'Passenger Services' where Fueling-related Activities are Critical) (B738) 

An additional observation from Figure 66 is that more than 50% of the cases do not face 

unavailability of fueling trucks at the end of passenger deboarding. This would suggest that 

even without a delay to the start times of fueling-related activities, the duration of fueling-

related activities can be sufficiently long to result in criticality of fueling-related activities to 

both the start of boarding and the entire turnaround.  

To better understand the relevance of both the unavailability of fueling trucks and actual 

fueling durations to the criticality of fueling-related activities, Figures 68 and 69 are used to 

show the breakdown of different categories of critical paths when the fueling truck is 

available and unavailable respectively. Note that Figures 68 and 69 include all simulated 

turnarounds and hence the number of cases in the 2 pie-charts sum up to 500. The blue 

segment refers to the specific cases with critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’ where 

fueling-related activities are critical. The orange segment refers to the remaining cases with 

critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’ where cleaning- or catering-related activities are 

critical, while the grey segment refers to cases with all other critical paths.   

When the fueling truck is unavailable at the end of deboarding, the proportion of turnarounds 

where fueling-related activities are critical (roughly 70%) is larger as compared to the 

scenario where the fueling truck is available (roughly 51%). This suggests that late starting 

times is likely to significantly influence the criticality of fueling-related activities.  

That being said, even when the fueling truck is available at the end of deboarding, there is 

still a noticeable number of cases with critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’ where 

fueling-related activities are critical. When fueling trucks are available at the end of 

deboarding, roughly 51% of turnarounds have critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’ where 
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fueling-related activities are critical. This suggests that fueling duration is also likely to 

significantly influence the criticality of fueling-related activities.  

 

 

Figure 68. Breakdown of Categories of 

Critical Paths for Turnarounds where Fuel 

Truck is Available (B738) 

 

Figure 69. Breakdown of Categories of 

Critical Paths for Turnarounds where Fuel 

Truck is Unavailable (B738) 

 

As a final check, a 2-sampled Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to compare the 

distributions of both the start times of fuel pipe connection and actual fueling durations in 

critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’ and those of other critical paths. The p-values were 

low enough (at a 5% level of significance) to conclude that the distributions of these timings 

under both groups are significantly different, which also suggests that both fuel truck 

unavailability and actual fueling durations are significant contributing factors to the 

observation of critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’ for B738.  
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7.2 Critical Path Analysis for A333-300 
 

7.2.1 Identification of Critical Paths in Simulated A333 Turnarounds  

 

11 unique critical paths were observed in the simulation of 500 aircraft turnarounds. The 

detailed breakdown and composition of these 11 unique critical paths can be found in 

Appendix G. The critical paths were then grouped according to the types of activities which 

take up the majority of the stand occupancy time. These 5 categories are namely ‘Passenger 

Services’, ‘Cargo/Baggage Handling (Fwd)’, ‘Cargo/Baggage Handling (Aft)’, ‘Bulk 

Cargo/Baggage Handling’ and ‘Maintenance’. 

The number of occurrences of each path is shown in Figure 70 below. While critical paths 

under ‘Passenger Services’ have by far the highest number of occurrences at 373, it is 32 

cases less than that of B738 (405), This can be largely attributed to the observation of critical 

paths under ‘Bulk Cargo/Baggage Handling (Bulk)’. 

For a more detailed breakdown, the activities falling under each category of critical paths are 

marked out in colored boxes in the master net in Figure 71, where critical paths under 

‘Passenger Services’ are labelled as having occurred in 75% of the simulated turnarounds. 

 

 

Figure 70. Number of Occurrences of Each Category of Critical Paths (A333) 
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Figure 71. A333 Master Net (Equipment Operator 1, Equipment Operator 2 and Equipment Operator 3 Duties Omitted) 

The labels outside of the boxes represent the proportion of simulated turnarounds for which each category of critical path is critical. 

The labels within the blue box represent the proportion of critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’ for which fueling-/crew-/cleaning-/catering-related activities are critical. 

 

----- Passenger Services 

----- Cargo/Baggage Handling (Fwd) 
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7.2.2 Decomposition of Critical Paths under ‘Passenger Services’ 

 

The Gantt chart in Figure 72 is a representative example of a critical path under ‘Passenger 

Services’, where critical activities are shown in red.  

The critical path shown in Figure 72 is as follows:  

1. Chocks On 

2. Aerobridge 2 Positioning 

3. Passenger Deboarding 

4. Catering-related Activities (Aft) 

5. Passenger Boarding  

6. Passenger Manifest Finalize 

7. Passenger Door 1 Close  

8. Aerobridge 1 Disconnection 

9. Tow Tug Connection 

10. Request for Pushback  

11. Chocks Off  

In the Gantt chart in Figure 72, catering-related activities (Aft) are shown as critical. In this 

example, the fuel truck does not arrive in time for fuel pipe connection to commence at the 

end of passenger boarding.  

The next step which naturally follows is to compare the prevalence of fueling-related, 

catering-related, cleaning-related and crew-related activities in critical paths under ‘Passenger 

Services’. Referring to Figure 71, catering-related activities are critical in 50% of the 373 

turnarounds that have critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’, exceeding both fueling-

related and cleaning-related cases. That being said, fueling-related activities are relatively 

close behind at 41%. This is unlike the case for B738 where fueling-related activities had a 

substantial majority. Note that for the 185 turnarounds where catering-related activities are 

critical, only in 3 turnarounds was catering at the forward service door completed after that 

the aft service door, which is unsurprising given that catering exchange at the aft service door 

typically takes significantly longer.  
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Figure 72. Gantt chart of an A333 Turnaround with a Critical Path under 'Passenger Services'  

The shaded black boxes represent the amount of waiting time (from the end of Passenger Deboarding) for the relevant resource (catering 

truck/fueling truck/cleaning team) to be in position).  
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7.2.3 Decomposition of Aerobridge Operations, Catering-related Activities and Fueling-

related Activities  

 

This section focuses on decomposing timings relating to aerobridge operations as well as 

catering- and fueling-related activities which are dependent on both the actual execution of 

the task and resource availability. 

While catering-related activities were critical in a majority (as compared to fueling- and 

clearing-related activities) of the turnarounds with critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’, 

fueling-related activities are also analyzed as they only fall slightly behind catering-related 

activities in terms of criticality (Figure 71).   

 

7.2.3.1 Decomposition of Aerobridge Operations 

 

The aerobridge connection phase is first analyzed. The aerobridge driver was unavailable in 

37% of the 364 turnarounds where aerobridge connection was critical. The amount of time 

spent waiting for the aerobridge driver exceeded 0.5 minutes for 50% of these cases where 

the aerobridge driver was unavailable, and a maximum of 7.1 minutes was observed (Figure 

73). As compared to B738, both the number of instances where the aerobridge driver is 

unavailable for connection as well as the time spent waiting for one on average is noticeably 

larger for A333.   

 

Figure 73. Histogram of Time from Thumbs Up to Start of Aerobridge Connection (in Minutes) 

when Aerobridge Driver is Unavailable for Connection (For Turnarounds where Aerobridge 

Connection is Critical) (A333) 
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As for the aerobridge disconnection phase, the aerobridge driver was unavailable in 7% of the 

498 turnarounds where aerobridge disconnection was critical. Similar to B738, the likelihood 

of aerobridge driver unavailability remains low.  

 

7.2.3.1 Decomposition of Catering-related Activities and Fueling-related Activities 

 

Figure 74 presents a section of the A333 Petri Net containing activities leading up to opening 

of the aft catering door. The blue arcs trace out the critical path when catering trucks are 

available at the end of passenger deboarding, while the red arcs trace out to the critical path 

when catering trucks are unavailable at the end of passenger deboarding. The accompanying 

labels represent the proportion of turnarounds (where catering-related activities are critical) 

for which the respective path is critical. As can be seen, catering trucks were unavailable at 

the end of de-boarding in 35% (65) of these 185 cases. In cases where the catering truck was 

unavailable, the maximum waiting time observed was 16.5 minutes (Figure 75).  

Figure 76 presents a section of the A333 Petri Net containing activities leading up to fuel pipe 

connection. The blue arcs trace out to the critical path when fuel trucks are available at the 

end of passenger deboarding, while red arcs trace out the critical path when fuel trucks are 

unavailable at the end of passenger deboarding. The accompanying labels represent the 

proportion of turnarounds (where fueling-related activities are critical) for which the 

respective path is critical. As can be seen, fueling trucks were unavailable at the end of de-

boarding in 44% (68) of these 154 cases. In cases where the catering truck was unavailable, 

the maximum waiting time observed was 16.5 minutes (Figure 77).  

Although the total number of cases where fueling-related activities are critical is smaller, both 

the proportion and the absolute number of such cases facing resource unavailability is larger 

as compared to that of catering-related activities. This may suggest that fuel truck 

unavailability may have a greater influence over whether fueling-related activities are critical 

as compared to the influence of catering truck availability on the criticality of catering-related 

activities. 

To better understand the relevance of both resource unavailability and task duration for the 

respective activities, the following figures are presented. Figures 78 and 79 are used to show 

the breakdown of different categories of critical paths when the catering truck is available and 

unavailable respectively. Similarly, Figures 80 and 81 are used to show the breakdown of 

different categories of critical paths when the fueling truck is available and unavailable 

respectively. 

Comparing Figures 78 and 79, when the fueling truck is unavailable at the end of deboarding, 

the proportion of turnarounds where fueling-related activities are critical (56%) is noticeably 

larger as compared to the scenario where the fueling truck is available (23%). This suggests 

that late starting times is likely to be a major contributing factor to the criticality of fueling-

related activities. On the other hand, given that fueling-related activities are critical in only 

23% of the turnarounds where the fueling truck is available, this suggests that fueling 

duration is a relatively less significant contributing factor to the criticality of fueling-related 

activities.  

Comparing Figures 80 and 81, when the catering truck is unavailable at the end of 

deboarding, the proportion of turnarounds where catering-related activities are critical (51%) 

is larger as compared to the scenario where the catering truck is available (32%). That being 
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said, when comparing fueling- and catering-related activities, the change in proportion of 

critical cases moving from resource unavailability to availability is smaller for catering. Even 

when looking at absolute numbers, the number of cases where catering-related activities are 

critical when catering trucks are available (120) is almost twice of when the catering truck is 

unavailable (65). The above may suggest that catering duration instead of catering start time 

is a relatively more significant contributing factor to the criticality of catering-related 

activities, or more importantly, the observation of critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’. 

 

 

Figure 74. Proportion of Turnarounds where Catering Truck is Available/Unavailable (when 

Catering-related Activities are Critical): Blue Arcs - Critical Path when Catering Truck is 

Available at the End of Passenger Deboarding; Red arcs - Critical Path when Catering Truck is 

Unavailable at the End of Passenger Deboarding (A333) 

 

Figure 75. Histogram of Time from End of Passenger Deboarding to Opening of Catering Door 

(in Minutes) when Catering Truck is Unavailable (Turnarounds with Critical Paths under 

'Passenger Services' where Catering-related Activities are Critical) (A333) 

65% 

35% 
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Figure 76. Proportion of Turnarounds where Fuel Truck is Available/Unavailable (when 

Fueling-related Activities are Critical): Blue Arcs - Critical Path when Fuel Truck is Available 

at the End of Passenger Deboarding; Red arcs - Critical Path when Fuel Truck is Unavailable at 

the End of Passenger Deboarding (A333) 

 

 

Figure 77. Histogram of Time from End of Passenger Deboarding to Start of Fuel Pipe 

Connection (in Minutes) when Fuel Truck is Unavailable (Turnarounds with Critical Paths 

under 'Passenger Services' where Fueling-related Activities are Critical) (A333) 

56% 

44% 
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Figure 78. Breakdown of Categories of 

Critical Paths for Turnarounds where 

Catering Truck is Available 

 

Figure 79. Breakdown of Categories of 

Critical Paths for Turnarounds where 

Catering Truck is Unvailable 

 

 

Figure 80. Breakdown of Categories of 

Critical Paths for Turnarounds where Fuel 

Truck is Available 

 

Figure 81. Breakdown of Categories of 

Critical Paths for Turnarounds where Fuel 

Truck is Unavailable 

As a final check, a 2-sampled Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to compare the 

distributions of both the start times and actual tasks durations for the respective activities in 

critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’ and those of other critical paths. The results are in 

line with the above inferences. The p-values for the start time of fueling and catering duration 

were low enough (at a 5% level of significance) to conclude that the distributions of these 

timings under both groups are significantly different, but the same could not be said for 

fueling duration and the start time of catering. These results therefore suggest that both fuel 

truck unavailability and actual catering durations are significant contributing factors to the 

observation of critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’ for A333.  
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8 Proposed Modifications 
 

Due to the prevalence of critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’, the activities along the 

critical path were first identified as candidates for modification to achieve lower stand 

occupancy times. 4 components of the critical path were considered, namely aerobridge 

operations, passenger deboarding, passenger boarding, as well the concurrent activities from 

the end of passenger deboarding to the start of passenger boarding.  

Passenger deboarding and passenger boarding were eventually not chosen as modification of 

these activities would necessarily require prior modelling of these activities to be done at a 

higher level of granularity. For example, for passenger boarding, initial analysis of empirical 

data found little correlation between passenger loads and boarding durations. This is likely to 

be due to the fact that besides passenger load, these durations are also strongly influenced by 

other factors such as airline-specific practices (e.g. boarding sequences) and passenger flow 

dynamics, which are beyond the scope of this paper.  

As such, modifications for aerobridge operations and the concurrent activities from the end of 

deboarding to the start of boarding were proposed and tested. This section provides the 

rationale as well as the simulation results of the modifications for both B738 and A333.  

 

8.1 Automated Aerobridge Operations 
 

8.1.1 Rationale 

 

It is first helpful to provide some background on manual aerobridge operations. There are two 

mechanisms through which existing manual aerobridge operations may increase turnaround 

durations. 

Firstly, the manual operation of the aerobridge system can result in longer connection and 

disconnection times. At Changi Airport, when thumbs up is given and aerobridge connection 

commences, the aerobridge automatically moves forward till it is 0.8 meters from the aircraft 

door. The aerobridge manoeuvring for the final 0.8 meters is then done manually. The 

procedure for disconnection is similar but done in reverse, with only the retraction of the first 

0.8 meters from the door performed manually. 

While the aircraft manual provides an estimate of 1 minute for aerobridge connection, and 1 

minute for aerobridge disconnection, in a press release by Amsterdam Airport Schiphol [8], it 

was stated that in 60 percent of their turnarounds, aerobridge connection takes longer than a 

minute.  As such, even though aerobridge operations have been automated for a portion of the 

docking distance, the need for manual operation remain the source of variation and inability 

to reliably meet the 1-minute connection timings stipulated by the aircraft manual.  

Secondly, having a manpower dependency means that the start of connection or 

disconnection of the aerobridge may be subject to delays due to the unavailability of the 

aerobridge driver. Although this can be addressed by increasing staffing and designating an 

alternative driver, this may not always be a viable option under a state where manpower is 

highly constrained.  
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Although the duration of manual aerobridge connection and disconnection was set at a 

relatively small range (from 1 to 2 minutes), from the results presented in Section 7 for both 

B738 and A333, the prevalence of these activities beyond critical paths under ‘Passenger 

Services’ suggests that improvements to the connection and disconnection process should on 

average reduce stand occupancy times. Furthermore, although the occurrence of 

unavailability of aerobridge drivers is low for both B738 and A333, they do have the 

potential to lengthen stand occupancy times considerably through long waiting times. For the 

above reasons, the paper considers the case for automated aerobridge operations for both 

B738 and A333. 

 

8.1.2 Extent of Automation of Aerobridge Operations 

 

The extent of automation of aerobridge operations is dependent on the maturity and reliability 

of the system. The effects of both partial and complete automation of aerobridge operations 

on stand occupancy times will be analysed. 

Partial automation refers to the case where the connection and disconnection of the 

aerobridge is performed entirely without manual intervention, but a ground handler is still 

required to be in position within the aerobridge to oversee the operations. The current 

implementation of automated aerobridge operations in Wellington International Airport in 

New Zealand is as such [10].  

Complete automation refers to the case where no human supervision is required, and the 

aerobridges can be remotely activated and supervised via a central control station. However, 

given that partial automation of aerobridge operations is still in its early stages, complete 

automation is not feasible until the system is proven reliable.        

Sections 8.1.1.1 and 8.1.1.2 present the modifications made to both the B738 and A333 Petri 

Nets for partial and complete automation of aerobridge operations respectively.  

 

8.1.1.1 Partial Automation  

 

To simulate partial automation, changes are made to the firing times associated with the 

transitions for aerobridge connection and disconnection. No physical modification of the Petri 

Net structure is required since the manpower dependencies for aerobridge connection and 

disconnection are retained given the need for supervision.  

The principal investigator for a joint research project between ST Engineering and National 

Technological University of Singapore was consulted to obtain insights with relation to 

connection and disconnection timings under automated operations. Based on trials that were 

conducted, it was reported that timings of under 1 minute could be reliably met using existing 

speeds identical to current aerobridge systems at Changi Airport. As such, a deterministic 

firing time of 1 minute is set for the B738 transitions ‘AB Connect’ and ‘AB Disconnect’, as 

well as the A333 transitions ‘AB1/2 Connect’ and ‘AB1/2 Disconnect’.  
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8.1.1.2 Complete Automation  

 

To simulate complete automation, on top of the changes made to the firing times for the 

above transitions, structural modifications to the Petri Net have to be performed as manpower 

is no longer required for aerobridge operations.  

Recall that RSM 1 is responsible for aerobridge operations for B738, while EO1 and EO2 are 

responsible for aerobridge operations for A333. The baseline models without any 

modifications are first presented: The section of the B738 master net with RSM 1 

dependencies is shown in Figure 82, while the sections of the A333 master net with EO 1 and 

EO 2 dependencies are shown in Figures 84 and 86 respectively. The arcs, transitions and 

places highlighted in blue refer to the manpower dependencies for aerobridge connection and 

disconnection which will be removed in the case of complete automation. The modified 

sections following the removal of aerobridge dependencies for RSM 1, EO1 and EO2 are 

respectively shown in Figures 83, 85 and 87. 

  

Figure 82. Section of B738 Petri Net with RSM 1 Dependencies (Blue arcs will be removed in the 

case of complete automation) (Baseline)  

 

Figure 83. Section of B738 Petri Net with RSM 1 Dependencies under Complete Automation of 

Aerobridge Operations (Modified) 
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Figure 84. Section of A333 Petri Net with EO 1 Dependencies (Blue arcs will be removed in the 

case of complete automation) (Baseline) 

 

 

Figure 85. Section of A333 Petri Net with EO 1 Dependencies under Complete Automation of 

Aerobridge Operations (Modified) 
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Figure 86. Section of A333 Petri Net with EO 2 Dependencies (Blue arcs will be removed in the 

case of complete automation) (Baseline) 

 

 

Figure 87. Section of A333 Petri Net with EO2 Dependencies under Complete Automation of 

Aerobridge Operations (Modified) 
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8.1.1.3 Simulation Results 

 

The stand occupancy times are compared for the following 3 scenarios: 

• Scenario 1: Manual Aerobridge Operations (Baseline) 

• Scenario 2: Partial Automation of Aerobridge Operations 

• Scenario 3: Complete Automation of Aerobridge Operations  

The cumulative probability plots of the stand occupancy times obtained from the simulations 

for B738 and A333 are shown in Figures 88 and 89 respectively.  

For B738, for the range from 55 to 80 minutes, there is a leftwards shift of the plot when 

comparing either partial automation or complete automation of aerobridge operations with 

manual aerobridge operations, which can be suggestive of lower stand occupancy times. The 

same is observed for A333 for the range from 60 to 95 minutes. 

 

Figure 88. Modeled Cumulative Probability Plots for Stand Occupancy Times under 3 

Scenarios: Manual, Partial Automation and Complete Automation of Aerobridge Operations 

(B738) 
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Figure 89. Modeled Cumulative Probability Plots for Stand Occupancy Times under 3 

Scenarios: Manual, Partial Automation and Complete Automation of Aerobridge Operations 

(A333) 

The median stand occupancy times for each scenario for B738 and A333 are shown in Table 

10. For B738, the median stand occupancy time under partial automation is 1.4 minutes 

shorter than that of manual aerobridge operations, while the median stand occupancy time 

under complete automation is 1.8 minutes shorter than that of manual aerobridge operations.  

For A333, the median stand occupancy time under partial automation is 1.1 minutes shorter 

than that of manual aerobridge operations, while the median stand occupancy time under 

complete automation is 2.2 minutes shorter than that of manual aerobridge operations. This is 

unlike the case for B738 where complete automation only increases stand occupancy time 

reduction by 0.4 minutes relative to partial automation. 

Nonetheless, the results for both B738 and A333 suggest a positive correlation between the 

extent of automation and the reduction in stand occupancy time. 

Table 10. Median Stand Occupancy Times under 3 Scenarios for B738 and A333: Manual, 

Partial Automation and Complete Automation of Aerobridge Operations  

Scenario Median (in Minutes) Δ (Relative to Manual, in Minutes) 

B738 A333 B738 A333 

Manual Aerobridge 

Operations 

(Baseline) 

64.9 71.0   

Partial Automation 

of Aerobridge 

Operations 

63.5 69.9 -1.4 -1.1 

Complete 

Automation of 

Aerobridge 
Operations 

63.1 68.8 -1.8 -2.2 
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8.2 Catering-related Modifications 
 

8.2.1 Rationale 

 

There were 2 key takeaways for A333 in relation to catering-related activities from Section 

7.2. Firstly, catering-related activities were found to be the most critical as compared to 

fueling-related and cleaning-related activities. Secondly, catering durations are likely to have 

a more significant influence than catering truck availability (catering start times) on the 

criticality of catering-related activities. For the above reasons, the paper considers the case 

for the removal of passenger deboarding as a precedent constraint for catering operations for 

A333.  

 

8.2.2 Removal of Passenger Deboarding as a Precedent Constraint for Catering 

 

Typically, catering exchange is not performed simultaneously with passenger deboarding as it 

might cause a certain level of discomfort for the passengers. Because catering at the aft 

service door takes proportionately longer in the constructed Petri Net, the proposed 

modification involves the commencement of catering at the aft service door after a certain 

amount of time has elapsed from the start of passenger deboarding. This would help mitigate 

the interference from catering exchange at the aft service door on the deboarding of 

passengers, be it through physical movement or an increased level of discomfort e.g. noise, 

while at the same time allowing catering exchange at the aft service door to commence 

earlier.  

The baseline model without any modification is first presented: The section of the A333 

master net illustrating the dependency of the opening of the aft catering door on the 

completion of passenger deboarding is shown in Figure 90. In Figure 91, the arcs, transitions 

and places highlighted in blue are introduced following the removal of the dependency of the 

opening of the aft door on the completion of passenger deboarding.  

 

 

Figure 90. Section of A333 Petri Net with Dependency of Opening of Aft Service Door for 

Catering on Completion of Passenger Deboarding (Baseline) 
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Figure 91. Section of A333 Petri Net with Dependency of Opening of Aft Service Door for 

Catering on Completion of Passenger Deboarding Removed (Newly introduced arcs, transitions 

and places are highlighted in blue) (Modified) 

 

In Figure 91, the transition ‘Dummy Transition 8’ is enabled and instantaneously fired when 

both aerobridges are connected. A token is deposited into the place ‘Ready for Pax 

Deboarding’, which enables the transition ‘Pax Deboarding’. At the same time, another token 

is deposited into the place ‘Standby for Catering Aft’ which enables the transition ‘Time from 

Start of Pax Deboarding’. This transition can be thought of as a countdown timer for catering 

at the aft service door to begin. Recall that the firing time of the transition ‘Pax Deboarding’ 

follows a triangular distribution with a lower bound of 5 minutes, a mode of 7 minutes and an 

upper bound of 11 minutes. The firing time of the transition ‘Time from Start of Pax 

Deboarding’ is set at 5 minutes, which should provide sufficient time for at least the aft 

service doors to be cleared of passengers. The firing of this transition deposits a token into 

the place ‘Ready for Catering Aft’. For the transition ‘Catering Door Open Aft’ to be 

enabled, both places ‘Ready for Catering Aft’ and ‘Highloader Raised Aft’ must contain a 

single token each.   

 

8.2.2.1 Simulation Results 

 

The stand occupancy times are compared for the following 2 scenarios:  

• Scenario 1: Catering with No Passengers Onboard (Baseline) 

• Scenario 2: Catering with Passengers Onboard 

The cumulative probability plots of the stand occupancy times obtained from the simulations 

are shown in Figure 92. The 2 plots intersect at multiple points and no leftwards shift over 

any significant range is observable when comparing the scenario where catering is performed 

with passengers onboard with the scenario where catering is performed without passengers 

onboard. As such, it is unclear from the plots as to whether there is any improvement in stand 

occupancy times.  
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Figure 92. Modeled Cumulative Probability Plots for Stand Occupancy Times under 2 

Scenarios: Catering with No Passengers Onboard, and Catering with Passengers Onboard 

(A333) 

The median of the stand occupancy time for each scenario is shown in Table 11. The median 

stand occupancy time for catering with passengers onboard is only 0.7 minutes shorter than 

that of catering with no passengers onbard. The results from Figure 92 and Table 11 suggest 

that the proposed modification only has a modest impact on stand occupancy times.  

Table 11. Median Stand Occupancy Times under 2 Scenarios: Catering with No Passengers 

Onboard and Catering with Passengers Onboard (A333) 

Scenario Median (in Minutes) Δ (Relative to Catering with No 

Passengers Onboard, in Minutes) 

Catering with No Passengers 

Onboard 

71.0  

Catering with Passengers 

Onboard 

70.3 -0.7 

 

To understand why the proposed modification has a limited impact on stand occupancy times, 

the occurrences of activities critical to the start of boarding in critical paths under ‘Passenger 

Services’ are shown in Figures 93 and 94 for scenarios 1 and 2 respectively. In scenario 1, 

although catering-related activities rank higher than fueling-related activities in terms of 

criticality, both of them are critical for a substantial number of cases. Under the proposed 

modification in scenario 2, fueling-related activities now rank the highest in terms of 

criticality. This would imply that with the proposed modification, the earlier completion time 

of catering is unlikely to result in reduced stand occupancy times for a substantial number of 

cases where the start of boarding is constrained by fueling.  
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Figure 93. Breakdown of Critical Activities 

for Start of Boarding for Scenario 1 (For 

Turnarounds with Critical Paths under 

‘Passengers Services’) 

 

Figure 94. Breakdown of Critical Activities 

for Start of Boarding for Scenario 1 (For 

Turnarounds with Critical Paths under 

‘Passengers Services’) 

 

8.3 Fueling-related Modifications 
 

8.3.1 Rationale 

 

For B738, from the results in Section 7.1, fueling-related activities were found to be the most 

critical as compared to catering-related and cleaning-related activities. Both the fueling 

duration as well as the fueling truck availability were also found to significantly the influence 

the criticality of fueling-related activities.  

As for A333, from the results in Section 7.2, fueling-related activities were found to fall 

behind catering-related activities slightly in terms of criticality. It was also found that fueling 

truck availability was more likely to have a significant influence on the criticality of fueling-

related activities than fueling durations.  

Given the relevance of fueling duration to the criticality of fueling-related activities for B738, 

the paper considers the case for the removal of the completion of passenger deboarding as a 

precedent constraint for fueling operations for B738.  

As for addressing the relevance of later start times of fueling-related activities relative to the 

end of passenger deboarding due to the unavailability of fueling trucks for both B738 and 

A333, improving the punctuality of fueling trucks would require more optimized scheduling 

by fueling dispatchers, which is beyond the scope of the Petri Net and the paper. Nonetheless, 

the Petri Net will be used to analyze the potential reduction in stand occupancy time 

assuming punctuality of the fueling trucks, which can be useful for gauging the impact of 

scheduling changes.  
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Fueling-related Activities
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Cleaning-related Activities
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8.3.2 Removal of Passenger Deboarding as a Precedent Constraint for Fueling 

 

While there are varying practices across airports with regard to aircraft fueling with 

passengers onboard, Changi Airport’s current turnaround procedures require all passengers to 

be deboarded before fuel pipes can be connected. Departmental managers from the ramp 

facility and Customer Services both explained that in the atypical case where fueling takes 

place with passengers onboard, current procedures require both the front and rear cabin doors 

to be opened either with aerobridges or passenger stairs connected.  

For the B738 Petri Net, the modification of the structure involves the inclusion of an 

additional ground handling staff to connect passenger stairs, as well as the modelling of the 

dependency of the start of fuel pipe connection on both the connection of the aerobridge and 

passenger stairs instead of passenger deboarding.  

The section of the B738 Petri Net (baseline model) illustrating the dependency of the 

connection of the fuel pipe on the completion of passenger deboarding is first shown in 

Figure 95. In Figure 96, the arcs, transitions and places highlighted in blue are introduced 

following the removal of the dependency of fuel pipe connection on the completion of 

passenger deboarding.  

 

Figure 95. Section of B738 Petri Net with Dependency of Fuel Pipe Connection on Completion 

of Passenger Boarding (Baseline) 

 

Figure 96. Section of B738 Petri Net with Dependency of Fuel Pipe Connection on Completion 

of Passenger Boarding Removed (Newly introduced arcs, transitions and places are highlighted 

in blue) (Modified) 
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In Figure 96, the equipment operator (EO) is introduced in the place ‘Equipment Operator 

Resource’ as only the dnata ground handling agents under this designation are qualified to 

operate the passenger stairs. The transition ‘Connect Passenger Stairs’ is enabled when both 

the places ‘Thumbs Up’ and ‘Equipment Operator Resource’ contain a single token each. For 

the transition ‘Fuel Pipe Connecting’ to be enabled, both places ‘AB Connected’ and 

‘Passenger Stairs Connected’ must contain a single token each.  

Note that the arc extending from the place ‘All Pax Off’ to ‘Fuel Pipe Connecting’ in the 

original B738 Petri Net has been removed. 

For the A333 Petri Net, as explained in Section 8.2.1.1, due to the criticality of both catering-

related and fueling-related activities, modifications performed solely on either catering-

related or fueling-related activities are unlikely to be effective in reducing stand occupancy 

times. As such, the removal of passenger deboarding as a precedent constraint for both 

fueling and catering are simultaneously implemented and analyzed. The section of the A333 

Petri Net (baseline model) illustrating the dependency of the connection of the fuel pipe on 

the completion of passenger deboarding is first shown in Figure 97. In Figure 98, the arcs, 

transitions and places highlighted in blue are introduced following the removal of the 

dependency of fuel pipe connection on the completion of passenger deboarding.  

 

Figure 97. Section of A333 Petri Net with Dependency of Fuel Pipe Connection on Completion 

of Passenger Boarding (Baseline) 

 

Figure 98. Section of A333 Petri Net with Dependency of Fuel Pipe Connection on Completion 

of Passenger Boarding Removed (Newly introduced arcs, transitions and places are highlighted 

in blue) (Modified) 
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In Figure 98, the start of fuel pipe connection is dependent on the connection of both 

aerobridges instead of passenger deboarding. Unlike the B738, an additional equipment 

operator (EO) to connect passenger stairs is not required as both passenger doors of the A333 

will be connected to the 2 aerobridges regardless.  

Note that the modifications are built onto the Petri Net structure described in Section 8.2.1 

i.e. with catering-related modifications, where the transition ‘Dummy Transition 8’ is 

introduced. When both aerobridges are connected, the transition ‘Dummy Transition 8’ is 

instantaneously fired and a token each is deposited into the places ‘Ready for Pax 

Deboarding’, ‘Standby for Catering Aft’ and ‘Ready for Fuel Pipe Connection’. For the 

transition ‘Fuel Pipe Connecting’ to be enabled, both the places ‘Ready for Fuel Pipe 

Connection’ and ‘Fuel Truck in Position’ must contain a single token each.  

 

8.3.1.1 Simulation Results 

 

For B738, the stand occupancy times are compared for the following 2 scenarios:  

• Scenario 1: Fueling with No Passengers Onboard (Baseline) 

• Scenario 2: Fueling with Passengers Onboard 

For A333, the stand occupancy times are compared for the following 2 scenarios:  

• Scenario 1: Catering and Fueling with No Passengers Onboard (Baseline) 

• Scenario 2: Catering and Fueling with Passengers Onboard 

Note that in scenario 2 for A333 where catering and fueling are both performed with 

passengers onboard, the removal of passenger deboarding as a precedent constraint was 

performed for both catering and fueling operations as it was found in Section 8.2.1.1 that due 

to the criticality of both fueling- and catering-related activities, modifications are ineffective 

in reducing stand occupancy times when performed solely on either fueling- or catering-

related activities.   

The cumulative probability plots of the stand occupancy times obtained from the simulations 

for B738 and A333 are shown in Figures 99 and 100 respectively.  

For B738, for the range from 55 to 75 minutes, there is a leftwards shift of the plot when 

comparing the scenarios where fueling is performed with passengers onboard with the 

scenario where fueling is performed without passengers onboard. 

As for A333, for the ranges from 65 to 75 minutes and 85 to 90 minutes, there is also a 

leftwards shift of the plot when comparing the scenarios where both catering and fueling is 

performed with passengers onboard with the scenario where catering and fueling is 

performed without passengers onboard. 
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Figure 99. Modeled Cumulative Probability Plots for Stand Occupancy Times under 2 

Scenarios: Fueling with No Passengers Onboard and Fueling with Passengers Onboard (B738) 

 

 

Figure 100. Modeled Cumulative Probability Plots for Stand Occupancy Times under 2 

Scenarios: Catering and Fueling with No Passengers Onboard, and Catering and Fueling with 

Passengers Onboard (A333) 
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The median stand occupancy times for each scenario for B738 and A333 are shown in Tables 

12 and 13 respectively. For B738, the median stand occupancy time when fueling is 

performed with passengers onboard is 1.7 minutes shorter than when fueling is performed 

with no passengers onboard. For A333, the median stand occupancy time when both fueling 

and catering are performed with passengers onboard is 1.3 minutes shorter than when both 

catering and fueling are performed with no passengers onboard. For both B738 and A333, the 

cumulative probability plots as well as the median stand occupancy times suggest that 

fueling-related modifications (alongside catering-related modifications in the case of A333) 

are likely to reduce stand occupancy times.  

Table 12. Median Stand Occupancy Times under 2 Scenarios: Fueling with No Passengers 

Onboard and Fueling with Passengers Onboard (B738) 

Scenario Median (in Minutes) Δ (Relative to Fueling with 

No Passengers Onboard, in 

Minutes) 

Fueling with No Passengers 

Onboard 

64.9  

Fueling with Passengers 

Onboard 

63.2 -1.7 

 

Table 13. Median Stand Occupancy Times under 2 Scenarios: Catering and Fueling with No 

Passengers Onboard, and Catering and Fueling with Passengers Onboard (A333) 

Scenario Median (in Minutes) Δ (Relative to Catering with 

No Passengers Onboard, in 

Minutes) 

Catering and Fueling with 

No Passengers Onboard 

71.0  

Catering and Fueling with 

Passengers Onboard 

69.7 -1.3 
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8.3.3 Improved Punctuality of Fueling Trucks through Scheduling Changes 

 

In order to obtain an estimate of the potential time savings from changes to scheduling of the 

fueling trucks, the firing time of the transition ‘Fuel Truck Delay’ is set to 0 for both the 

B738 and A333 Petri Nets. This implies that fueling trucks are always punctual i.e. 

connection of the fuel pipes starts as soon as all passengers have deboarded.  

 

8.3.3.1 Simulation Results 

 

For B738, the stand occupancy times are compared for the following 2 scenarios:  

• Scenario 1: Delay to Fuel Trucks based on Fitted Distribution (Baseline) 

• Scenario 2: Punctual Fuel Trucks 

For A333, the stand occupancy times are compared for the following 3 scenarios: 

• Scenario 1: Catering with No Passengers Onboard, Delay to Fuel Trucks based on 

Fitted Distribution (Baseline) 

• Scenario 2: Catering with No Passengers Onboard, Punctual Fuel Trucks 

• Scenario 3: Catering with Passengers Onboard, Punctual Fuel Trucks  

The cumulative probability plots of the stand occupancy times obtained from the simulations 

for B738 and A333 are shown in Figures 101 and 102 respectively.  

For B738, tor the range from 55 to 80 minutes, there is a leftwards shift of the plot when 

comparing the scenario where fuel trucks pare punctual with the scenario where the delay to 

fuel trucks are based on the fitted distribution. 

For A333, when comparing the plots for the scenario where catering is done without 

passengers onboard and fuel trucks are punctual with the scenario where catering is done 

without passengers onboard and delay to fuel trucks are based on the fitted distribution, it can 

be seen that improving punctuality of fueling trucks without changes to the catering activity 

is unlikely to significantly affect stand occupancy times - the 2 plots intersect at multiple 

points and no leftwards shift over any significant range is observable. This is unsurprising 

given the criticality of both fueling-related and catering-related activities for the A333, as 

explained in Section 8.2.2.1. On the other hand, there is a leftwards shift of the plot for the 

range from 55 to 90 minutes when comparing the scenario where catering is performed with 

passengers onboard and fuel trucks are punctual with the scenario where catering is 

performed without passengers onboard and delay to fuel trucks are based on the fitted 

distribution i.e. when modifications are made to both the arrival time of fueling trucks and the 

start of catering at the aft service door.  
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Figure 101. Modeled Cumulative Probability Plots for Stand Occupancy Times under 2 

Scenarios: Delay to Fuel Trucks based on Fitted Distribution, and Punctual Fuel Trucks (B738) 

 

Figure 102. Modeled Cumulative Probability Plots for Stand Occupancy Times under 3 

Scenarios: Catering with No Passengers Onboard with Delay to Fuel Trucks Based on Fitted 

Distribution, Catering with No Passengers Onboard with Punctual Fuel Trucks, and Catering 

with Passengers Onboard with Punctual Fuel Trucks (A333) 
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The median stand occupancy times for each scenario for B738 and A333 are shown in Tables 

14 and 15 respectively. For B738, the median stand occupancy time when fuel trucks are 

punctual is 1.5 minutes shorter than when delay to fuel trucks are based on the fitted 

distribution. As for A333, the median of the stand occupancy time when catering is 

performed without passengers onboard and fuel trucks are punctual is 0.8 minutes less than 

when catering is performed without passengers onboard and delay to fuel trucks are based on 

the fitted distribution, while the median of the stand occupancy time when catering is 

performed with passengers onboard and fuel trucks are punctual is 1.4 minutes less than 

when catering is performed without passengers onboard and delay to fuel trucks are based on 

the fitted distribution 

In summary, while improvements to fuel truck scheduling are likely to lead to lower stand 

occupancy times for both B738 and A333, the impact for A333 is likely to be limited unless 

catering-related modifications are performed as well.  

Table 14. Median Stand Occupancy Times under 2 Scenarios: Delay to Fuel Trucks based on 

Fitted Distribution and Punctual Fuel Trucks(B738) 

Scenario Median (in Minutes) Δ (Relative to Delay based 

on Fitted Distribution, in 

Minutes) 

Delay to Fuel Trucks based on 

Fitted Distribution 

64.9  

Punctual Fuel Trucks 63.4 -1.5 

 

Table 15. Median Stand Occupancy Times under 3 Scenarios: Catering with No Passengers 

Onboard with Delay to Fuel Trucks Based on Fitted Distribution, Catering with No Passengers 

Onboard with Punctual Fuel Trucks, and Catering with Passengers Onboard with Punctual 

Fuel Trucks (A333) 

Scenario Median (in Minutes) Δ (Relative to Delay based 

on Fitted Distribution, in 

Minutes) 

Catering with No Passengers 

Onboard, Delay to Fuel Trucks 

based on Fitted Distribution 

71.0  

Catering with No Passengers 

Onboard, Punctual Fuel Trucks  

70.2 -0.8 

Catering with Passengers Onboard, 

Punctual Fuel Trucks 

69.6 -1.4 
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8.4 Combinations of Modifications 
 

In this section, implementations of different combinations of modifications will be analysed. 

Modifications requiring scheduling changes (arrival time of fueling trucks) will not be 

included in these combinations as they are beyond the scope of the paper, as explained in 

Section 8.3.1.  

 

8.4.1 Simulation Results 

 

For B738, the stand occupancy times are compared for the following 3 scenarios:  

• Scenario 1: No Modifications (Baseline) 

• Scenario 2: Partial Automation of Aerobridge Operations, Fueling with Passengers 

Onboard  

• Scenario 3: Complete Automation of Aerobridge Operations, Fueling with Passengers 

Onboard 

For A333, the stand occupancy times are compared for the following 3 scenarios: 

• Scenario 1: No Modifications (Baseline) 

• Scenario 2: Partial Automation of Aerobridge Operations, Catering and Fueling with 

Passengers Onboard  

• Scenario 3: Complete Automation of Aerobridge Operations, Catering and Fueling 

with Passengers Onboard 

The cumulative probability plots of the stand occupancy times obtained from the simulations 

for B738 and A333 are shown in Figures 103 and 104 respectively. For B738, for the range 

from 55 to 80 minutes, there is a leftwards shift of the plot when comparing the scenarios 

with either partial or complete automation of aerobridge operations coupled with fueling with 

passengers onboard with the baseline scenario without modifications.   

As for A333, for the range from 60 to 95 minutes, there is also a leftwards shift of the plot 

when comparing the scenarios with either partial or complete automation of aerobridge 

operations coupled with catering and fueling with passengers onboard with the baseline 

scenario. 
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Figure 103. Modeled Cumulative Probability Plots for Stand Occupancy Times under 3 Scenarios: No 

Modifications, Partial Automation of Aerobridge Operations with Fueling with Passengers Onboard, and 

Complete Automation of Aerobridge Operations with Fueling with Passengers 

 

Figure 104. Modeled Cumulative Probability Plots for Stand Occupancy Times under 3 Scenarios: No 

Modifications, Partial Automation of Aerobridge Operations with Catering and Fueling with Passengers 

Onboard, Complete Automation of Aerobridge Operations with Catering and Fueling with Passengers 

Onboard (A333) 
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The median stand occupancy times for each scenario for B738 and A333 are shown in Tables 

16 and 17 respectively. For B738, the median stand occupancy time under the scenario with 

partial automation of aerobridge operations coupled with fueling with passengers onboard is 

2.2 minutes shorter than that of the baseline scenario, while the median stand occupancy time 

under the scenario with complete automation of aerobridge operations coupled with fueling 

with passengers onboard is 2.8 minutes shorter than that of the baseline scenario. 

Unsurprisingly, the size of these reductions are larger than the reduction when applying any 

of the discussed modifications on their own.  

For A333, the median stand occupancy time under scenario with partial automation of 

aerobridge operations coupled with catering and fueling with passengers onboard is 1.7 

minutes shorter than that of the baseline scenario, while the median stand occupancy time 

under the scenario with complete automation of aerobridge operations coupled with catering 

and fueling with passengers onboard is 2.7 minutes shorter than that of the baseline scenario. 

The size of these reductions are larger than the reduction when applying any of the discussed 

modifications on their own, but with 1 exception. The time reduction under the scenario with 

partial automation of aerobridge operations coupled with catering and fueling with 

passengers onboard (1.7 minutes) is smaller than when only the modification for complete 

automation of aerobridge operations is implemented (2.2 minutes) for A333 (Section 8.1.1.3). 

The higher prevalence of the unavailability of aerobridge drivers for both connection and 

disconnection in critical paths for the A333 (Section 7.2.3.1) as compared to B738 may 

explain why complete automation of aerobridge operations on its own results in a more 

substantial reduction in stand occupancy times than the combination of modifications 

described in scenario 2. 

Table 16. Median Stand Occupancy Times under 3 Scenarios: No Modifications, Partial 

Automation of Aerobridge Operations with Fueling with Passengers Onboard, and Complete 

Automation of Aerobridge Operations with Fueling with Passengers Onboard (B738) 

Scenario Median (in Minutes) Δ (Relative to Manual, in Minutes) 

No Modifications 64.9  

Partial Automation of 

Aerobridge Operations, Fueling 

with Passengers Onboard 

62.7 -2.2 

Complete Automation of 

Aerobridge Operations, Fueling 

with Passengers Onboard 

62.1 -2.8 

 

Table 17. Median Stand Occupancy Times under 3 Scenarios: No Modifications, Partial 

Automation of Aerobridge Operations with Catering and Fueling with Passengers Onboard, 

Complete Automation of Aerobridge Operations with Catering and Fueling with Passengers 

Onboard (A333) 

Scenario Median (in Minutes) Δ (Relative to Catering with No 

Passengers Onboard, in Minutes) 

No Modifications 71.0  

Partial Automation of Aerobridge 

Operations, Catering and Fueling 

with Passengers Onboard 

69.3 -1.7 

Complete Automation of 

Aerobridge Operations, Catering 

and Fueling with Passengers 

Onboard  

68.3 -2.7 
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9 Conclusion 
 

9.1 Summary of Analysis Results  
 

For B738, identified critical paths fell under 1 of 4 possible categories, namely ‘Passenger 

Services’, ‘Cargo/Baggage Handling (Fwd)’, ‘Cargo/Baggage Handling (Aft)’ and 

‘Maintenance’. It was found that critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’ dominated, 

occurring in 81% of the 500 simulated turnarounds. These critical paths comprise aerobridge 

operations, passenger deboarding, passenger boarding, as well as the activities taking place 

between the end of passenger deboarding and boarding. As for A333, identified critical paths 

fell under 1 of 5 categories, namely ‘Passenger Services’, ‘Cargo/Baggage Handling (Fwd)’, 

‘Cargo/Baggage Handling (Aft)’, ‘Cargo/Baggage Handling (Bulk)’ and ‘Maintenance’. 

Similarly, critical paths under ‘Passenger Services’ dominated, occurring in 75% of the 500 

simulated turnarounds.  

With relation to aerobridge operations, to investigate the effects of the manpower dependency 

on aerobridge drivers on stand occupancy times, the possibility of unavailability of 

aerobridge drivers for connection and disconnection were modelled into the Petri Nets. 

Unavailability of an aerobridge driver for connection were attributed to factors external to the 

current turnaround, while unavailability of an aerobridge driver for disconnection would be 

due to the pre-occupancy of the aerobridge driver in other duties assigned for the turnaround, 

such as the driving of belt loaders. In the simulations for both B738 and A333, it was found 

that although unavailability of the aerobridge driver for connection occurred in a minority of 

the cases, waiting times were substantial (up to 4.4 minutes) in some circumstances. As for 

the availability of the aerobridge driver for disconnection, it was found to be highly unlikely.  

As for the concurrent activities taking place between the end of passenger deboarding to the 

start of passenger boarding, fueling-related, catering-related, cleaning-related and crew-

related activities were all candidates for being on a critical path under ‘Passenger Services’. 

For B738, fueling-related activities ranked highest for B738 in terms of criticality (68% of 

405 turnarounds). Both the availability of fueling trucks as well as the actual fueling duration 

were identified to be factors which significantly influenced the criticality of fueling-related 

activities. As for A333, catering-related activities ranked highest in terms of criticality (50% 

of 373 turnarounds), but fueling-related activities was not far behind (41% of 373 

turnarounds). Actual catering duration and the availability of fueling trucks were identified to 

be factors which signficantly influenced the criticality of catering-related and fueling-related 

activities respectively.  

The proposed modifications for B738 and A333 were meant to address several aspects of 

aerobridge operations, fueling-related activities and catering-related activities (A333 only) . 

Partial automation of aerobridge operations reduces both the duration and the variation of 

actual aerobridge connection and disconnection times, while complete automation of 

aerobridge operations also removes the manpowder dependency on aerobridge drivers for 

aerobridge operations. As for fueling-rated activities, the removal of passenger deboarding as 

a constraint for fuel pipe connection was meant to address long fueling durations by allowing 

fueling-related activities to commence and end earlier, assuming the fueling truck is 

available. The potential reduction in stand occupancy times through scheduling changes to 

the fueling trucks was also analyzed by assuming punctuality of the fueling trucks. For 

catering-related activities, the removal of passenger deboarding as a constraint for the 

opening of the catering door was meant to address long catering durations by allowing 
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catering-related activities to commence and end earlier, assuming the catering truck is 

available. 

Combinations of different modifications were also tested. For B738, a combination of of 

modifications including the automation of aerobridge operations coupled with the removal of 

passenger deboarding as a precedent constraint for fueling operations achieved reductions in 

median stand occupancy times of 2.2 and 2.8 minutes under partial and complete automation 

respectively during simulation.  

As for A333, a combination of modifications including the automation of aerobridge 

operations coupled with the removal of  passenger deboarding as a precedent constraint for 

both catering and fueling operations achieved reductions in median stand occupancy times of 

1.7 and 2.7 minutes under partial and complete automation respectively during simulation. It 

should be mentioned that the removal of passenger deboarding as a precendent constraint for 

fueling operations was not initially considered for A333. However, it was found that because 

fueling-related activities only fell behind catering-related activities slightly in terms of 

criticality, reductions in median stand occupancy times were not substantial (<1 minute) 

when implementing catering-related modifications in isolation.  

 

9.2 Limitations and Research Recommendations 
 

It is important to acknowledge the limitations of this study. Firstly, the calibration phase of 

the Petri Nets is particularly data-driven. The unavailability of data meant that assumptions 

had to be made which would necessarily affect the extent to which the model is 

representative of actual conditions at Changi Airport. As such, the value of the proposed 

framework from modelling to analysis will be greater realized when these assumptions can be 

relaxed with increased data availability.  

Secondly, although the current framework can be useful in terms of quantifying the potential 

reduction in stand occupancy time from the proposed modifications, these modifications do 

push certain boundaries where more specific field tests are required for feasibility tests. For 

example, fueling with passengers onboard will necessarily bring about safety considerations 

which have to be thoroughly accounted for. The need for an additional equipment operator 

for a narrow-body flight to connect passenger stairs is necessarily going to be a huge 

manpower cost as well.  

Thirdly, the modelling of the Petri Nets has the potential to be performed at a higher level of 

granularity. For example, the transition ‘Fueling’ represents the duration from the time the 

fuel pipe is connected to the time it is disconnected from the aircraft. It is possible to further 

decompose the transition into activities relating to both actual fueling of the aircraft and the 

relaying of information between involved parties. At Changi Airport, the airline engineer is 

responsible for relaying pieces of information from the airline crew to the refueler. These 

include the time at which fueling is cleared to start as well as the fueling volume. 

Decomposition of the fueling process would mean that durations attributable to fueling load 

and relaying of information are separately modelled. The same can be performed for other 

processes such as passenger boarding and cargo/baggage handling, but these decompositions 

would necessarily require a more extensive period of field observation and data collection. 

Modelling the Petri Nets at a higher level of granularity would allow for more precise 

identification of activities contributing to longer stand occupancy times.  
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Several applications of the proposed Petri Net framework have been demonstrated in this 

paper. Firstly, it is useful for studying the potential impacts of new servicing technologies 

such as automated aerobridges. Secondly, the fact that the same framework can be applied to 

both narrow-bodied and wide-bodied aircrafts imply that it can also be useful for analysing 

the effects of new aircraft designs on turnaround operations.  

An extension or possible application that has been unexplored in this paper is in the area of 

resource utilization and allocation. In this study, each iteration in the simulation using the 

Petri Nets represents a single turnaround operation at an aircraft stand. The Petri Nets can be 

extended to multiple gates by using the hierarchical format where the master net in the 

current paper would become a subnet for a single gate. This would allow for better modelling 

of resource dependencies since the movement of vehicles such as belt loaders and fueling 

trucks can be tracked while they carry out jobs at different gates. Although the possibility of 

resource unavailability is modelled into the current Petri Net and calibrated using empirical 

data, the proposed extension would allow for greater exploration with regard to ideal resource 

requirements to meet performance standards.  

Another possible extension is as a monitoring tool for turnaround operations. If a Petri Net is 

modelled at a higher level of granularity, various inputs such as the arrival delay of the 

aircraft, fueling volume, as well as passenger, baggage and cargo load can then be fed into 

the model as the turnaround progresses. The expected total turnaround time and the expected 

sequence of critical activities given the inputs can then be predicted using the model.  
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Appendix 
 

A. Petri Nets: A Theoretical Background 
 

Definition  

A Petri Net is both a graphical and mathematical modelling tool. The graphical aspect refers 

to the representation of interactions between discrete events such as parallelism and 

precedence. The mathematical aspect refers to the formal modelling of these interactions and 

the analysis of the properties of the modelled system.  

 

Graphical Representation 

Visually, a Petri Net is a directed bipartite graph comprising of a set of places, transitions and 

arcs. Places are the nodes describing the states of a system, while transitions are rectangular 

bars denoting state changes. Arcs run either from places to transitions or transitions to places.  

Tokens flow through a Petri Net and are used to track the states. A transition is enabled if the 

number of tokens in a place is equal to or greater than weight of the arc connecting the place 

and transition. By default, the weight of an unlabeled arc is 1 unless specified otherwise. In 

Figure 105, transition T0 is enabled as the number of tokens in place P0 is equal to the arc 

weight of 1. The firing of T0 results in the Petri Net given by Figure 106. The weight of the 

arc connecting T0 to P1 gives the number of tokens that is deposited into P1 as a result of T0 

firing.  

 

Figure 105. Transition T0 Enabled, Not Fired 

 

 

Figure 106 Transition T0 Fired 

 

Modelling of Behavioral Patterns 

Using these basic rules, three different types of behavior can be modelled using Petri Nets. 

Figure 107 shows a decision/conflict pattern of behavior. The token at P0 has 3 alternatives 

as T0, T1 and T2 are all enabled. Figure 108 shows a pattern of synchronization behavior, 

where both P0 and P1 have to be occupied by a single token before T0 is enabled. Figure 109 

shows a pattern of concurrency behavior. The firing of T0 causes both P0 and P1 to receive a 

single token.  
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Figure 107. Decision/Conflict Figure 108. Synchronization Figure 109. Concurrency 

These 3 different types of behaviors are all present in the Petri Nets that have been used to 

model different aspects of the aircraft turnaround.  

 

Mathematical Properties of Petri Nets 

Petri Nets exhibit several mathematical properties which have implications on both the design 

of the nets and the type of analysis that can be conducted. These properties are namely 

reachability, liveness and boundedness.  

Reachability refers to the different states reachable by a Petri Net, where each state is termed 

a marking Mi. Consider the state in Figure 105 as M0, denoted as M0=(1 0)T and the state in 

Figure 106 as M1, denoted as M1=(0 1)T. The firing of transition T0 transforms marking M0 

to M1. A marking Mi is reachable from a marking of M0 if there exists a sequence of firings 

which transfers a marking M0 to M1. A reachability tree can be constructed by representing 

all the reachable markings with their respective transition firings. For example, a relatively 

simple reachability tree based on the Petri Net in Figure 110 is shown in Figure 111. 

Reachability trees illustrate how Petri Nets can be useful for critical path analysis. In Figure 

111, the reachability tree identifies the following sequence of firings, (T0, T4), (T3) and (T1, 

T2) as possible candidates for critical paths.  

 

 

Figure 110. Petri Net Example Figure 111. Corresponding Reachability 

Tree 

On the other hand, liveness is related to the idea of deadlocks. Without going into excessive 

detail, a transition can be classified under different levels of liveliness, ranging from a dead 

transition which is never enabled, to a transition which is enabled in every marking in the 

reachability tree. Boundedness of a place refers to the maximum number of tokens observed 

T3 

T4 

M0 = (1 0 0 0)T 

M1 = (0 1 0 0)T M2 = (0 0 1 0)T 

M3 = (0 0 0 1)T 

T0 T1 

T2 
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in the place across all markings. As such, a reachability tree is infinite if any of the places in 

the Petri Net is unbounded. Liveness and boundedness are particularly useful properties for 

checking of errors during the construction of Petri Nets.  

 

Extensions of Petri Nets  

This paper considers two extensions for the modelling of aircraft turnarounds. Firstly, the 

concept of hierarchy is introduced by organizing the Petri Net into hierarchies of layers. The 

top layer, known as the master net, should provide a representation of the system at the 

highest level of abstraction. Subnets, represented by transitions known as substitution 

transitions, are used to represent an entire piece of net structure which executes when the 

transition (substitution transition) is enabled. The rationale for hierarchical modelling is that 

allowing for inspection of the model at varying levels of detail helps to facilitate 

understanding of the system, especially when the un-layered form of the Petri Net becomes 

extremely large and intricate.  An extension of this form is known as a Hierarchical Petri Net. 

Secondly, the notion of time is incorporated into the Petri Nets through the firing times or 

firing delays of the transitions. Using the Petri Net in Figure 105 as an example, when 

transition T0 is enabled, the token is immediately removed from T0, but a certain amount of 

time elapses before the transition is fired and the token arrives in place P1 as shown in Figure 

106. Because of the uncertainty associated with ground handling activities during the 

turnaround, firing times may be based either on deterministic values or probability 

distributions. An extension of this form is known as an Extended Deterministic and 

Stochastic Petri Net (eDSPN). 

The implication of the addition of time to Petri Nets and the stochasticity of ground handling 

activities is that the reachability tree becomes too large and complex to be analyzed visually. 

As such, Monte Carlo simulations are performed with the Petri Nets to generate results for 

analysis.  

 

Mathematical Representation of an Extended Deterministic and Stochastic Petri Net 

(eDSPN) 

With all the elements of an eDPSN presented above, the Petri Net can be formally 

represented as a 6-tuple  

𝑒𝐷𝑆𝑃𝑁 = (𝑃, 𝑇, 𝐹, 𝑊, 𝑀0, 𝜆) 

• 𝑎 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑃 = (𝑝1, 𝑝2,…, 𝑝𝑚) 

• 𝑎 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑇 = (𝑡1, 𝑡2,…, 𝑡𝑛) 

• 𝑎 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠 𝐹 ⊆ (𝑃 𝑥 𝑇)𝑈(𝑇 𝑥 𝑃) 

• 𝑎 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑊:  𝐹 → 𝑁 + 

• 𝑎𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑀0:  𝑆 → 𝑁 

• 𝑎 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝜆 =
(𝜆1, 𝜆2,…,𝜆𝑛) 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 
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B. Subnets for B738  
B738 Master Net for Reference 

The subnets demarcated by red boxes will be expanded in the subsquent pages in the order of their accompanying labels. 

(1) 

(9) 

(6) 

(2) 

(5) 

(8) 

(3) 

(4) 

(7) 

(10) (10) 
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(1) Expanded Subnet for ‘AB Connect’ 

 

Note that the transition ‘Head to Aerobridge for Connection’ is represented as a subnet. The 

driving of the aerobridge may be delegated to different personnel across different airports. In 

the United States, the gate agent is tasked with aerobridge operation. In other airports, ground 

handlers involved in airside operations may be tasked to do so. Refer to the expanded subnets 

with manpower dependencies for examples of how the subnet was adapted to fit the 

conditions at Changi Airport and dnata. 

(2) Expanded Subnet for ‘Fueling’ 

(3)                           

 
(4)  

(5) Expanded Subnet for ‘Crew’ 

 

(6) Expanded Subnet for ‘Cleaning’ 
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(7) Expanded Subnet for ‘Catering’ 

 

(8) Expanded Subnet for ‘Boarding’ 

 

(9) Expanded Subnet for ‘AB Disconnect’ 

 

(10) Expanded Subnets for ‘Fwd Cargo Door Open’ and ‘Aft Cargo Door  
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(11) Expanded Subnet for ‘UnloadLoad Fwd’ (‘UnloadLoad Aft’)  

 

Note that the subnet for the ‘UnloadLoad Aft’ is identical except that all places and 

transitions are in reference to the aft cargo hold instead. Additionally, the transition ‘Retrieve 

and Drive Belt Loader to Fwd’ is represented as a subnet. Refer to the expanded subnets with 

manpower dependencies for examples of how the subnet was adapted to fit the conditions at 

Changi Airport and dnata.  

 

(12) Expanded Subnets for ‘Waste Clear’ and ‘Water Refill’ 
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B738 Master Net with Manpower Dependencies for Reference 

 

 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 
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(a) Expanded Subnets with Ramp Serviceman 1 (RSM 1) Dependencies 
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(b) Expanded Subnets with Flight-in-charge (FIC) Dependencies 
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C. Subnets for A333 
 

A333 Master Net for Reference (Subnets differing from/not present in B738 are demarcated by red boxes)  

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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(1) Expanded Subnet for ‘Catering’ 

 

 

(2) Expanded Subnets for ‘Fwd Cargo Door Open’, ‘Aft Cargo Door Open’ and 

‘Bulk Cargo Door Open’ 
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(3) Expanded Subnets for ‘UnloadLoad Fwd’ (‘UnloadLoad Aft’) 

 

Note that the subnet for the ‘UnloadLoad Aft’ is identical except that all places and 

transitions are in reference to the aft cargo hold instead. 

 

(4) Expanded Subnet for ‘UnloadLoad Bulk’ 
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 A333 Master Net with Manpower Dependencies for Reference 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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(a) Expanded Subnets with Documentation Dependencies 
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(b) Expanded Subnets with Equipment Operator 1 (EO 1)Dependencies 
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(c) Expanded Subnets with Equipment Operator 2 (EO 2)Dependencies 

 

 

 



 

   

 

 

1
4
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(d) Expanded Subnets with Equipment Operator 3 (EO 3) Dependencies 
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D. Calibration of B738 Petri Net 
 

Actual Aircraft Arrival (Parked) Time Relative to Scheduled Arrival Time (AIBT-

SIBT) 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition ‘Elapsed 

Time to Actual Arrival at Ramp’.  

Recall the definitions of Scheduled In-Block Time (SIBT) and Actual In-Block Time (AIBT) 

in Section 5.3.2. The in-block timings refer to the time the aircraft is actually parked at the 

stand. The distribution for the firing times of the transition ‘Elapsed Time to Actual Arrival at 

Ramp’ is estimated using empirical data based on the difference of AIBT and SIBT.  

Recall the section of the master net containing the places and transitions leading up to the 

parking of the aircraft at the stand as shown in Figure 112.  

 

Figure 112. Original Subnet of 'Arrival-related Activities' 

In order to fit the data, the firing of the transition ‘Elapsed Time to Actual Arrival at Ramp’ 

should instead represent the state where that the aircraft has parked at the gate instead of 

having arrived at the ramp. As such, the firing time of the transition ‘Docking’ is set to zero.  

In Figure 113, the fitted probability density function (red) is plotted over a histogram of 

AIBT-SIBT values. The best fit for the time differences was found using the generalized 

extreme value distribution with the parameter values stated in Table 18.  

 

Figure 113. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Actual Aircraft Arrival Time Relative to Scheduled 

Arrival Time (AIBT-SIBT) (B738) 
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Table 18. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Actual Aircraft Arrival Time Relative to Scheduled 

Arrival Time (AIBT-SIBT) (B738) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Shape Parameter, 

k 

Scale 

Parameter, 

sigma 

Location 

Parameter, 

mu 

Mean Variance 

Generalized 

Extreme 

Value 

0.0326163 10.2323 -4.47423 1.77 188.33 

 

For the final check, the KS test does not reject the null hypothesis that the actual data follows 

the proposed distribution.  

 

Over-the-wing Activities 

• Passenger Boarding  

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition ‘Pax 

Boarding’.  

In Figure 114, the fitted probability density function (red) is plotted over a histogram of 

actual boarding durations. The best fit for the boarding duration was found using the 

Gamma distribution with the parameter values stated in Table 19.  

 

Figure 114. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Passenger Boarding Duration (B738) 

 

Table 19. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Passenger Boarding Duration (B738) 

Fitted Distribution Shape Parameter, 

a 

Scale Parameter, 

b 

Mean Variance 

Gamma 13.46 1.56288 21.04 32.88 
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The fitted distribution has a mean of 21.04 minutes. A comparison with the official 

manual which estimates boarding duration at 14 minutes for a similar seating capacity 

(160 seats) as the aircraft configuration of the sampled airline at a 100% load factor 

shows that actual boarding duration at Changi Airport is on average significantly longer.  

An additional consideration was also how likely it was for the fitted distribution to 

generate extreme values, which may or may not be appropriate depending on the activity 

of interest. Simulations during the calibration phase using the above distribution resulted 

in the generation of exceptionally short and long boarding durations at around 5 and 45 

minutes respectively, which might not be realistic. As such, the fitted distribution was 

also truncated with a lower bound set at 10 minutes and an upper bound set at 40 minutes 

(the shortest and longest boarding durations observed in actual data are 10 and 35 minutes 

respectively).  

For the final check, the KS test does not reject the null hypothesis that the actual data 

follows the proposed truncated distribution.  

Additionally, recall in Section 5.1.2.7 that transitions were included in the Petri Net to set 

the earliest time at which boarding can start and end relative to the scheduled arrival of 

the aircraft. Referring to the sample, the earliest observed start and end of boarding 

relative to scheduled arrival was 19 minutes and 43 minutes respectively. However, when 

using these values as inputs to the simulation, the resultant boarding duration had a 

distribution with an altered shape and an over-estimated mean. The main purpose of 

setting these bounds was to ensure that the dependency of boarding duration on the actual 

arrival time of the aircraft is accounted for, but not at the expense of drastically affecting 

the distribution of boarding durations. After re-running the simulation with several values 

to ensure that the above considerations were met, the earliest time at which boarding can 

start and end relative to the scheduled arrival of the aircraft were fixed at 25 and 40 

minutes respectively.   

 

• Passenger Deboarding 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition ‘Pax 

Deboarding’.  

Due to the lack of empirical data for passenger deboarding, the initial intention was to 

make inferences from fueling-related timestamps since fuel pipes should only be 

connected after all passengers have deboarded. A histogram of the time elapsed from 

AIBT to the completion of connection of the fuel pipes is shown in Figure 115. These 

timings should be constrained by either the completion of passenger deboarding or the 

arrival of the fueling truck at the aircraft. From Figure 115, it can be seen that fuel pipes 

are connected in as little as 3 minutes from AIBT, and it is highly unlikely that passenger 

deboarding would be completed by then. This suggests that adherence to the practice of 

initiating fueling pipe connection after completion of passenger deboarding may not be 

absolute. Coupled with the fact that only 12 samples were obtained for fueling-related 

activities for the B738 (31 for A33), the time at which fuel pipes are connected for the 

available sample of B738 turnarounds may not provide the most reliable estimate for the 

duration of passenger deboarding.   
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Figure 115. Histogram of Time Elapsed from AIBT to Completion of Fuel Pipe Connection 

(B738) 

The aircraft manual for B738 as well as live observations were used as sources of 

reference for passenger deboarding durations. Although the manual estimates passenger 

deboarding duration at 9 minutes, durations observed for 2 B738 turnarounds clocked in 

at 5 minutes and 9 minutes.  

As for the distribution used to estimate deboarding durations, in a study of the turnaround 

of the A380 aircraft, Horstmeier et al [9] found that deboarding durations were best 

estimated by a lognormal distribution. The shape of a lognormal distribution with a long 

right tail can be representative of how the deboarding process can be prone to hold-ups by 

specific passengers along the line, resulting in durations that exceed the mode of the 

distribution in rarer cases.  

Instead of arbitrarily estimating the parameters for a lognormal distribution, a triangular 

distribution is used instead. Triangular distributions are typically used when no sample 

data is available. The shortest observed duration for deboarding at 5 minutes was selected 

as the lower bound. In order to replicate the long right tail of a lognormal distribution, the 

mode was set at 7 minutes and the upper bound at 11 minutes. The plot and parameters of 

the distribution are shown in Figure 116 and Table 20 respectively. 
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Figure 116. Pdf of Chosen Distribution for Passenger Deboarding (B738) 

 

Table 20. Parameters of Chosen Distribution for Passenger Deboarding (B738) 

Chosen Distribution a b c 

Triangular 5 7 11 

 

• Aerobridge Connection and Disconnection  

This section presents the distributions chosen for the firing times of the transitions ‘AB 

Connect’, ‘AB Disconnect’, as well as the deterministic value chosen for the firing time 

of the transition ‘Pax Door Close’.  

Empirical data was unavailable for aerobridge operations. Not only are these timings not 

recorded by dnata, they were also not accessible through surveillance cameras as there 

was neither a clear view of the aerobridges nor of the thumbs-up sign being given. As 

such, the sources of reference were the aircraft manual and live observations.  

The aircraft manual provides an estimate of 1 minute for aerobridge connection, and 1 

minute for aerobridge disconnection. For the 2 B738 turnarounds observed, the timings 

recorded for aerobridge connection was 1 minute 25 seconds and 1 minute 50 seconds. In 

a press release by Amsterdam Airport Schiphol [8], it was stated that in 60 percent of 

their turnarounds, aerobridge connection takes longer than a minute. To understand why 

this might be so, it is important to understand the specifics behind the procedure for 

aerobridge connection. When thumbs up is given and aerobridge connection commences, 

the aerobridge automatically moves forward till it is 0.8 meters from the aircraft door. 

The aerobridge maneuvering for the final 0.8 meters is then done manually, which is also 

the source of variation in aerobridge connection times and the difficulty in achieving the 

1-minute target as proposed by the aircraft manual. The procedure for disconnection is 

similar but done in reverse, with only the retraction of the first 0.8 meters from the door 

performed manually. 
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The chosen distribution for both aerobridge connection and disconnection is a triangular 

distribution with a mode of 1.5 minutes, a lower bound of 1 minute and an upper bound 

of 2 minutes. The plot and parameters of the distribution are shown in Figure 117 and 

Table 21 respectively. 

 

Figure 117. Pdf of Chosen Distribution for Aerobridge Connection/Disconnection (B738) 

 

Table 21. Parameters of Chosen Distribution for Aerobridge Connection/Disconnection (B738) 

Chosen Distribution a b c 

Triangular 1.0 1.5 2.0 

 

Before the aerobridge door can be disconnected, the passenger door has to be closed first. 

A placeholder value of 0.2 minutes is used for the closing of the passenger door. Note that 

there is no transition for the opening of the passenger door. It can be assumed that 

opening of the passenger door takes place at the start of the deboarding process, since the 

first passenger does not actually exit the aircraft the moment the aerobridge is connected.  
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• Catering-related Activities 

No empirical data was available for catering-related activities. The sources of references 

were the aircraft manual and live observations.   

o Arrival Time of Catering Truck at the Aircraft Relative to AIBT of Aircraft 

This section discusses the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition 

‘Catering Truck Delay’.  

Due to the unavailability of data, an assumption is made where the arrival time of 

catering trucks, the cleaning team, as well as the waste and water trucks follow the 

same distribution as that of the fueling trucks, for which empirical data is available. 

As such, the fitted distribution for the arrival time of fueling trucks at the aircraft 

relative to actual aircraft arrival time is also used for the catering trucks.  

o Raising and Lowering of High-loader, Opening and Closing of Catering Door, 

Driving of Catering Truck from Forward Door to Aft Door 

This section presents the deterministic values chosen for the firing times of the 

transitions ‘Raise/Lower Highloader Fwd/Aft’, ‘Catering Door Open/Close Fwd/Aft’ 

and ‘Catering Truck Fwd to Aft’. Recall that the catering exchange for B738 is done 

sequentially at the forward service door followed by the aft service door. 

Because the variation associated with these activities are particularly small (seconds), 

placeholder values based on live observations are used for these processes. Table 22 

shows the deterministic values used for the duration of each of the following 

activities. 

Table 22. Deterministic Values Chosen for High-loader Raising/Lowering, Catering Door 

Opening/Closing, Driving of Catering Truck from Forward Door to Aft Door (B738) 

Transition Duration 

Raising/Lowering of High-loader 0.3 minutes 

Opening/Closing of Catering Door 0.2 minutes 

Driving of Catering Truck from 

Forward Door to Aft Door 

0.7 minute 

 

o Catering Exchange 

This section presents the distributions chosen for the firing times of the transitions 

‘Catering Exchange Fwd’, ‘Catering Exchange Aft’.  

Although no empirical data was available for catering, the timestamp at the start of 

boarding is a useful reference point for deriving possible catering exchange durations.  

First, simulations of the B738 Petri Net were run with firing times of the transitions of 

catering-related, cleaning-related and crew-related activities set to zero. Histograms 

for the time elapsed from AIBT to the start of boarding is then compared for the 

actual case and the simulated case. The purpose of such a comparison was to get a 

sensing of how much of the actual histogram can be explained by fueling-related 

activities alone. The histogram based on actual (purple) and simulated data (green) are 

shown in Figure 118. Although the range as well as sharpness of peaks differ, the 

mean and mode of both histograms are similar. 
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Figure 118. Histograms of Actual (Purple) and Simulated (Green) Timings from AIBT to Start 

of Boarding with Firing Times of Transitions of Catering-related, Cleaning-related and Crew-

related Activities Set to Zero (B738) 

The calibration of the catering and cleaning durations was then done simultaneously. 

The derivation of the distribution for cleaning duration is explained in the next 

section. For catering exchange, the timings provided by the aircraft manual – 5 

minutes for the forward door and 10 minutes for the aft door were used as the modes 

of the triangular distribution for catering exchange of the forward and aft respectively. 

In the live observation of the 2 turnarounds, the following timings were also recorded 

(Table 23): 

Table 23. Observed Timings for Catering Exchange at Aft and Forward Service Doors (B738) 

Turnaround No. Catering Exchange 

(Fwd) Duration 

Catering Exchange 

(Aft) Duration 

1 4 minutes 12 minutes  

2 6 minutes  9 minutes  

 

With the above information, different bounds for the triangular distributions for 

catering exchange of the aft and forward doors were then tested. After incorporating 

the distributions for catering-, cleaning- and crew-related activities into the Petri Net, 

simulations were run and histograms for the time elapsed from AIBT to the start of 

boarding were compared for the actual case and the simulated case. 

Figure 119 shows the comparison of the actual histogram (purple) and the histogram 

based on simulations (green) using the eventual choice of bounds. Although 

differences exist in the range and the sharpness of the peaks, this was regarded as the 

closest fit observed across the simulations ran using triangular distributions for 

catering- and cleaning-related activities.  
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Figure 119. Histogram of Actual (Purple) and Simulated (Green) Timings from AIBT to Start of 

Boarding with Chosen Distributions for Firing Times of Catering-related, Cleaning-related and 

Crew-related Transitions (B738) 

The chosen distribution for catering exchange for the forward door is a triangular 

distribution with a mode of 5 minutes, a lower bound of 3 minute and an upper bound 

of 7 minutes. The plot and parameters of the distribution are shown in Figure 120 and 

Table 24 respectively. 

 

Figure 120. Pdf of Chosen Distribution for Catering Exchange at the Forward Service Door 

(B738) 
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Table 24. Parameters of Chosen Distribution for Catering Exchange at the Forward Service 

Door (B738) 

Chosen 

Distribution 

a b c 

Triangular 

Distribution 

3 5 7 

 

The chosen distribution for catering exchange for the aft door is a triangular 

distribution with a mode of 10 minutes, a lower bound of 7 minutes and an upper 

bound of 13 minutes. The plot and parameters of the distribution are shown in Figure 

121 and Table 25 respectively. 

 

Figure 121. Pdf of Chosen Distribution for Catering Exchange at the Aft Service Door (B738) 

 

Table 25. Parameters of Chosen Distribution for Catering Exchange at the Aft Service Door 

(B738) 

Chosen Distribution a b c 

Triangular 

Distribution  

7 10 13 

 

Note that the simulated histogram in Figure 119 was not successful in reproducing the 

observed values in the bins 15-20 and 20-25 minutes. Upon clarification with dnata, it 

was commented that when an aircraft arrives late, in a minority of the cases, the 

captain may decide to clear the flight for boarding earlier in order to maintain an on-

time departure even though fueling might still be in progress. To verify the above, the 

arrival time of the aircrafts in the bins 15-20 and 20-25 minutes were analyzed. 

Interestingly, these are the only two bins which do not contain any flights with 

arrivals before the scheduled arrival time. In fact, 8 of the 12 flights across these 2 

bins arrived later than 10 minutes after the scheduled arrival time.  Although flights 

arriving later than 15 minutes are formally classified as a late arrival, arriving even 10 
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minutes after the scheduled time might put considerable pressure on ground handlers 

when scheduled stand occupancy time (SOBT-SIBT) is only 60 minutes. Since the 

Petri Net designed strictly only allows boarding to start after fueling is completed, it is 

possible that the lowest durations observed in the actual histogram could not be 

reproduced, but instead a larger number of cases for the bins 30-35 and 35-40 is 

simulated. 

 

• Cleaning-related Activities 

No empirical data was available for the cleaning-related activities. The sources of 

references were the aircraft manual and inputs from the ramp facility.  

o Arrival Time of Cleaning Team at the Aircraft Relative to AIBT of Aircraft 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition 

‘Cleaning Team Arrival Delay’.   

The fitted distribution for the arrival time of fueling trucks at the aircraft relative to 

actual aircraft arrival time is also used for the arrival time of the cleaning team. 

o Aircraft Interior Cleaning 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition 

‘Clean’.  

The aircraft manual estimates 11 minutes for aircraft interior cleaning. According to 

dnata, interior cleaning for the B738   should not exceed 20 minutes. At the end of the 

calibration process done simultaneously with catering exchange, a triangular 

distribution was chosen where 11 minutes was set as the lower bound and 20 minutes 

as the upper bound. A symmetrical distribution is constructed by setting the mode at 

15.5 minutes. The plot and parameters of the distribution are shown in Figure 122 and 

Table 26 respectively. 

 

Figure 122. Pdf of Chosen Distribution for Aircraft Interior Cleaning (B738) 
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Table 26. Parameters of Chosen Distribution for Aircraft Interior Cleaning (B738) 

Chosen Distribution a b c 

Triangular 11 15.5 20 

 

• Crew-related Activities 

This section presents the deterministic values chosen for the firing times of the transitions 

‘Crew Deboarding’, ‘Crew Boarding’ and ‘Cabin Inspection’.  

Crew-related activities are included in the Petri Net for completeness of representation, 

but no empirical data nor official sources are available for reference. As they are not 

considered as candidates in the critical path for this study, placeholder values are used. 

Crew deboarding and boarding is set at 3 minutes each, while cabin inspection is set at 5 

minutes.  

 

Under-the-wing Activities 

• Fueling-related Activities 

Empirical data for the fueling-related activities for 33 A333s and 10 B738s are obtained 

through surveillance cameras. As for the distributions, observations for the arrival of 

trucks and connection of fueling pipes are applicable to both aircraft types, while 

observations for the actual fueling duration are specific to each aircraft type (B738 or 

A333). 

o Arrival Time of Fueling Truck at the Aircraft Relative to AIBT of Aircraft 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition ‘Fuel 

Truck Delay’  

The arrival time of the fueling truck is recorded the moment it is observed to be 

parked at the stand. The duration of interest is derived by finding the difference 

between the arrival time of the fueling truck and the AIBT of the aircraft.  

In Figure 123, the fitted probability density function (red) is plotted over a histogram 

of time differences derived from the arrival time of the fueling truck at the aircraft 

relative to the SIBT of the aircraft. The best fit for the time differences was found 

using the generalized extreme value distribution with the parameter values stated in 

Table 27.  
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Figure 123. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Arrival Time of Fuel Truck at Aircraft Relative to 

AIBT of Aircraft (B738) 

 

Table 27. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Arrival Time of Fuel Truck at Aircraft Relative to AIBT 

of Aircraft (B738) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Shape Parameter, 

k 

Scale 

Parameter, 

sigma 

Location 

Parameter, 

mu 

Mean Variance 

Generalized 

Extreme 

Value 

0.24 3.91 3.79 7.24 62.14 

 

Similar to the case for boarding, the above distribution resulted in the generation of a 

noticeable number of extreme values on the positive end (≥25 minutes). Assuming 

that fueling dispatchers are likely to take remedial action in the form of dispatching 

alternative trucks if expected delay becomes excessive, the fitted distribution was 

therefore truncated for the upper bound at 25 minutes (the longest duration observed 

in the actual data was 22 minutes).   

For the final check, the KS test does not reject the null hypothesis that the actual data 

follows the proposed truncated distribution.  

o Connection of Fueling Pipe 

This section presents the deterministic value chosen for the firing time of the 

transitions ‘Fuel Pipe Connecting’.  

Connection of the fueling pipe involves the following steps:  

1. The refueler places cones to mark the space around the fuel distribution port.  
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2. One end of the pipe is then drawn from the truck to connect to the fuel distribution 

port.  

3. After which, either by means of a ladder or an automatic platform on the fueling 

truck, the refueler connects the other end of the pipe to the aircraft.  

The timer starts at the beginning of step 1 and ends at the completion of step 3. For 

the 43 turnarounds with fueling-related data, pipe connection times for 39 of the 

turnarounds were recorded at 3 minutes (to the nearest minute) while the remaining 4 

were recorded at 4 minutes (to the nearest minute). The duration of fuel pipe 

connection i.e. the firing time of the transition ‘Fuel Pipe Connecting’, was eventually 

set at a deterministic value of 3 minutes for the Petri Net.  

o Fueling 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition 

‘Fueling’ and ‘Fuel Pipe Disconnecting’.  

The duration observed is based on the time elapsed from the completion of fuel pipe 

connection to the time the fuel pipe is disconnected from the end connected to the 

aircraft. Because the time at which the pipes complete delivery of fuel to the aircraft is 

not an observable state, the firing time for the transition ‘Fueling’ is used to represent 

the entire observable duration, and therefore the firing time of the transition ‘Fuel 

Pipe Disconnecting’ is set to zero.  

In Figure 124, the fitted probability density function (red) is plotted over a histogram 

of actual fueling durations. The best fit for the fueling duration was found using the 

inverse Gaussian distribution with the parameter values stated in Table 28.  

 

Figure 124. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Fueling Duration (B738) 
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Table 28. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Fueling Duration (B738) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Scale Parameter, mu Shape Parameter, 

lambda 

Mean Variance 

Inverse 

Gaussian 

18.333 206.255 18.33 23.8758 

 

For the final check, the KS test does not reject the null hypothesis that the actual data 

follows the proposed distribution.  

 

• Cargo/Baggage Handling   

 

o Opening and Closing of Cargo Doors 

This section presents the deterministic values chosen for the firing times of the 

transitions ‘Fwd/Aft Cargo Door Open’ and ‘Fwd/Aft Cargo Door Close’.  

No empirical data was available for the opening and closing of the doors. Based on 

live observations, a placeholder value of 0.5 minutes was chosen.  

o Start of Unloading to End of Loading 

This section presents the distributions chosen for the firing times of the transitions 

‘UnloadLoad Fwd’, ‘UnloadLoad Aft’, ‘Last Outbound Bag Delivery to Aircraft Fwd 

and ‘Last Outbound Bag Delivery to Aircraft Aft’.   

As timestamps are only recorded for the start of unloading and the end of loading, a 

simplification is made to the section of the B738 Petri Net shown in Figure 125 by 

collapsing the transitions for loading and unloading into a single ‘UnloadLoad Fwd’ 

transition. The same simplification was performed for the aft cargo hold. 

 

 

Figure 125. Section of B738 Petri Net before Collapsing Transitions for Loading and Unloading 

into a Single Transition 
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Figure 126. Section of B738 Petri Net after Collapsing Transitions for Loading and Unloading 

into a Single Transition 

The enabling of this transition represents the start of unloading, while the completion 

of firing represents the end of loading. Referring to Figure 126, this simplification 

does not affect the critical path analysis as the only place between the transition 

‘Unload Fwd’ and ‘Load Fwd’ is the place ‘Ready for Loading Fwd’ which does not 

have any incoming or outgoing arcs.  

In Figure 127, the fitted probability density function (red) is plotted over a histogram 

of actual durations for unloading and loading. The best fit for the unload-load duration 

(start of unloading to end of loading) was found using the Rician distribution with the 

parameter values shown in Table 29.  

 

Figure 127. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Time from Start of Unloading to End of Loading 

(B738) 
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Table 29. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Time from Start of Unloading to End of Loading (B738) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Non-centrality 

Parameter, s 

Scale Parameter, 

sigma 

Mean Variance 

Rician 45.2936 9.86539 46.3818 94.8885 

 

Additionally, recall in Section 5.1.2 that transitions were included in the Petri Net to 

account for the arrival of the last outbound bag at the aircraft. In Figure 128, the fitted 

probability density function (red) is plotted over a histogram of the arrival time of the 

last outbound bag at the aircraft relative to the scheduled arrival time of the aircraft. 

The best fit for the relative arrival time of the last bag was found using the Weibull 

distribution with the parameter values shown in Table 30. 

 

Figure 128. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Arrival Time of Last Outbound Bag at Aircraft 

(B738) 

Table 30. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Arrival Time of Last Outbound bag at Aircraft (B738) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Scale Parameter, a Shape Parameter, 

b 

Mean Variance 

Weibull 37.2512 3.70897 33.622 101.977 

 

The KS test did not reject the null hypothesis that the respective actual histograms 

follow the respective fitted distributions.  

In the context of the B738 Petri Net, the overall unload-load duration is a combination 

of 4 distributions. The start of unloading is given by either the start of unloading of 

the aft or the forward cargo hold, which depends on whether the transition 

‘UnloadLoad Fwd’ or ‘UnloadLoad Aft’ is enabled earlier. The end of loading is 
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given by the latest loading completion time across the cargo holds, which depends on 

which transition among the transitions ‘UnloadLoad Fwd’, ‘UnloadLoad Aft’, ‘Last 

Outbound Bag Delivery to Aircraft Fwd’ and ‘Last Outbound Bag Delivery to 

Aircraft Aft’ is the last to be fired.  

Such a form of interaction among the 4 distributions would imply that the mean of the 

distribution of the overall unload-load durations would be larger than the individual 

means of each distribution. 

As a starting point, the same distribution in Figure 127 was used for both the firing 

times of ‘UnloadLoad Fwd’ or ‘UnloadLoad Aft’. Each distribution was then 

horizontally shifted to the left by the same amount (subtracted by a constant). As for 

the arrival of the last outbound bag at the aircraft, the same distribution in Figure 128 

was used for both the firing times of ‘Last Outbound Bag Delivery to Aircraft Fwd’ 

and ‘Last Outbound Bag Delivery to Aircraft Aft’. Each distribution was then 

horizontally shifted to the left by the same amount (subtracted by a constant). 

Simulations were run where the histograms of the resultant overall unload-load 

duration were compared with the actual histogram. Figure 129 shows the comparison 

of the actual histogram (purple) and the histogram based on simulations (green) using 

the eventual choice of constants. Although differences exist in the reproducibility of 

certain bins, this was regarded as the closest fit observed across the simulations. 

 

Figure 129. Histogram of Actual (Purple) and Simulated (Green) Timings from Start of 

Unloading to End of Loading (B738) 

The chosen distribution for the firing times of the transitions ‘UnloadLoad Fwd’ and 

‘UnloadLoad Aft’ is a Rician distribution displaced to the left by 8 units (minutes), 

with parameters as shown in Table 29. 
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The chosen distribution for the firing times of the transitions ‘Last Outbound Bag 

Delivery to Aircraft Fwd’ and ‘Last Outbound Bag Delivery to Aircraft Aft’ is a 

Weibull distribution displaced to the left by 8 units (minutes), with parameters as 

shown in Table 30. 

o Availability of Belt Loader Relative to AIBT 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition ‘Belt 

Loader Delay’.  

The time of availability of the belt loader at the Equipment Staging Area (ESA) is 

required for estimation of the firing time for the transition ‘Belt Loader Delay’. This 

duration is derived and inferred from empirical data based on the time from AIBT to 

the start of unloading. Recall in Section 5.1.4 that as a result of the manpower 

dependencies, unloading of the aft cargo hold will commence before the forward 

cargo hold for the Petri Net designed. The time of availability of the belt loader can 

then be estimated by subtracting the time taken to drive the belt loader to the aft cargo 

hold (the firing time of the transition ‘Retrieve and Drive BL to Aft’) from the time at 

which unloading starts.  

In Figure 130, the fitted probability density function (red) is first plotted over a 

histogram of the time from AIBT to the start of unloading. The best fit for the relative 

time of availability of the belt loader was found using the generalized Pareto 

distribution with the parameter values shown in Table 31. 

 

Figure 130. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Timings from AIBT of Aircraft to Start of Unloading 
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Table 31. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Timings from AIBT of Aircraft to Start of Unloading 

(B738) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Shape 

Parameter, k 

Scale 

Parameter, 

sigma 

Location 

parameter, 

theta 

Mean Variance 

Generalized 

Pareto 

-4.0559 1.9015 1 2.35279 1.01041 

 

It was found that the KS test rejects the null hypothesis that the actual data follows the 

proposed distribution. The limited range of values and the recording of timings to the 

nearest minute meant that the actual values were only limited to integers from 1 to 5 

minutes. These factors may have contributed to the observation that the distribution of 

the actual data is not modelled well using theoretical distributions. In fact, the 

rejection from the KS test for other activities with similar characteristics are also 

observed, as will be seen later. 

It would be more appropriate to use an empirical distribution in this case. However, 

although in theory Petri Net transitions do not impose restrictions on the type of 

distribution, the scope of this paper is restricted to theoretical distributions due to 

existing limitations present in the ability of the simulator to work with non-theoretical 

distributions. 

As for the chosen distribution, since the duration for retrieval and driving of the belt 

loader to the aft cargo hold was set at 0.75 minutes, the chosen distribution for the 

availability of the belt loader relative to AIBT (firing time of transition ‘Belt Loader 

Delay’) was derived by displacing the fitted distribution in Figure 130 to the left by 

0.75 units (minutes).  

 

• Lavatory Servicing- and Potable Water Refilling-related Activities 

No empirical data was available for these processes. The sources of references were the 

aircraft manual and live observations.   

o Arrival Time of Lavatory/Water Truck at the Aircraft Relative to AIBT of Aircraft 

This section presents the distributions chosen for the firing times of the transitions 

‘Waste Truck Delay’ and ‘Water Truck Delay’.  

The fitted distribution for the arrival of fueling trucks at the aircraft relative to actual 

aircraft arrival time is also used for the lavatory/water trucks.  

o Lavatory Servicing and Potable Water Refilling 

This section presents the distributions chosen for the firing times of the transitions 

‘Waste Clear’ and ‘Water Refill’.    

The aircraft manual estimates lavatory servicing at 14 minutes and potable water 

refilling at 6 minutes. These durations include both set-up and disconnection 

procedures.  
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In the live observations, timings recorded were based on the arrival and departure 

times of the trucks. The timing between the departure of the lavatory truck and the 

arrival of the water truck is also recorded. These timings are shown in Table 32. 

 

Table 32. Observed Timings for Lavatory Servicing, Exchange of Vehicles and Potable Water 

Refilling (B738) 

Turnaround No. Lavatory Servicing  Exchange of 

Vehicles 

Potable Water 

Refilling 

1 10 minutes 0.5 minutes 10 minutes 

2 11 minutes  0.5 minutes 9 minutes  

 

Evidently, there are significant differences between the estimates from the aircraft 

manual and the timings recorded from the live observations of the turnarounds. The 

parameters for the chosen distribution (triangular) will be based on the latter.  

A deterministic value of 0.5 minutes is set for the exchange of vehicles, while the 

chosen distributions for both lavatory servicing and potable water refilling are 

identical - a triangular distribution with a mode of 10 minutes, a lower bound of 8 

minutes and an upper bound of 12 minutes. The plot and parameters of the 

distribution are shown in Figure 131 and Table 33 respectively. 

 

Figure 131. Pdf of Chosen Distribution for Lavatory Servicing/Potable Water Refilling (B738) 

 

Table 33. Parameters of Chosen Distribution for Lavatory Servicing/Potable Water Refilling 

(B738) 

Chosen Distribution a b c 

Triangular 8 10 12 

 

Note that in the transition ‘Water Refilling’ in the Petri Net, it also includes the time 

required for the exchange of positions of the lavatory truck and the water truck after 

the completion of lavatory servicing. As such, the firing time of the transition will be 

based on the sum of 2 values – 0.5 minutes for the exchange of vehicles and another 

value drawn from the distribution for the duration of potable water refilling.  
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Finalization of Documents 

This section presents the distributions chosen for the firing times of the transitions ‘Pax 

Manifest Finalize’ and ‘Load Sheet Finalize’.   

The durations for finalization of the passenger manifest and the load sheet were inferred from 

empirical data. Recall that the passenger door can only be closed after the passenger manifest 

and the load sheet are finalized. For the sample of 110 B738 turnarounds extracted from the 

database, cases where the passenger door was closed after loading was completed are first 

extracted.  

As for cases where the passenger door was closed before the completion of loading, it would 

mean that even though the load sheet had been finalized, there were still a few remaining 

pieces of luggage yet to be loaded. These cases were not used to estimate distributions 

relating to the finalization of documents as using the available timestamps, it was not possible 

to infer from these cases whether the finalization of the passenger manifest or the load sheet 

was critical to the closing of the passenger door.  

For the cases where the passenger door is closed after loading is completed, the cases are 

categorized based on whether boarding or loading is completed later. If boarding completes 

later, the time from the end of boarding to the closing of the passenger door gives an estimate 

of the time required to finalize the passenger manifest. On the other hand, if loading 

completes later, the time from the end of loading to the closing of the passenger door gives an 

estimate of the time required to finalize the load sheet.  

In Figure 132, the fitted probability density function (red) for the finalization of the passenger 

manifest is plotted over a histogram of the duration from the end of boarding to the closing of 

the passenger door (for relevant cases). The best fit for the duration for finalization of 

passenger manifest was found using the Gamma distribution with the parameter values shown 

in Table 34. 

 

Figure 132. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Filtered Timings from End of Boarding to Passenger 

Door Closed (Finalization of Passenger Manifest) (B738) 
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Table 34. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Filtered Timings from End of Boarding to Passenger 

Door Closed (Finalization of Passenger Manifest) (B738) 

Fitted Distribution Shape Parameter, 

a 

Scale Parameter, 

b 

Mean Variance 

Gamma 4.12222 0.634921 2.61728 1.66177 

 

In Figure 133, the fitted probability density function (red) for the finalization of the load sheet 

is plotted over a histogram of the duration from the end of loading to the closing of the 

passenger door (for relevant cases). The best fit for the duration for finalization of the load 

sheet was found using the Normal distribution with the parameter values shown in Table 35. 

 

Figure 133. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Filtered Timings for End of Loading to Passenger 

Door Closed (Finalization of Load Sheet) (B738) 

 

Table 35. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Filtered Timings for End of Loading to Passenger Door 

Closed (Finalization of Load Sheet) (B738) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Mean Variance 

Normal 2.38462 2.25641 

 

It was found that the KS test rejects the null hypothesis that the actual data follows the 

proposed distribution for both the finalization of passenger manifest and the load sheet. This 
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is most likely due to the same reasons of limited range and recording of timestamps to the 

nearest minute as explained above for belt loader availability.  

The chosen distributions for both durations are also not the highest ranked in terms of AIC. 

For both cases, the distribution with the lowest AIC (highest ranked) was the generalized 

Pareto distribution with a decreasing pdf, which is unlikely to be the appropriate given the 

observed shape of the actual histograms and hence was not chosen.  

 

RSM 1 Duties  

No empirical data or official sources were available for RSM 1 duties.  

• Enter Aerobridge for Connection 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition ‘RSM 

Enter AB for Connection’.  

In most cases, RSM 1 should be in position for the aerobridge connection when thumbs-

up is given. The distribution and parameters were chosen to model the activity in a way 

where RSM 1 is ready at the aerobridge at thumbs-up for a majority of the cases, but late 

for a minority. The plot and parameters of the chosen lognormal distribution are shown in 

Figure 134 and Table 36 respectively. The firing times for the transition ‘Enter AB for 

Connection’, which is enabled when the aircraft is parked, are drawn from this 

distribution. Since the duration for the firing time of the transition ‘Chocks On’ was set at 

0.5 minutes, as long as the transition ‘Enter AB for Connections fired within 0.5 minutes, 

it would mean that RSM 1 was in position for aerobridge connection when thumbs up is 

given.   

 

Figure 134. Pdf of Chosen Distribution for Time Taken by RSM to Enter Aerobridge from 

Thumbs-up (B738) 
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Table 36. Parameters of Chosen Distribution for Time Taken by RSM to Enter Aerobridge 

from Thumbs-up (B738) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Location 

Parameter, 

mu 

Scale 

Parameter, 

sigma 

Mean Mode 

Lognormal -1.4 1 0.407 0.284 

 

• Retrieve and Drive Belt Loader to Forward Cargo Hold, Clear Belt Loader and Enter 

Aerobridge for Disconnection 

This section presents the deterministic values chosen for the firing times of the transitions 

‘Retrieve and Drive BL to Fwd’ and ‘Clear BL and Enter AB’  

The transition ‘Retrieve and Drive BL to Fwd’ involves RSM 1 exiting the aerobridge to 

retrieve the belt loader from the ESA and then to drive it to the forward cargo hold. The 

transition ‘Clear BL and Enter AB’ involves RSM 1 driving the belt loader from the 

forward cargo hold to the ESA, and then heading to the aerobridge. Because both of these 

activities involve RSM 1 moving over generally similar distances, the duration for each 

activity was set at a similar placeholder value of 0.75 minutes.  

 

FIC Duties  

No empirical data or official sources were available for FIC duties.  

• Establish Headset Connection with Pilot 

This activity takes place concurrently with the placement of chocks, and is represented by 

the transition ‘Chocks On’.  

 

• Retrieve and Drive Belt Loader to Aft Cargo Hold 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition ‘Retrieve 

and Drive BL to Aft’.  

The transition ‘Retrieve and Drive Belt Loader to Aft’ involves the RSM leaving the 

aircraft after thumbs up to retrieve the belt loader from the ESA and then to drive it to the 

forward hold. Given the similarity to RSM 1’s duties, the duration for this process was 

also set at 0.75 minutes.  

 

Maintenance  

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing times of the transition 

‘Maintenance’.  

No empirical data or official sources were available for aircraft maintenance during the 

turnaround.  The distribution and parameters chosen should model the activity in a way 

where maintenance takes an excessive amount of time in a minority of the cases. The plot and 

parameters of the chosen lognormal distribution are shown in Figure 135 and Table 37 

respectively.  
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Figure 135. Pdf of Chosen Distribution for Maintenance Duration (B738) 

Table 37. Parameters of Chosen Distribution for Maintenance Duration (B738) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Location 

Parameter, 

mu 

Scale 

Parameter, 

sigma 

Mean Mode 

Lognormal 2 0.8 10.176 92.826 

 

Chocks On, Chocks Off, Connection of Tow Tug  

This section presents the deterministic values chosen for the firing times of the transitions 

‘Chocks On’, ‘Chocks Off’ and ‘Tow Tug Connect’. 

No empirical data or official sources were available for the placing and removal of chocks, as 

well as the connection of the tow tug.  

Based on live observations from the time the aircraft was parked to the time thumbs up was 

given, the firing time for the transition ‘Chocks On’ was set at a deterministic value of 0.5 

minutes. As for the firing time of transitions ‘Tow Tug Connect’ and ‘Chocks Off’, 

placeholder values of 0.5 minutes were chosen as well.  
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Start of Pushback Relative to TOBT (AOBT-TOBT) 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition ‘Request for 

Pushback’.  

 

Figure 136. Section of B738 Master Net with Transition ‘Request for Pushback’ (B738) 

The time at which an aircraft commences pushback from the stand relative to the time where 

it is ready for pushback is inferred from empirical data. 

As explained in Section 4.3, TOBT refers to the time that ground handlers expect the aircraft 

to be ready for pushback, and it is continually updated during the turnaround if a deviation of 

more than 5 minutes is expected. Since AOBT is recorded when the aircraft begins to 

pushback from the stand, the difference AOBT-TOBT is used to estimate the required 

duration.  

In Figure 137, the fitted probability density function (red) is plotted over a histogram of 

AOBT-TOBT values. The best fit for the time differences was found using the generalized 

extreme value distribution with the parameter values stated in Table 38.  

 

Figure 137. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Time from Ready for Pushback to Pushback from 

Stand (AOBT-TOBT) (B738) 
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Table 38. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Ready for Pushback to Pushback from Stand (AOBT-

TOBT) (B738) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Shape 

Parameter, k 

Scale 

Parameter, 

sigma 

Location 

Parameter, 

mu 

Mean Variance 

Generalized 

Extreme 

Value 

3.9734 0.057307 0.014368 Not 

Applicable 

Not 

Applicable 

 

It should be commented that the although the Generalized Extreme Value distribution was 

chosen, it only ranked second in terms of AIC values while the Generalized Pareto 

distribution ranked first. Both candidate distributions are plotted again the histogram of 

AOBT-TOBT in Figure 138.  

 

Figure 138. Histogram of AOBT-TOBT with 2 Candidate Distributions (Generalized Pareto 

and Generalized Extreme Value) (B738) 

For simulations conducted using the Generalized Pareto Distribution for the firing time of the 

transition ‘Request for Pushback’, more than 90% of the values were under 2 minutes, which 

is clearly not the case according to actual data.  Simulations using a Generalized Extreme 

Value distribution resulted in a more realistic set of values.  

From Table 38, it can also be seen that both mean and variance values have been labelled 

‘Not Applicable’. This is due to the non-convergence in the maximum likelihood estimation, 

which suggests that the fitted distribution may not be appropriate. It was also found that the 

KS test rejected the null hypothesis for all the candidate distributions. This may suggest that 

it might be more appropriate to use an empirical distribution instead of a theoretical 

distribution for fitting.  
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An Overall Comparison of Simulated and Actual Stand Occupancy Times for B738 

An overall comparison of the actual and simulated stand occupancy times was performed to 

ensure that even with the assumptions made for the activities without empirical data, 

deviations from actual turnaround performance were kept within reasonable bounds. The 

histograms based on actual (purple) and simulated data (green) using the calibrated B738 

Petri Net model are shown in Figure 139. As can be seen, both the peaks as well as the 

ranking of most of the bins in terms of frequency for each histogram are similar. As for 

differences, a bigger deviation is observed for the bin 70-75 minutes. A single record each is 

also observed for the bins 90-95 and 130-35 minutes in the simulation (0 records for the bins 

from 95 to 130 minutes). These are due to turnarounds that experience excessively long 

maintenance-related delays.  

 

Figure 139. Histogram of Actual (Purple) and Simulated (Green) Stand Occupancy Times 

(AOBT-AIBT) (B738) 
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E. Calibration of A333 Petri Net 
 

Actual Aircraft Arrival (Parked) Time Relative to Scheduled Arrival Time (AIBT-

SIBT) 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition ‘Elapsed 

Time to Actual Arrival at Ramp’. 

In Figure 140, the fitted probability density function (red) is plotted over a histogram of 

AIBT-SIBT values. The best fit for the time differences was found using the normal 

distribution with the parameter values stated in Table 39.   

 

Figure 140. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Actual Aircraft Arrival Time Relative to Scheduled 

Arrival Time (AIBT-SIBT) (A333) 

 

Table 39. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Actual Aircraft Arrival Time Relative to Scheduled 

Arrival Time (AIBT-SIBT) (A333) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Mean Variance 

Normal 0 189.22 

 

For the final check, the KS test does not reject the null hypothesis that the actual data follows 

the proposed truncated distribution.  
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Over-the-wing Activities 

• Passenger Boarding  

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition ‘Pax 

Boarding’.  

In Figure 141, the fitted probability density function (red) is plotted over a histogram of 

actual boarding durations. The best fit for the boarding duration was found using the 

Weibull distribution with the parameter values stated in Table 40.  

 

Figure 141. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Passenger Boarding Duration (A333) 

 

Table 40. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Passenger Boarding Duration (A333) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Scale 

Parameter, a 

Shape 

Parameter, b 

Mean Variance 

Weibull 20.6016 3.90655 18.6483 28.5657 

  

The KS test rejects the null hypothesis that the actual data follows the proposed 

distribution, which is unsurprising given that it is unlikely for a theoretical distribution 

(unimodal) to be a good fit for a bimodal histogram. Once again, this is a case where an 

empirical distribution would be the most appropriate.  

The fitted distribution has a mean of 18.6483 minutes. The official manual estimates 

boarding duration at 10 minutes for a seating capacity of 300 seats at a 100% load factor. 

The A333 sample used consists of 45 flights under one airline and 38 flights under the 

second. The number of seats for the A333s flown by the first airline is similar to that of 

the aircraft manual, while the number of seats for the A330s flown by the second airline 
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is about 40 less at roughly 260 seats. Even so, boarding durations observed in the sample 

are significantly larger than those proposed in the aircraft manual. 

The fitted distribution was also truncated with a lower bound set at 5 minutes and an 

upper bound set at 35 minutes (the shortest and longest boarding durations observed in 

actual data are 5 and 31 minutes respectively) to avoid the generation of exceptionally 

short or long boarding durations.  

As for the earliest time at which passenger boarding can start and end relative to the 

scheduled arrival of the aircraft, the same values as those for the B738 60-minute 

turnarounds are used, which are 25 and 40 minutes respectively. 

 

• Passenger Deboarding 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition ‘Pax 

Deboarding’.  

Since empirical data is unavailable, a histogram of the time elapsed from the AIBT to the 

completion of connection of the fueling pipes is first consulted. Unlike the case for B738 

where only 12 samples were collected, 31 samples of fueling-related data were obtained 

for the A333. From Figure 142, similar to what was observed for B738, fuel pipes are 

connected in as little as 3 minutes from AIBT, and it is highly unlikely that passenger 

deboarding would be completed by then. This supports the earlier statement that 

adherence to the practice of initiating fueling pipe connection after completion of 

passenger deboarding may not be strong, and hence the completion of fueling pipes may 

not provide the most reliable estimate for the duration of passenger deboarding.   

 

Figure 142. Histogram of Time Elapsed from AIBT to Completion of Fuel Pipe Connection 

(A333) 
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The aircraft manual as well as live observations were used as sources of reference. The 

manual estimates passenger deboarding duration at 6 minutes, while durations observed 

for 2 A333 turnarounds clocked in at 7 minutes and 9 minutes.  

To replicate the long right tail of a lognormal distribution, the mode was set at 7 minutes, 

with the lower and the upper bound set at 5 and 11 minutes respectively. The plot and 

parameters of the distribution are shown in Figure 143 and Table 41 respectively. 

 

Figure 143. Pdf of Chosen Distribution for Passenger Deboarding (A333) 

 

Table 41. Parameters of Chosen Distribution for Passenger Deboarding (A333) 

Chosen Distribution a b c 

Triangular 5 7 11 

 

• Aerobridge Connection and Disconnection  

This section presents the distributions chosen for the firing times of the transitions ‘AB 

Connect’, ‘AB Disconnect’, as well as the deterministic value chosen for the firing time 

of the transition ‘Pax Door Close’.  

Since empirical data was unavailable for aerobridge operations, the sources of reference 

were the aircraft manual and the live observations. 

The aircraft manual provides an estimate of 1 minute for aerobridge connection, and 1 

minute for aerobridge disconnection. For the 2 A333 turnarounds observed, timings were 

recorded for both aerobridges in each turnaround. The shortest timing clocked in at 1 

minute 10 seconds with the longest at 1 minute 55 seconds.   

The chosen distribution for both aerobridge connection and disconnection is identical to 

the one used for B738 - a triangular distribution with a mode of 1.5 minutes, a lower 

bound of 1 minute and an upper bound of 2 minutes. The plot and parameters of the 

distribution are shown in Figure 144 and Table 42 respectively. An identical placeholder 

value of 0.2 minutes is also used for the closing of the passenger door. 
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Figure 144. Pdf of Chosen Distribution for Aerobridge Connection/Disconnection (A333) 

 

Table 42. Parameters of Chosen Distribution for Aerobridge Connection/Disconnection (A333) 

Chosen Distribution a b c 

Triangular 1.0 1.5 2.0 

 

• Catering-related Activities 

No empirical data was available for catering-related activities. The sources of references 

were the aircraft manual and live observations.  Recall that unlike B738, catering 

exchange for A333 is done in parallel at the forward and aft service door. 

o Raising of High-loader, Opening and Closing of Catering Door  

This section presents the deterministic values chosen for the firing times of the 

transitions ‘Raise/Lower Highloader Fwd/Aft’, ‘Catering Door Open/Close Fwd/Aft’ 

and. Recall that unlike the B738, catering exchange for A333 is done in parallel at the 

forward and aft service door.  

Table 43 shows the deterministic values used for the duration of each of the following 

activities. These values are identical to the ones used for B738. 

Table 43. Deterministic Values Chosen for Duration of High-loader Raising, Opening/Closing of 

Catering Door (A333) 

Transition Duration 

Raising of High-loader 0.3 minutes 

Opening/Closing of Catering Door 0.2 minutes 

 

o Arrival Time of Catering Truck at the Aircraft Relative to AIBT of Aircraft 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition 

‘Catering Truck Delay’.   
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The fitted distribution for the arrival of fueling trucks at the aircraft relative to actual 

aircraft arrival time is also used for the catering truck.  

o Catering Exchange 

This section presents the distributions chosen for the firing times of the transitions 

‘Catering Exchange Fwd’, ‘Catering Exchange Aft’.  

First, simulations of the A333 Petri Net were run with firing times of transitions of 

catering-related, cleaning-related and crew-related activities set to zero. Histograms 

for the time elapsed from AIBT to the start of boarding is then compared for the 

actual case and the simulated case. The purpose of such a comparison was to get a 

sensing of how much of the actual histogram can be explained by fueling-related 

activities alone. The histogram based on actual (purple) and simulated data (green) are 

shown in Figure 145. Unlike the case for B738, the mode of the actual histogram is 

significantly higher than the mode of the simulated histogram. This suggests that in 

terms of criticality, catering or cleaning is likely to play a greater role than they did 

for the B738.  

 

Figure 145. Histograms of Actual (Purple) and Simulated (Green) Timings from AIBT to Start 

of Boarding with Firing Times of Transitions of Catering-related, Cleaning-related and Crew-

related Activities Set to Zero (A333) 

The calibration of the catering and cleaning durations was then done simultaneously. 

The derivation of the distribution for cleaning duration is explained in the next 

section. According to the aircraft manual, catering exchange for the aft and forward 

service door is estimated at 33 and 9.5 minutes respectively. In the live observation of 

the 2 turnarounds, the following timings were also recorded (Table 44): 
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Table 44. Observed Timings for Catering Exchange at Aft and Forward Service Doors (A333) 

Turnaround No. Catering Exchange 

(Fwd) Duration 

Catering Exchange 

(Aft) Duration 

1 11 minutes 20 minutes  

2 9 minutes 22 minutes 

 

For catering exchange at the forward service door, the observed duration is similar to 

the estimate provided in the manual. Given the significantly lower timings for 

catering exchange at the forward service door (relative to catering exchange at the aft 

service door), a placeholder distribution is used for the duration of catering exchange 

at the forward service door. The chosen distribution is a triangular distribution with 

mode 10, and lower and upper bounds of 9 and 11 minutes respectively. 

As for catering exchange at the aft service door, observed timings were significantly 

lower than the estimated provided in the manual. According to dnata, the maximum 

duration for catering exchange at a single door should not exceed 30 minutes. 

Different bounds for the triangular distributions for catering exchange of the aft and 

forward doors were then tested. After incorporating the distributions for catering-, 

cleaning- and crew-related activities into the Petri Net, simulations were run and 

histograms for the time elapsed from AIBT to the start of boarding were compared for 

the actual case and the simulated case. 

Figure 146 shows the comparison of the actual histogram (purple) and the histogram 

based on simulations (green) using the eventual choice of bounds. Although 

differences exist in the range and the sharpness of the peaks, this was regarded as the 

closest fit observed across the simulations ran using triangular distributions for 

catering- and cleaning-related activities.  

 

Figure 146. Histogram of Actual (Purple) and Simulated (Green) Timings from AIBT to Start of 

Boarding with Chosen Distributions for Firing Times of Catering-related, Cleaning-related and 

Crew-related Transitions (A333) 
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The chosen distribution for catering exchange for the forward door is a triangular 

distribution with a mode of 10 minutes, a lower bound of 9 minutes and an upper 

bound of 11 minutes. The plot and parameters of the distribution are shown in Figure 

147 and Table 45 respectively. 

 

Figure 147. Pdf of Chosen Distribution for Catering Exchange at the Forward Service Door 

(A333) 

 

Table 45. Parameters of Chosen Distribution for Catering Exchange at the Forward Service 

Door (A333) 

Chosen Distribution a b c 

Triangular 

Distribution 

9 10 11 

 

The chosen distribution for catering exchange for the aft door is a triangular 

distribution with a mode of 20 minutes, a lower bound of 15 minutes and an upper 

bound of 35 minutes. The plot and parameters of the distribution are shown in Figure 

148 and Table 46 respectively. 
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Figure 148. Pdf of Chosen Distribution for Catering Exchange at the Aft Service Door (A333) 

Table 46. Parameters of Chosen Distribution for Exchange at the Aft Service Door (A333) 

Chosen Distribution a b c 

Triangular 

Distribution  

15 20 35 

 

Similar to the case for B738, the simulated histogram in Figure 146 was not 

successful in reproducing the lower-valued bins i.e. 15-20 and 20-25 minutes. For the 

2 bins that were not reproduced at all, they do not contain any flights with arrivals 

before the scheduled arrival time (bin 25-30 minutes is the only other bin with this 

feature). In fact, 8 of the 10 flights across these 2 bins arrived later than 10 minutes 

after the scheduled arrival time.  Since the Petri Net designed strictly only allows 

boarding to start after fueling is completed, it is possible that the lowest durations 

observed in the actual histogram could not be reproduced, but instead a larger number 

of cases for the bins 30-35 and 35 to 40 is simulated. 

As for the under-representation of the bin of 45-50 minutes, it can be attributed to the 

use of the triangular distribution for the catering exchange and interior cleaning 

durations, which is unlikely to be the actual distribution for the duration of these 

activities.   

 

 

• Cleaning-related Activities 

No empirical data was available for the cleaning-related activities. The sources of 

references were the aircraft manual and inputs from the ramp facility.  

o Arrival Time of Cleaning Team at the Aircraft Relative to AIBT to Aircraft 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition 

‘Cleaning Team Arrival Delay’.   

The fitted distribution for the arrival of fueling trucks at the aircraft relative to actual 

aircraft arrival time is also used for the cleaning team.  
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o Aircraft Interior Cleaning 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition 

‘Clean’.  

The aircraft manual does not provide an estimate for aircraft interior cleaning. 

According to dnata, interior cleaning for the A333 should not exceed 25 minutes. At 

the end of the calibration process done simultaneously with catering exchange, a 

triangular distribution was chosen where 15 minutes was set as the lower bound and 

25 minutes as the upper bound. A symmetrical distribution is constructed by setting 

the mode at 20 minutes. The plot and parameters of the distribution are shown in 

Figure 149 and Table 47 respectively. 

 

Figure 149. Pdf of Chosen Distribution for Aircraft Interior Cleaning (A333) 

 

Table 47. Parameters of Chosen Distribution for Aircraft Interior Cleaning (A333) 

Chosen Distribution a b c 

Triangular 15 20 25 

 

• Crew-related Activities 

This section presents the deterministic values chosen for the firing times of the transitions 

‘Crew Deboarding’, ‘Crew Boarding’ and ‘Cabin Inspection’, which is similar to the case 

for B738.   
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Under-the-wing Activities 

• Fueling-related Activities 

Empirical data for the fueling-related activities for 33 A333s and 10 B738s are obtained 

through surveillance cameras. As for the distributions, observations for the arrival of 

trucks and connection of fueling pipes are applicable to both aircraft types, while 

observations for the actual fueling duration are specific to each aircraft type (B738 or 

A333). 

o Arrival Time of Fueling Truck at the Aircraft Relative to AIBT of Aircraft 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition ‘Fuel 

Truck Delay’, which is identical to the case for B738. 

o Connection of Fueling Pipe 

This section presents the deterministic value chosen for the firing time of the 

transitions ‘Fuel Pipe Connecting’, which is identical to the case for B738. 

o Fueling 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition 

‘Fueling’ and ‘Fuel Pipe Disconnecting’.  

Similar to case for B738, since the transition ‘Fueling’ is used to represent the time 

from the completion of fuel pipe connection to the time the fuel pipe is disconnected 

from the end connected to the aircraft, the firing time of the transition ‘Fuel Pipe 

Disconnecting’ is set to zero.  

In Figure 150, the fitted probability density function (red) is plotted over a histogram 

of actual fueling durations. The best fit for the duration was found using the 

Nakagami distribution with the parameter values stated in Table 48.  

 

Figure 150. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Fueling Duration (A333) 
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Table 48. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Fueling Duration (A333) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Shape Parameter, 

mu 

Scale Parameter, 

omega 

Mean Variance 

Nakagami 4.71724 425.968 20.1001 21.9477 

 

For the final check, the KS test does not reject the null hypothesis that the actual data 

follows the proposed distribution.  

 

• Cargo/Baggage Handling   

 

o Opening and Closing of Cargo Doors 

This section presents the deterministic values chosen for the firing times of the 

transitions ‘Fwd/Aft/Bulk Cargo Door Open’ and ‘Fwd/Aft/Bulk Cargo Door Close’.  

No empirical data was available for the opening and closing of the doors. Based on 

live observations, a placeholder value of 0.5 minutes is chosen.  

o Start of Unloading and End of Loading 

This section presents the distributions chosen for the firing times of the transitions 

‘UnloadLoad Fwd’, ‘UnloadLoad Aft’, ‘Last Outbound Bag Delivery to Aircraft Fwd 

and ‘Last Outbound Bag Delivery to Aircraft Aft’.   

In Figure 151, the fitted probability density function (red) is plotted over a histogram 

of actual durations for unloading and loading. The best fit for the unload-load duration 

was found using the Nakagami distribution with the parameter values shown in Table 

49. 

 

Figure 151. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Time from Start of Unloading to End of Loading 

(A333) 
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Table 49. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Time from Start of Unloading to End of Loading (A333) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Shape 

Parameter, mu 

Scale 

Parameter, 

omega 

Mean Variance 

Nakagami 4.82337 2251.66 46.2399 113.537 

 

Additionally, recall in Section 5.1.2 that transitions were included in the Petri Net to 

account for the arrival of the last outbound bag at the aircraft. In Figure 152, the fitted 

probability density function (red) is plotted over a histogram of the arrival time of the 

last outbound bag at the aircraft relative to the scheduled arrival time of the aircraft. 

The parameters for the distribution are shown in Table 50. 

 

Figure 152. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Arrival Time of Last Outbound Bag at Aircraft 

(A333) 

 

Table 50. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Arrival Time of Last Outbound Bag at Aircraft (A333) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Scale Parameter, a Shape parameter, 

b 

Mean Variance 

Weibull 40.6048 4.3736 36.9936 91.6189 

 

The KS test does not reject the null hypothesis for the fitted distribution of the arrival 

time of the last outbound bag at the aircraft relative to SIBT, but rejects the null 

hypothesis for the fitted distribution of the unload-load duration. Similar to what was 

done for B738, the fitted distributions serve as starting reference points for the 

respective durations of each cargo hold during cargo hold.   
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In the context of the A333 Petri Net, the overall unload-load duration is a combination 

of 6 distributions. The start of unloading is given by the earliest unloading start time 

across the forward, aft and bulk cargo holds, which depends on which of the 

transitions ‘UnloadLoad Fwd’, ‘UnloadLoad Aft’ and ‘UnloadLoad Bulk’ is enabled 

earlier. The end of loading is given by the latest loading completion time across the 

cargo holds, which depends on which transition among the transitions ‘UnloadLoad 

Fwd’, ‘UnloadLoad Aft’, ‘UnloadLoad Bulk’, ‘Last Outbound Bag Delivery to 

Aircraft Fwd’, ‘Last Outbound Bag Delivery to Aircraft Aft’ and ‘Last Outbound Bag 

Delivery to Aircraft Bulk’ is the last to be fired.  

Simulations were run where the histograms of the resultant overall unload-load 

duration were compared with the actual histogram. Figure 153 shows the comparison 

of the actual histogram (purple) and the histogram based on simulations (green) using 

the eventual choice of constants. Although differences exist in the range and the 

sharpness of the peaks, this was regarded as the closest fit observed across the 

simulations ran.  

 

Figure 153. Histogram of Actual (Purple) and Simulated (Green) Timings from Start of 

Unloading to End of Loading (A333) 

The chosen distribution for the firing times of the transitions ‘UnloadLoad Fwd’, 

‘UnloadLoad Aft’ and ‘UnloadLoad Bulk’ is a Nakagami distribution displaced to the 

left by 10 units (minutes), with parameters as shown in Table 49. 

The chosen distribution for the firing times of the transitions ‘Last Outbound Bag 

Delivery to Aircraft Fwd’, ‘Last Outbound Bag Delivery to Aircraft Aft’ and ‘Last 

Outbound Bag to Aircraft Bulk’ is a Weibull distribution displaced to the left by 17 

units (minutes), with parameters as shown in Table 50. 

In Figure 153, there is an over-representation of the bins from 40 to 55 minutes, and 

an under-representation of the bins 60-70 minutes. The increase in complexity of the 
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A330 over the B738 due to the unload-load duration being a combination of 6 instead 

of 4 distributions means that it is even more unlikely that an accurate fit can be 

obtained using the same calibration approach.  Ideally, for a more accurate 

calibration, unloading and loading data should be collected separately for each cargo 

hold.  

o Availability of Deck Loader Relative to AIBT 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition ‘DL 

and BL Delay’.  

The time of availability of the deck loaders and belt loader at the Equipment Staging 

Area (ESA) is required for the estimation of the firing time for the transition ‘DL and 

BL Delay’. This duration is derived and inferred from empirical data based on the 

time from AIBT to the start of unloading. Recall in Section 5.2.4 that as a result of the 

manpower dependencies, unloading of the aft cargo hold will commence before the 

forward and bulk cargo holds for the Petri Net designed. In addition, for A333, the aft 

cargo door is only opened after the deck loader is in position. As such, the time of 

availability of the deck loader is estimated by subtracting both the time taken to drive 

the deck loader to the aft cargo hold (the firing time of the transition ‘Retrieve and 

Drive DL to Aft’) and the time required to open the cargo door from the time at which 

unloading starts.  

In Figure 154, the fitted probability density function (red) is first plotted over a 

histogram of the duration from AIBT to the start of unloading. The best fit for the 

relative time of availability of the belt loader was found using the Rayleigh 

distribution with the parameter values shown in Table 51. 

 

Figure 154. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Timings from AIBT of Aircraft to Start of Unloading 

(A333) 
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Table 51. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Timings from AIBT of Aircraft to Start of Unloading 

(A333) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Scale Parameter Mean Variance 

Rayleigh 2.89474 3.62802 3.59652 

   

It was found that the KS test rejects the null hypothesis that the actual data follows the 

proposed distribution, hence an empirical distribution is likely to be more appropriate.  

Since the duration for retrieval and driving of the deck loader to the aft cargo hold 

was set at 0.75 minutes while opening of the cargo door was set at 0.5 minutes), the 

chosen distribution for the arrival of the deck loader relative to AIBT (firing time of 

transition ‘DL and BL Delay’) was derived by displacing the fitted distribution in 

Figure 154 to the left by 1.25 minutes.  

 

• Lavatory Servicing- and Potable Water Refilling-related Activities 

No empirical data was available for these processes. The sources of references were the 

aircraft manual and live observations.   

o Arrival Time of Lavatory/Water Truck at the Aircraft Relative to AIBT of Aircraft 

This section presents the distributions chosen for the firing times of the transitions 

‘Waste Truck Delay’ and ‘Water Truck Delay’.  

The fitted distribution for the arrival of fueling trucks at the aircraft relative to actual 

aircraft arrival time is also used for the lavatory/water trucks.  

o Lavatory Servicing and Potable Water Refilling 

This section presents the distributions chosen for the firing times of the transitions 

‘Waste Clear’ and ‘Water Refill’.    

The aircraft manual estimates lavatory servicing at 15 minutes and potable water 

refilling at 16 minutes. These durations include both set-up and disconnection 

procedures  

 

In the live observations, timings recorded were based on the arrival and departure 

times of the trucks. The timing between the departure of the lavatory truck and the 

arrival of the water truck is also recorded. These timings are shown in Table 52. 

Table 52. Observed Timings for Lavatory Servicing and Potable Water Refilling (A333) 

Turnaround No. Lavatory Servicing  Potable Water 

Refilling 

1 12 minutes 11 minutes 

2 11 minutes  13 minutes  

 

The chosen distributions for both lavatory servicing and potable water refilling are 

identical - a triangular distribution with a mode of 12 minutes, a lower bound of 10 
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minutes and an upper bound of 14 minutes. The plot and parameters of the 

distribution are shown in Figure 155 and Table 53 respectively. 

 

Figure 155. Pdf of Chosen Distribution for Lavatory Servicing/Potable Water Refilling (A333) 

 

Table 53. Parameters of Chosen Distribution for Lavatory Servicing/Potable Water Refilling 

(A333) 

Chosen Distribution a b c 

Triangular 10 12 14 

 

Note that in the transition ‘Water Refilling’ in the Petri Net, it also includes the time 

required for the exchange of positions of the lavatory truck and the water truck after 

the completion of lavatory servicing. As such, the firing time of the transition will be 

based on the sum of 2 values – 0.5 minutes for the exchange of vehicles and another 

value drawn from the distribution for the duration of potable water refilling.  
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Finalization of Documents 

This section presents the distributions chosen for the firing times of the transitions ‘Pax 

Manifest Finalize’ and ‘Load Sheet Finalize’.   

In Figure 156, the fitted probability density function (red) for the finalization of the passenger 

manifest is plotted over a histogram of the duration from the end of boarding to the closing of 

the passenger door (for relevant cases). The best fit for the duration for finalization of 

passenger manifest was found using the Rayleigh distribution with the parameter values 

shown in Table 54. 

 

Figure 156. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Filtered Timings from End of Boarding to Passenger 

Door Closed (Finalization of Passenger Manifest) (A333) 

 

Table 54. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Filtered Timings from End of Boarding to Passenger 

Door Closed (Finalization of Passenger Manifest) (A333) 

Fitted Distribution Scale Parameter Mean Variance 

Rayleigh 2.06968 2.59396 1.83853 
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In Figure 157, the fitted probability density function (red) for the finalization of the load sheet 

is plotted over a histogram of the duration from the end of loading to the closing of the 

passenger door (for relevant cases). The best fit for the duration for finalization of the load 

sheet was found using the Normal distribution with the parameter values shown in Table 55. 

 

Figure 157. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Filtered Timings for End of Loading to Passenger 

Door Closed (Finalization of Load Sheet) (A333) 

 

Table 55. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Filtered Timings for End of Loading to Passenger Door 

Closed (Finalization of Load Sheet) (A333) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Mean Variance 

Normal 3.41667 6.26515 

 

It was found that the KS test rejects the null hypothesis that the actual data follows the 

proposed distribution for both the finalization of passenger manifest and the load sheet, which 

suggests that an empirical distribution is likely to be more appropriate for both of these 

activities.   

The chosen distributions for both durations are also not the highest ranked in terms of AIC. 

For both cases, the distribution with the lowest AIC (highest ranked) was the generalized 

Pareto distribution with a decreasing pdf, which is unlikely to be the appropriate given the 

observed shape of the actual histograms and hence was not chosen.  
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EO1 Duties  

No empirical data or official sources were available for EO1 duties.  

• Enter Aerobridge 1 for Connection 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition ‘EO1 

Enter AB1 for Connection’, which is identical to that of the transition ‘RSM Enter AB for 

Connection’ for B738. 

• Retrieve and Drive Deck Loader to Forward Cargo Hold, Clear Deck Loader and Enter 

Aerobridge for Disconnection 

This section presents the deterministic values chosen for the firing times of the transitions 

‘Retrieve and Drive DL to Fwd’ and ‘Clear DL and Enter AB’. A placeholder value of 

0.75 minutes is chosen, as the distances covered by each activity is similar to the 

activities described by the transitions ‘Retrieve and Drive BL to Aft/Fwd’ and ‘Clear DL 

and Enter AB’ for B738. 

 

EO2 Duties  

No empirical data or official sources were available for EO2 duties.  

• Enter Aerobridge 2 for Connection 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition ‘EO2 

Enter AB2 for Connection’, which is identical to that of the transition ‘EO1 Enter AB1 

for Connection’.  

 

• Retrieve and Drive Transporter, Clear Transporter and Enter AB  

This section presents the deterministic values chosen for the firing time of the transitions 

‘Retrieve and Drive TT’ and ‘Clear TT and Enter AB’. A placeholder value of 0.75 

minutes is chosen, as the distances covered are similar to activities corresponding to the 

retrieval and clearing of belt loaders and deck loaders.  

 

EO3 Duties  

No empirical data or official sources were available for EO3 duties.  

• Retrieve and Deck Loader to Aft Cargo Hold, Retrieve and Drive Belt Loader to Bulk 

Cargo Hold 

This section presents the deterministic value chosen for the firing time of the transition 

‘Retrieve and Drive DL to Aft’ and the firing time of the transition ‘Retrieve and Drive 

BL to Bulk’. A placeholder value of 0.75 minutes is chosen, as the distances covered are 

similar to activities corresponding to the retrieval and clearing of belt loaders and deck 

loaders. 
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Maintenance  

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing times of the transition 

‘Maintenance’, which is similar to the case for B738.   

 

Chocks On, Chocks Off, Connection of Tow Tug  

This section presents the deterministic values chosen for the firing times of the transitions 

‘Chocks On’, ‘Chocks Off’ and ‘Tow Tug Connect’, which is similar to the case for B738. 

 

Start of Pushback Relative to TOBT (AOBT-TOBT) 

This section presents the distribution chosen for the firing time of the transition ‘Request for 

Pushback’.  

 

Figure 158. Section of A333 Master Net with Transition 'Request for Pushback' 

The time at which an aircraft commences pushback from the stand relative to the time where 

it is ready for pushback is inferred from empirical data. 

In Figure 159, the fitted probability density function (red) is plotted over a histogram of 

AOBT-TOBT values. The best fit for the time differences was found using the generalized 

extreme value distribution with the parameter values stated in Table 56.  

 

Figure 159. Histogram and Fitted Pdf for Time from Ready for Pushback to Pushback from 

Stand (AOBT-TOBT) (A333) 
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Table 56. Parameters of Fitted Pdf for Time from Ready for Pushback to Pushback from Stand 

(AOBT-TOBT) (A333) 

Fitted 

Distribution 

Rate Parameter Mean Variance 

Exponential 6.494 6.49398 42.1717 

 

It was also found that the KS test rejects the null hypothesis that the actual data follows the 

proposed distribution, hence an empirical distribution is likely to be more appropriate.  

 

An Overall Comparison of Simulated and Actual Stand Occupancy Times for A333 

An overall comparison of the actual and simulated stand occupancy times was performed to 

ensure that even with the assumptions made for the activities without empirical data, 

deviations from actual turnaround performance were kept within reasonable bounds. The 

histograms based on actual (purple) and simulated data (green) using the calibrated A330 

Petri Net model are shown in Figure 160. While the ranking of most of the bins in terms of 

frequency for each histogram are similar, there is a difference in peaks with an over-

representation of bin 70-75 minutes in the simulated histogram. Under-representation of bins 

50-55 and 95 to 100 minutes are observed as well.  

   

 

Figure 160. Histogram of Actual (Purple) and Simulated (Green) Stand Occupancy Times 

(AOBT-AIBT) (A333) 
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F. Critical Paths for B738 from Simulation (Representative Examples) 
 

CP1 and CP2: Passenger Services  

 

Figure 161. Gantt chart of a B738 Turnaround with CP1 
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Figure 162. Gantt chart of a B738 Turnaround with CP2 
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CP3 and CP4: Cargo/Baggage Handling (Forward) 

 

 

Figure 163. Gantt chart of a B738 Turnaround with CP3 
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Figure 164. Gantt chart of a B738 Turnaround with CP4 
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CP5: Cargo/Baggage Handling (Aft) 

 

 

Figure 165. Gantt chart of a B738 Turnaround with CP5 
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CP6: Maintenance  

 

 

Figure 166. Gantt chart of a B738 Turnaround with CP6 
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G. Critical Paths for A333 from Simulation (Representative Examples) 
 

CP1 to CP4: Passenger Services 

 

Figure 167. Gantt chart of an A333 Turnaround with CP1 
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Figure 168. Gantt chart of an A333 Turnaround with CP2 
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Figure 169. Gantt chart of an A333 Turnaround with CP3 
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Figure 170. Gantt chart of an A333 Turnaround with CP4 
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CP5 to CP7: Cargo/Baggage Handling (Forward) 

 

 

Figure 171. Gantt chart of an A333 Turnaround with CP5 
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Figure 172. Gantt chart of an A333 Turnaround with CP6 
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Figure 173. Gantt chart of an A333 Turnaround with CP7 
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CP8 to CP9: Cargo/Baggage Handling (Aft) 

 

 

Figure 174. Gantt chart of an A333 Turnaround with CP8 
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Figure 175. Gantt chart of an A333 Turnaround with CP9 
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CP10: Cargo/Baggage Handling (Bulk) 

 

 

Figure 176. Gantt chart of an A333 Turnaround with CP10 
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CP11: Maintenance 

 

 

Figure 177. Gantt chart of an A333 Turnaround with CP11 
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